The New Featherweight Headphones

Dolby's C-Type N/R System
In hi-fi, up until now, sound was the whole picture.

Since the very beginning, hi-fi has appealed to one sense: your hearing. The rest was up to your imagination.

Now Pioneer brings you closer to the reality of performance than you've ever experienced at home: LaserDisc. Now you can hear and see a concert or a movie as easily as you can play a record. With sound that's pure hi-fi.

The Pioneer LaserDisc player is easy to hook up and easy to operate. One wire to your TV; two to your hi-fi. Then just place a disc on the player, and poof... magic.

THE SOUND: A NEW GENERATION IN STEREO.
With Pioneer LaserDisc, both channels are completely discrete from each other. It's stereo in its truest sense. And since the disc is read by a light beam rather than a video head or needle, with normal use, it doesn't wear out from play. In addition, unlike conventional records, you can handle the LaserDisc as much as you wish. Even minor surface scratches won't affect the superb audio and video fidelity. You can enjoy the disc forever.

THE PICTURE: BETTER THAN HOME VIDEO TAPE.
The Pioneer LaserDisc player offers a picture with actually 40% better resolution than the picture delivered by a home video tape player. A picture of the highest broadcast quality. For the first time on your television set, video fidelity is matched by audio fidelity.

TRULY PERSONAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT.
Try to imagine what it would be like to sit down in front of your television and see whatever program you wished whenever you wished to see it. With a sense of performance, a feeling of "being there" never before experienced at home: Movies, concerts, sports. Pioneer Artists and MCA/Discovision discs like Paul Simon, Liza Minelli, Loretta Lynn, Jaws, Animal House, The Blues Brothers, the NFL.

A DOOR TO EDUCATION.
With standard-play discs, you can create your own instant sports replays at home; you can go in fast motion, slow motion, one frame at a time, even stop motion indefinitely. But LaserDisc offers something far more revolutionary. Everyone of the up to 108,000 frames on the disc is coded. And a built in micro-computer lets you access any individual frame at will. This means you can go to your favorite scene in a movie or song in a concert in seconds.

But that's merely the beginning. On one disc you can stroll through the National Gallery and study art masterpieces one masterpiece at a time.

And since play can't wear out the disc, they can be studied forever.

THE FUTURE IS IN REACH.
One of the most surprising parts of this new technology is that it's affordable.
The Pioneer LaserDisc player has a suggested retail price of $749. (Optional remote control just $50 more.) As surprising, a full length movie on LaserDisc can even cost less than taking your family out to the movies. And about half or a third of the price of that same movie on video tape.

YOU WON'T BELIEVE IT UNTIL YOU SEE IT.

Irrespective of how much we say here, the true magic of LaserDisc can only be appreciated in person. So we've arranged for a personal demonstration in your area. Just call us at 800-621-5199, and we'll give you the names of the stores nearest you. Go by all means. You won't believe your eyes. Or your ears.
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Simulate TV picture from The Blues Brothers.
A NEW STANDARD OF RECORD CARE

DISCWASHER D4 SYSTEM

NEW D4 FLUID
Inherently more active against record contamination. Inherently safe for record vinyl. Preferentially absorptive formula carries all contamination off the record.

NEW D4 FABRIC
Unique directional fibers preferentially remove fluid and contamination. D4 fabric results in clearly better cleaning, better drying and ultimately residue-free surfaces.

UNMATCHED VALUE
The Discwasher D4 System is enhanced by the durability and aesthetics of the hand-finished walnut handle. Included in the D4 System are the DC-1 Pad Cleaner and new instructions.
MASTERPIECE

a brilliant new level of achievement
in cartridge development

Now Pickering, the company with the world's finest background in cartridge development, introduces a new level of engineering brilliance in the XSV/5000. Starting with a sleek, improved cantilever tube that adds an incredible dimension of traceAbility, the XSV/5000 offers an improved Stereohedron™ stylus design that brings out all of the audio information, particularly in direct-disc recordings, and a new internal configuration that offers a frequency response out to 50,000 Hz.

Over three years in development, backed by 30 years of experience and carefully handcrafted to the highest standards, the XSV/5000 is the one cartridge that not only meets the most demanding technical specifications, but delivers a smooth and faithful reproduction of sound that must be heard...truly "The Source of Perfection"—hear it at your Pickering dealer today!

For further information write to: Pickering & Co., Inc.
101 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803

PICKERING

"for those who can hear the difference"
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ARE YOU READY FOR REAL?

CROWN announces five new audio instruments, built exclusively for your home audio system, and designed for the most accurate reproduction – the real sound – of your favorite music.

- a new FM tuner that solves RF intermodulation problems
- a new pre-amp that packs unbelievable sonic accuracy and total control into a 1½" chassis
- three powerful, clean new amps featuring the Crown MULTI-MODE™ circuit that stops distortion at all listening levels.

They’re on their way to your Crown dealer now, so you can look, touch and listen. Or you can read all about them in your own home by sending the coupon below and $5 for the latest edition of the CROWN INFORMATION PACKAGE. Over 100 pages, including a “tour” of the Crown factory in Indiana; brochures that explain the operation of all these new instruments plus information on Distinction products; technical articles by Crown engineers on the MULTI-MODE™ circuit and other audio topics; complete reprints of publication reviews; price lists and dealer addresses. Satisfaction guaranteed or we’ll refund your $5. Your Crown dealer will give you this PACKAGE free if you visit his store. If you don’t know his address, use the Reader Service Card for a free dealer list. Or call 219/294-5571.

CROWN...

WHEN YOU'RE READY FOR REAL!

For your CROWN INFORMATION PACKAGE, send this coupon and five dollars to Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46577. AU5

Name ___________________________ City ___________________________
Address ___________________________ State __________ Zip ___________
Phone ___________________________
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WHY SPEND $200 MORE ON A BETTER TAPE DECK WHEN ALL YOU NEED IS $2 MORE FOR A BETTER TAPE.

No matter how much you spend on a tape deck, the sound that comes out of it can only be as good as the tape you put in it. So before you invest a few hundred dollars upgrading your tape deck, invest a few extra dollars in a new Maxell XLI-S or XLII-S cassette.

They’re the newest and most advanced generation of oxide formulation tapes. By engineering smaller and more uniformly shaped oxide particles, we were able to pack more of these particles onto a given area of tape.

Now this might not sound exactly earth-shattering, but it can help your tape deck live up to its specifications by improving output, signal-to-noise ratio and frequency response.

Our new XL-S cassettes also have an improved binder system, which helps keep the oxide particles exactly where they’re supposed to be. On the tape’s surface, not on your recording heads. As a result, you’ll hear a lot more music and a lot less distortion.

There’s more to our XL-S tape than just great tape. We’ve also redesigned our cassette shells. Our new Quin-Lok™ Clamp/Hub Assembly holds the leader firmly in place and eliminates tape deformation. Which means you’ll not only hear great music, but you’ll also be able to enjoy it a lot longer.

So if you’d like to get better sound out of your tape system, you don’t have to put more money into it. Just put in our new tape.
In your audio thinking, amateur or pro, do you keep track of what I call the proto-fundamentals? A lot of us don’t and couldn’t care less. That is, until something goes wrong. Then it turns out we really need them. I do not mean basic principles like Ohm’s Law or Negative Feedback or the Hysteresis Loop. I mean much more elementary basics, the kind that one would really think ought to be taken for granted, such as the wheel.

I find that many people of considerable intelligence don’t know about the basics at all and often are not even aware they do not know. Do you think that audio is any different from the rest of our life? People’s knowledge of the audio proto-basics is like so much Swiss cheese, full of holes. You can’t see them but, I assure you, they are there, even so. And, dare I say it, from top to bottom of the audio spectrum.

It’s typical of our civilization that we acquire extraordinary skills in the operation of our millions of gadgets and yet mostly haven’t the slightest idea how they work. We are practical, or so we think. We learn to work the levers and pedals, push the buttons, tweak the toggles and knobs and juggle the readouts, remote controls, programmings, to get what we want, all the way from the Sony to the Cuisinart, from GM X to Chrysler K. ABC to ... I was about to say XYZ. Let’s be tactful and say CBS.

We buy our audio and we play it, play with it, just as we compute and calculate, play TV games, program the microwave, set up the VCR, turn on the cassette, check out the deep freeze, and activate the burglar alarm.

You do not really need any proto-fundamentals to listen to your hi-fi. Designed that way, on purpose. Not until you have an accident or a breakdown. Yet, curiously, some people don’t have accidents and they cope beautifully with breakdowns, apparently without knowing anything. Shall we call it a sixth sense? Others would call it intuition, which is knowing how without knowing why. It’s the greatest blessing we can have, though not widespread among us. If we intuit well, we go straight to the point and say that’s it. And can’t explain. I know hi-fi people who can do this with their home equipment. When one channel suddenly goes dead, they close their eyes and point, saying “THERE.” And the channel is made to work again.

I have discovered recently that there is a split in the computer world. On one side are those near-relatives of ours, the people who invent or design computer hardware, the memory cores, the doughnuts and magnetic bubbles, and the ever-more-potent microchips. Most audio people are at least moderately at home with this sort of technology since it is encroaching so very rapidly into our own territory.

But on the other side we find the legions of new computer programmers. Another breed! I remain much in awe of them, with their new and easy ways of thinking, but — shocking! I am now aware that many of these young geniuses do not know even the simplest basic proto-facts about the insides of their own computers. And, very often, they do not want to know. Same old story. These people are Thinkers. They are operators, not technicians. They live in their own high-level stratosphere, far from plebeian things like electronics and microcircuits, though they use them every day. Their special work is cut out for them and it does not usually include servicing machines, let alone understanding their working principles.

A young friend of mine in the neighborhood had a big floppy-disc computer in his summer shack last year and I was eager to look at it, anything to do with discs being my special interest. But he was politely diffident. And I suspect that he did not really want to answer my questions, which might have been a bit uncomfortable for him. I very much doubt if he knows how his floppy discs actually store their info, though he is expert at retrieving it. So I never set eyes on the machine.

That man is the modern man, all right! His eye right on the ball, as we used to say, going straight for the main chance, and no distractions. (Like proto-fundamentals.) And as you can see, the holes in his Swiss cheese are deliberate. He does not want to know. This is as it should be, I guess, in a competitive
Like a photograph that is out of focus, a loudspeaker that presents a hazy, clouded image will never make music sound real.

In a camera, exact optical focus is achieved by the combination of advanced design and exacting constructional standards. B&W Loudspeakers achieve musical focus by adhering to the same strict standards. Their advanced technology includes crossover designs optimized by computer and cone inspection performed by laser interferometry. B&W's flawless construction is evidenced throughout—from massive cast-alloy frames to exquisite wood veneer finishes.

B&W Loudspeakers reproduce much more than just the notes and overtones of a performance. By revealing the subtest details of the music, they add a sense of depth and clarity that brings one much closer to the experience of listening to a live performance. Serious music listeners use a variety of terms to describe this elusive quality. We at B&W call it focus.

**Bring your music into focus...**

**with the B&W DM22.**

Like a photograph that is out of focus, a loudspeaker that presents a hazy, clouded image will never make music sound real.

In a camera, exact optical focus is achieved by the combination of advanced design and exacting constructional standards. B&W Loudspeakers achieve musical focus by adhering to the same strict standards. Their advanced technology includes crossover designs optimized by computer and cone inspection performed by laser interferometry. B&W's flawless construction is evidenced throughout—from massive cast-alloy frames to exquisite wood veneer finishes.

B&W Loudspeakers reproduce much more than just the notes and overtones of a performance. By revealing the subtest details of the music, they add a sense of depth and clarity that brings one much closer to the experience of listening to a live performance. Serious music listeners use a variety of terms to describe this elusive quality. We at B&W call it focus.

**DM22**

Even B&W's least expensive model, the DM22, benefits from B&W's most important technological innovations, including the use of polymer driver materials and laser interferometry design procedures. Yet, the DM22 is not a "utility" model but rather is a handsomely crafted wood veneer, high performance loudspeaker.

The DM22 achieves a new level of value and is truly the least expensive loudspeaker worthy of the B&W name.
It's typical of our civilization that we acquire extraordinary operational skills without the slightest idea of how things work.

world. Efficiency. Why clutter the brain with useless side information? Stick to what you must know, and shun the rest. Gets in the way. True, some day you might get shown up, or your equipment might let you down. But (you tell yourself) it won't happen. It's not supposed to happen.

Question: How many of our audio-readers fit right into this admirably practical category of mind, whether in professional audio or the home type? I'd guess plenty. And glad of it. No point in being defensive! It's good pragmatism and most of us think like this, even though our audio may be classed as entertainment.

And yet there are others of us, those who find basic principles, even the sillier proto-fundamentals, absolutely fascinating. We have to know how, and why, however uselessly. Alas, I am one of these! We do tend to be a bit slow. I'll admit. Too many interesting distractions. But we enjoy life and, in a way, we are more practical than you may think. When disaster strikes (when the heater busts, the car stalls, the blizzard hits, when the hi-fi goes dead or up in smoke), we know what to do. We have resources. We understand. Whereas the practical-minded majority is stymied.

Crown, Inc., the audio maker, recently fired off some material concerning its own service reliability, which, I can say from experience, is indeed excellent. The company speaks of the low rate of returns for repair, but then mentions one factor that has to be discounted, returns for no good reason. Equipment in perfect condition sent back for "repairs" not needed. Now this is a sizable factor in every company's operations and a terrible nuisance. And it stems straight from those gaping holes in our knowledge that we seem to cultivate so assiduously.

When things do go wrong, it's the panic button. Ask Crown. My amplifier is dead! (Somebody pushed the panic button.) The left speaker blew out! (Simple loose connection.) My tuner doesn't work! (Antenna busted.) The phono cartridge is defective; it plays mono! (Accidental short in the tiny rear connections.) What a mess. And all for the lack of a few silly fundamental proto-bits. Here are hundreds of intelligent people who put two and two together to make five — and out goes the equipment, back to the factory. Crazy. It's the kindergarten stuff we don't know.

I'll give you three choice little examples of kindergarten fundamentals, which are missing and shouldn't be. Each was a minor disaster. Two are in our area and one, for balance, is outside.

My brother, an editor of numerous "picture books" on scientific, cultural and historical subjects, sometimes asks me to "proofread" the stuff his professional writers send in. When I happen to be around. Two minds are better than one. Back a dozen years ago, he set up a book on a hot new subject, rocketry and space travel, and for this he hired a top journalist out of the London Times who specialized in this very area. When
Equipment in perfect condition is often sent back for "repairs" not needed. It stems from those gaping holes in our knowledge.

the manuscript came in, I was there. After a bit, my brother handed me the typescript. "Does this say what I think it says?" And a few minutes later there was another passage, also very strange and just as incorrect! Though neither of us is a rocket man, it soon became obvious to us that this writer, with impeccable credentials and all the facts of rocketry at hand, actually did not understand how a rocket works! As compared with a plane in the atmosphere. Action and reaction, in space as well as air. Talk about fundamentals! That book had to be rewritten by another author.

Then lately, I was slightly stunned to read in our "Tape Guide" (January) an innocent little question concerning reel-to-reel tape editing. "I am confused about tape splicing. On which side of the tape should I apply the splicing tape?"

Which side? Heavens above, why, of course, on the backside, not on the magnetic coating or you will "play" your splices over the head with a dropout in the sound. Mr. Burstein's answer was courtly and gracious, but I was dumbfounded. You mean that an owner of a reel-to-reel recorder, presumably well able to operate the same, still does not know the basics of tape movement past the machine's heads? Apparently so. I could understand this in a cassette owner. But reel-to-reel? No offense! We should respect this reader for taking the trouble to record reel to reel, and more, for desiring to improve his product through his own editing.

Here's another. Gal-friend, a singer, called me, said her cassette was acting up and could I help? She sings into it and listens to the playback as part of her practicing. She has hi-fi, too, a lot of records, and is very knowledgeable in music. But in audio, NO! Blissfully unaware of the most proto of fundamentals.

The machine played back fine, she said, except that when she sang a low note followed by a high note, the high note played flat, too low. And, she added matter of factly, would a new microphone fix it?

Take a breath and figure that out. For one thing, since when, I ask you, have microphones, even faulty ones, produced variable-pitch playback? You record an A and it comes out G, so you buy a new mike and try again? Some logic!

Then do tell me, how could her first note play right and the very next one too low? I wondered desperately, could there be a sudden drag on the machine's motor? (Obviously she has no idea that pitch and tape speed are related.) True, a phono stylus produces some small drag when the groove modulation gets heavy. But a tape? And why on playback only? (A similar drag in record mode would cancel out.) At that point I gave up. She always tosses me problems like this! Fertile imagination.

Frankly, between you and me, I think she sings the high note flat. And the recorder is all too faithful. But don't tell her I said so.
Playback Without Lag

Q. I have an inexpensive open-reel deck with separate record and playback heads. Is there any way I can add Sel-Sync when making sound-with-sound recordings so that both channels can be played back without a time lag between them? — David Waslewski, Elysburg, Pa.

A. The answer depends on your ability to read circuit diagrams and find your way around your tape machine. What Sel-Sync does is to convert one section of the recording head into a playback head. For example, suppose that you made a recording on track 1 through the left channel. Now you want to make a recording on track 3 through the right channel, in sync with track 1. By switching the left channel of the recording head to the playback mode, you can hear what is on track 1 in sync with what you are recording on track 3. Thus your task is to work out a switching system which connects one channel of your recording head to the playback electronics instead of to the recording electronics. Inasmuch as oscillator current will then no longer be going to one channel of the recording head and to one channel of the erase head (which must be partially disabled to prevent erasing the recorded track), you require a substitute load; otherwise the amount of oscillator current going to the active sections of the recording and erase heads will change, adversely affecting your recording.

Intemperate Tape Deck

Q. On a top shelf with more than ample air circulation, my tape deck displays a temperature rise which I feel may be harmful to the tapes and equipment. From an ambient temperature of 86 degrees F, the machine's temperature rises to 110 degrees in less than an hour's operation. I understand that transistors start to lose power at about 90 degrees and that high temperatures adversely affect tapes. Are the temperatures I mentioned excessive with respect to either equipment or tape? — Edwin Small, Honolulu, Hawaii

A. A number of tape machines run quite hot, sometimes over 110 degrees after an hour or two of operation. To my knowledge, transistors do not significantly change characteristics at a temperature as low as 90 degrees F: they would be unsuited to many purposes if they did. Tapes can stand appreciably elevated temperatures, probably well over 110 degrees. When you see a warning about leaving tapes in a closed car on a warm day, bear in mind that the temperature can easily mount to 150 degrees. I doubt that any of your equipment is in danger as long as the temperature mounted to no more than 110 degrees or so. Nonetheless, if you are worried, why not bring the equipment down to a lower shelf where the ambient temperature is lower.

Inimi-Treble Range

Q. I plan to buy a cassette deck and am curious about the limited treble response of most medium-priced decks. If I am correct, the audible range is up to 17.5 kHz, while most cassette decks record only up to 14 to 16 kHz. Will I be losing audible sound? — Howard Ross, Columbus, Ohio

A. The human hearing range is said to extend from approximately 20 to 20,000 Hz. Ability to hear frequencies as high as 20 kHz at normal levels probably exists chiefly or entirely among children, and only among relatively few of them. For most adults the upper limit is something like 14 kHz or less, unless the signal is of quite high levels. In most music and other program material, little if anything is found at high level much above 14 kHz or so. If a cassette system can maintain flat response to about 14 kHz, it sounds like a reasonably faithful reproducer to most of us. Accordingly, in looking at frequency response specifications, what is important is flat response up to about 14 kHz; what happens above that tends to be of relatively minor importance.

The above, I think, is a consensus; there is no complete unanimity. However, there are a few, the so-called "golden ears," who can distinguish between a system faithful to, say, 14 kHz, and one faithful to 20 kHz or better. There is a small probability that you are one of these few.

Bass Non Profundo

Q. When I play back 8-track recordings I have made, they have a lack of bass. Please tell me the cause of this problem. — J. Marquez, Gurabo, P.R.

A. One possibility is the tape you are using. Some tapes, particularly those with extended treble, tend to be deficient in bass. Another possibility is defective playback equalization, owing to a faulty capacitor or resistor. Recording equalization may be defective, and still another possibility is insufficient bias, which would favor high frequencies over low ones.

Trade-In Value

Q. As I understand it, the higher the recording level, the narrower the frequency response. If this is true, doesn't a Dolby noise-reduction system trade some frequency response for quieter performance? — Bruce Rubin, APO Seattle, Wash.

A. When properly adjusted, the Dolby system does not trade a reduction in noise for a reduction in treble response. Dolby NR applies treble boost in recording only at low signal levels, and therefore it does not increase the danger of tape saturation and consequent loss of treble. In playback, treble cut is applied at lower levels, thus restoring flat response and at the same time reducing noise. The lower the signal level, the greater is the Dolby system's action (record treble boost and playback treble cut). At high levels, Dolby NR is inoperative, and program material tends to mask noise.

Switched-On Bias

Q. I am interested in buying low-noise high-output tape. Will this kind of tape damage my heads? My tape deck does not have a bias switch. Will I still get the low noise and high output that the tape is designed to provide? — Ronald Harrmann, Columbus, S.C.

A. Such tape will not wear your heads any more than other tapes of high quality. There is a good chance that you will get reasonably satisfactory frequency response with your present bias when using low-noise high-output tape, although ideally the bias should be increased somewhat. If you do get a moderate departure from flat response, there is nothing wrong with using the bass and treble controls of your audio system to touch up the response. If the departure is more than moderate, that is, an appreciable increase in treble, it will be necessary to increase the bias.

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AU-DIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Eventually, you reach a point with your tape recording system where you realize you just can’t make the kind of quality recordings you want. Even though your equipment may be the very finest. Because despite Dolby, the tape still has too much noise. It doesn’t give you enough headroom. And its dynamic range - the range of volume that makes music sound alive and real - is just too restricted.

If you’ve reached that point, you’re ready for the dbx Recording Technology Series. Noise reduction systems that eliminate tape hiss and allow you to record with a quality equal to studio master tapes.

With a dbx Recording Technology Series Model 224 or 222, noise is reduced by 30 dB across the entire frequency range. You get 10 dB more headroom. You can even make live recordings with 80 dB or more of dynamic range. Remarkably close to a live performance.

And there’s one final touch. The dbx Recording Technology Series includes a built-in dbx Disc Decoder that lets you play the revolutionary dbx Discs and Digital dbx Discs, the world’s first Full Dynamic Range Recordings.

See your authorized dbx retailer for a demonstration of the dbx Model 224 and 222 and learn which is best suited for your system.

Short of buying your own recording studio, it’s the only way to master tape. dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A. Tel. (617) 964-3210. Telex 92-2522. Distributed throughout Canada by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.

Making good sound better
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Phonograph Facts

Q. How many pressings is a master disc capable of producing before its original quality becomes degraded? Do record manufacturers make it a point to completely curtail use of masters which have reached the end of their quality-producing life? Is there a difference in the quality of a record when it is purchased from different sources (discount stores, record clubs, etc.) and at different prices? I have heard that records purchased from sources selling them at less than the full retail price are of lesser quality due to the fact that they are being supplied from masters near or past the end of their quality lifespan. — Arthur Darrow, Troy, N.Y.

A. The master disc is not directly involved in the pressing of phonograph records. Rather, it is an intermediate step. The master disc is vacuum sprayed with a thin layer of silver only a few molecules in thickness. This coating makes the surface of the disc conductive and the conductivity, in turn, allows for the electroplating of nickel. This nickel negative is then stripped away from the lacquer master disc. Under some conditions the negative itself can be put into a record press, with the discs produced much like waffles are produced in a home waffle iron. This negative, however, is most often used to generate another plated metal part which becomes a positive. With appropriate equipment this metal component can be played. In fact, it sometimes is played to check quality so that the pressing plant is sure that parts produced from this positive can be used for record production. The positive, or mother as it is more often called, is once again plated, and the resulting negative is a metal stamper which is actually placed into the record press. When the stamper wears out, a new stamper is prepared from the mother. Thus, the number of discs produced from a master disc can number into the many thousands.

The number of discs, however, which can be produced from any one stamper is limited. At one time it was not possible to produce more than 1,000 pressings of high quality from any one set of stampers. This is partially because of the nature of the processing of the raw vinyl material which is placed in the press. Today, with modern vinyl extrusion techniques and chrome-plated stampers it is often possible to produce 2,500 discs from a single set of stampers.

The use of chrome plating does have some drawbacks. Because it adds a small amount of noise, some producers opt for stampers which are not chrome-plated. If chrome plating is not used, it is likely that no more than 1,000 to 1,500 discs can be produced before noise begins to build up.

It is hard for consumers to tell whether or not a set of stampers has been run past its prime. When this is the case, I do not know how much of an attempt is made to separate the less-than-optimal discs from the rest. The cost of a stamper is relatively low, so there would be little benefit in servicing discount stores with discs which have been pressed with worn stampers.

Some record clubs have discs made especially for them — often collections of the albums and singles recorded by a given artist. These discs, however, are often recorded from original tape masters. The pressings are generally produced by reliable houses.

There is one other source of phonograph records which is the bootlegger. Those engaged in this practice do not have permission from either the record companies or the artists. Generally speaking, the quality of such offerings is inferior to the authorized releases of these same titles.

Though the prices of these illegally produced discs may be attractive, they should not be purchased. In part it is a matter of uncertain quality but there is another consideration: When one buys these pirated records rather than the authorized version, it deprives the artist, the song writer, and the publisher of the royalties which they receive when the authorized version of a disc is sold. In other words, these people are cheated out of a portion of their livelihood.

How Impedant of You!

Q. Very little seems to be written on the subject of extension speakers, except that equipment reviews will often say, "You cannot use more than two pairs of speakers at one time." Is there any way for an amplifier to be set up so that three or possibly four sets of speakers can be played simultaneously from one amplifier without running into amplifier overload problems or losing a significant amount of sound quality?

A. If two 8-ohm speakers are connected in parallel, their combined impedance is four ohms. If these are connected in series, they will have an impedance of 16 ohms. If two pairs each of 16 ohms are in parallel, their combined impedance is 8 ohms.

If three 8-ohm speakers are connected in parallel, this will produce a combined impedance of about 3.66 ohms. The formula for obtaining impedances of speakers in parallel is the same as for finding resistances in parallel: The reciprocal of the resistance of speaker number one plus that of speaker number two, etc. The final answer is obtained by taking the reciprocal of the sum of all of the reciprocals. Thus, in the case of two 8-ohm speakers, we take each of them and call them 1/8 (which is the reciprocal of 8); 1/8 plus 1/8 is 2/8. Taking the reciprocal of this, we now have 8/2, which is 4, or four ohms.

If you wish to have four speakers connected to one channel of your amplifier, you must put two of them in series, put the remaining two in series, and finally, connect the groups in parallel. Use heavy-gauge wire to keep damping as high as possible. The damping will not be high in any case, but with many speakers this loss of damping will not matter. This series or parallel arrangement is the only way to have four speakers per channel operating from a single power amplifier, all at the same time.

Connecting three speakers to one channel of an amplifier is a real problem unless one wishes to waste power in the form of heat in a resistor. Where your amplifier has been designed to work into loads lower than four ohms, three speakers can be connected in parallel without difficulty. However, there is always the alternative of hav-
ing two separate power amplifiers, each of which is fed to two speakers. This arrangement provides the best damping — in those instances where this is important.

Naturally, the greater the number of speakers per channel, the more that the available amplifier power must be distributed into each of them. If really loud listening is contemplated with all speakers operating, and if the speakers are relatively inefficient, it may be that a low-power amplifier may not have sufficient reserve power for this application.

Que Sera, Ceramic

Q. I recently decided to build the Leach moving-coil pre-preamplifier (Audio, February, 1978), and I would like to use the highest quality components.

Mr. Leach specifies the use of ceramic capacitors in the circuit for r.f. interference suppression, and he specifically discourages substituting parts.


A. Ceramic capacitors were recommended because many other capacitors are inductive at radio frequencies, thereby reducing their efficiency as r.f. bypass capacitors. Dielectric materials have been improved and ceramic capacitors have been made smaller for a given amount of capacitance. This has

cartridge having deteriorated. There is probably no phonograph stage in equipment which employs ceramic cartridges.

If your console employs a magnetic cartridge, check the stylus to see if it is properly centered or if it is bent, touching the cartridge body. This would restrict the motion of the stylus, leading to lower volume and considerable distortion.

If the magnetic cartridge proves to be all right, perhaps the phonograph preamplifier stage or stages are not operating as they should. Sometimes dirty switches are the cause of low volume from a phonograph system.

Soundcraftsmen

THE EQUALIZATION LEADER...

WHY? Because WE CARE about HOW an equalizer does its job BEST!
That's the reason for Our 10-POINT "TOTAL-SYSTEM EQUALIZATION"

YOU NEED MORE THAN JUST AN EQUALIZER... FOR OPTIMUM EQUALIZATION BENEFITS, HERE ARE THE TEN ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS YOU NEED:
1. YOU NEED VISUAL ZERO-GAIN LEVEL INDICATION: SOUNDCRAFTSMEN's combination zero-gain controls with LIGHT EMITTING DIODE indicators to show when exact zero-gain is accomplished. Adjusting the zero-gain controls for equal L.E.D. intensity assures you of equal input/output level matching.
2. YOU NEED FULL-SPECTRUM BOOST OR CUT CONTROLLABILITY: SOUNDCRAFTSMEN's equalizer circuit provides an additional 18 dB control range over the full spectrum (20 Hz to 20 kHz) on each channel for unsurpassed input/output zero-decibel signal matching.
3. YOU NEED AUTOMATIC/CONTINUOUS OUTPUT-OVERLOAD WARNING SIGNAL: SOUNDCRAFTSMEN's 2 TOP L.E.D.'s glow brightly, then fade away (L.E.D.'s off) if output voltage is boosted excessively, thus eliminating the danger of distortion and/or damage to related equipment resulting from the high voltages that can be generated by any line equalizer.
4. YOU NEED A POSITIVE METHOD OF READING dB SETTINGS.
5. YOU NEED AT LEAST 30 db TOTAL CONTROL OF EACH OCTAVE.
6. YOU NEED A UNIT THAT WILL ADD ZERO NOISE AND DISTORTION: SOUNDCRAFTSMEN's signal-to-noise and distortion performance figures are far superior to most high-fidelity components. SOUNDCRAFTSMEN products are used in professional broadcast and recording systems, assuring you of complete noise-free and distortion-free integration into your system.
7. YOU NEED TO BE ABLE TO LOOK AT YOUR ACTUAL "EQ" CURVES.
8. YOU NEED THE ABILITY TO EQUALIZE TAPE RECORDINGS.
9. YOU NEED A MEMORY SYSTEM FOR "EQ SET-RESET REFERENCING": SOUNDCRAFTSMEN provides you with a capableness of "COMPUTER CHARTS" for recording the exact setting of each active control for future reference and resetting. Automatic "Instant Memory Programming" is readily available by cutting off the "Computer Chart" holding against front panel, and moving up knobs into position.
Digitally mastered and audiophile recordings have added an exciting new dimension to the state of the audio art. Sonus cartridges are exceptionally well-suited to realize the full sonic potential of these new recording techniques.

This is especially true of the new Sonus Dimension 5. Its unique phase-coherent, integrated, stylus construction enhances still further the exceptional purity and integrity of reproduction found throughout the Sonus range of high compliance cartridges.

**DEAR EDITOR**

**Speakering Up**
Dear Editor:
In your interview with Daniel von Recklinghausen (February 1981) it is stated that DvR "developed the first widely used planar-dynamic driver with reasonable power handling...." In the interest of historical accuracy, your readers should know that James Winey (the president and founder of Magnepan) developed a planar-magnetic (i.e. planar dynamic) driver in the late '60s. In 1971, Magnepan began producing and selling the first high-power handling, full-range planar magnetic loudspeaker — the Tympani I — under the trademark Magneplanar. The fact that over 30,000 pairs of various models (of the same principle) have been sold in the U.S. and abroad qualifies them as "widely used."

Our Magneplanars are still the only full-range planar magnetic loudspeakers on the market.

David E. Carambula
Magneplan Incorporated
White Bear Lake, Minn.

Mr. von Recklinghausen Replies:
Mr. Carambula may be unaware that the history of the flat, large-area loudspeaker with a planar-magnetic driver goes back to the 1920s. In particular, the German "Blatthaller" (literally "sheet hailer") loudspeakers of this era enjoyed some popularity as wide-range loudspeakers in Europe in public-address systems. What Mr. Winey and I accomplished was the tailoring of such units to specific needs, and these were improvements over the older designs.

**Addenda: The New Level Meters**
Dear Editor:
I have a few comments to make about my article, "The New Level Meters," which appeared in the December 1980 issue. This article was solely informative and by no means intended to be used for accurate design or as a complete construction article for audio level meters. There are so many methods of designing such meters using these ICs, more than can practically be included in one article, that I left it to the reader to devise by using the source list provided. I know that the diagram in Fig. 2 is not the best design, and I appreciate the comments I have received to make it work better. The use of Fig. 2 was for experimental purposes, and it should not be followed for best construction technique. The following is a better version of Fig. 2 suggested by Michael Maida of National Semiconductor Corp. This firm offers excellent data sheets (LM3914, LM3915, and LM3916) showing applications and design procedures for audio level meters.

Ronald G. Ajemian
Institute of Audio Research
New York, N.Y.
Test labs now use an extraordinary new instrument to evaluate record playback performance. A warped record.

Magazine test reports are usually based on measurements made with professional equipment and under ideal laboratory conditions. None of which matches the real-life situation you face at home.

Virtually all records manufactured today are warped. And even records that are slightly warped can make conventional tonearm and cartridge combinations (typically 18 grams effective mass) distort badly and even leave the record groove.

The test labs know this, of course, which is why they tried something different with Dual's 8-gram Ultra Low Mass tonearm and cartridge system. They added an innovative test instrument to their scopes and meters.

A badly warped record.

The results of this new test are not reported as percentages, decibels or other technical jargon, but in clear and unmistakable language:

"Navigating the worst warps we could find, the Dual/Ortofon combination proved very agile indeed, with nary a mistrack." High Fidelity

"...tracked the most severely warped records in our collection, usually so well that we heard nothing wrong." Stereo Review

"Even a severe warp that would normally throw the pickup into the air will usually give no more than a slight ‘thump’...and most warps are undetectable by ear." Popular Electronics

"The Dual takes dead aim at the fiend of disc reproduction—the warped record—and response to record warps practically is eliminated at the source." Stereo

One test lab, after making the usual measurements, chose to just listen to music as reproduced by ULM.

"There is no way measurements, or mere words, can describe the acoustic presence of this record player...highs are crystalline, with a purity we haven't heard before. The bass is so clean that one can hear new sounds from records, such as the harmonic vibration of unplayed strings on the double bass...overall definition and transient response were outstanding." HiFi/Stereo Buyer's Guide

You too can hear the difference ULM makes. Visit your local Dual dealer and be sure to bring your own "test instrument." Especially one that seems unplayably warped.

ULM.

A major breakthrough in record playback technology.

Write for our brochure describing all nine Dual ULM turntables. Prices start at less than $190. United Audio, 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10553.
SOTA Industries Pre-Preamplifier
The SOTA pre-preamplifier is a step-up device designed by John Curl and intended for use with moving-coil cartridges. This unit is designed to completely eliminate hum and r.f. interference which subtly mask music signals. This pre-preamp features complimentary Class-A push-pull solid-state circuitry in two separate gain modules, and it has a rated THD of less than 0.02 percent, IM of less than 0.05 percent, and crosstalk better than 70 dB over the frequency range of 6 Hz to 160 kHz, +0, -3 dB. Price: $275.00.

---

CAMEO Dictionary
The Dictionary of Creative Audio Terms contains over 1,000 definitions—from A-B test through zenith adjustment—and is intended to provide a fundamental working knowledge of the jargon of professional audio. Drawn from a variety of disciplines, including acoustics, sound reinforcement, recording, music, and electronics, these definitions were written for those who are not technically inclined. Illustrations are included for easy understanding, and the text was written in as few words as possible while still covering all relevant facts. Price: $5.95.

---

SAE Amplifier
SAE's Model X25A hypersonic Class-A power amplifier uses a patented design technique to produce the low distortion inherent in Class-A designs, yet exhibits high efficiency so that it loses only a very low percentage of its power to heat. The unit is rated at 250 watts per channel into 8 ohms with less than 0.02 percent THD. In addition to separate 15-LED power level indicators, each channel employs two independent amplifiers to handle both the positive and negative slopes of the waveform. Price: $1,500.00.

---

MIS Alignment Cassettes
Ten-minute prerecorded test cassettes from Magnetic Information Systems provide a precise 0-dB signal at the Dolby reference level to check level setting, azimuth adjustment, EQ and bias setting, and flutter testing. "Ultra Quality" tapes are housed in aluminum, and "High Quality" cassettes in a precision-molded enclosure. Both are available at test frequencies of 333 Hz, 1 kHz, 3 kHz, 6.3 kHz, and 10 kHz. Prices: Ultra Quality, $24.95 each; High Quality, $18.95 each.

---

MXR Preamplifier
MXR Innovations' Linear Preamp serves as the control center of any stereo system, and its two-position gain switch allows 20 dB of additional gain — only when needed — to help insure optimum signal-to-noise ratio. Standard function controls, a subsonic filter, two tape or processor loops, and left-right mono/reverse capability are features of this 19 x 6 x 1 ¼ inch unit. Price: $330.00.
Trilogy Speaker System

Trilogy’s Premiere Subwoofer-Satellite System uses mylar capacitors, air-core inductors, and plastic and mylar drivers in its design. The subwoofer features two separate enclosures in a common housing; each driver faces opposite the other (left facing left, right facing right) to provide maximum dispersion while reducing standing waves. The satellites contain a 4 3/4-inch cone midrange and a 3/4-inch dome tweeter. Frequency response is stated to be 25 Hz to 22.5 kHz, ±2.5 dB, and impedance at 8 ohms, with amplifier power recommendations from 25 to 300 watts. Maximum output is 115 dB SPL at 1 meter on axis. Price: $680.00 for three pieces.
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Russound Remote Listening Controller

The VS-1 remote volume control from Russound permits the user to select either speakers or headphones and to control volume levels at the listening location rather than at the amplifier. Power outputs of up to 150 watts/channel can be accommodated because of a constant-impedance L-pad control. A self-contained power attenuator can be switched in, and a red LED signals when power levels make this necessary. The unit measures 3 x 4 3/8 x 4 1/2 inches. Price: $79.95.
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Clarion Programmable Car Radio

The microprocessor-equipped Model PE-959A car radio from Clarion Corp. can be programmed to make up to 10 AM and/or FM automatic station changes at predetermined times. Specifications include an FM usable sensitivity of 14 dBf, a capture ratio of 2 dB, stereo separation at 1 kHz of 35 dB, and wow and flutter of 0.13 percent wtd. rms. Dolby NR, equalization for CrO2 and metal tapes, a local/distant station switch, an automatic reverse mechanism with locking fast forward and rewind, and a digital display are among the PE-959A’s other features. Price: $899.95.
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Superex Parametric EQ

The GEM-7, from Superex Electronics, is an eight-section full parametric equalizer with four response-shaping frequency banks per channel. Bi-FET circuitry has been employed in a design which has a boost/cut range of ±18 dB per band and S/N of -89 dBm, THD of less than 0.01 percent, and IM distortion of less than 0.005 percent. Frequency selection is continuously variable from 30 Hz to 16 kHz, and the unit is supplied with handles ready for rack mounting. Price: $449.95.
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The Dolby B-type noise-reduction system was introduced to the consumer in 1968; the first cassette decks incorporating it were introduced in 1970. Today, tens of millions of consumer audio products with Dolby noise reduction have been manufactured, and cassette recordings made with the system probably number in the hundreds of millions.

The adoption by the consumer electronics industry of a single noise-reduction system, with characteristics maintained throughout the world by means of a comprehensive licensing program, has ensured compatibility among recordings and recorders. Thus, any recording made with Dolby B-type noise reduction can be played on any machine equipped with Dolby B circuitry, regardless of manufacturer or country of origin. The effectiveness of the system is such that today's high-performance cassette recorders, using good tape formulations, can record the vast majority of available program material without significant degradation.

However, over the past two years or so, there has been a growing desire for a system giving even more noise reduction than is provided by Dolby B. Audiophile disc releases with wide dynamic range, a continuing reduction in the cost of amplifier power, loudspeaker systems with increased accuracy and robustness, the use of equalizers in elaborate systems, and in some markets a serious interest in high-quality live recording on cassettes are all indications of a need for more noise reduction, at least at the higher end of the marketplace. While it remains to be seen just how deeply that need goes, it seemed appropriate in late 1980 for Dolby Laboratories to offer its licensees the option to use a new system, Dolby C-type noise reduction, to supplement the standard B-type system.

Dolby C provides 20 dB of noise reduction above about 1 kHz compared with the Dolby B-type system's 10 dB of noise reduction above about 4 kHz. Dolby C-type noise reduction has been designed specifically to deal with the noise spectrum and other parameters particular to slow-speed consumer tape recording formats such as the standard compact cassette and the microcassette.

Objectives for Dolby C-Type Noise Reduction

The goal for a new Dolby system was not simply and arbitrarily "more noise reduction." A number of devices, such as wide-band companders, have long been available which provide more noise reduction than Dolby B under some signal conditions, most notably in the absence of signals altogether. However, these devices also introduce such side effects as noise modulation and overshoot distortion under other signal conditions. Thus, an important objective for Dolby noise reduction was minimizing the side effects, and there were a number of other, related goals:

1. Quantity and quality of noise reduction. With a companding noise-reduction system, the greater the noise reduction desired, the more the signal must be manipulated by the encode/decode process, and thus the more likely that side effects will be audible. It was decided that Dolby C would not trade more noise reduction for more audible side effects than had Dolby B. This decision is not only reflected in the design of the system, but also in the choice of the amount of noise reduction the new system provides. To minimize the signal processing required, it was necessary to establish the minimum amount of noise reduction required to meet the likely demands of the market. It was concluded that for cassette recording, 20 dB of noise reduction would provide a noise level below that of any current or likely future program source, and would indeed result in tape noise below the ambient noise level of most home listening environments.

2. Tolerance of normal recorder errors. For a noise-reduction system to be practical, it must be reasonably tolerant of errors introduced by the recorder at
You've driven to the end of the world. Alone.

The engine is still warm.

Amid the roar of the waves and the cries of the gulls, you fire up your mobile high-fidelity system for a morning concert.


Whatever you choose, your system is equal to the task because you've chosen ADS.

The ADS Power Plate 100 Automotive Amplifier and the ADS 300i Automotive Loudspeaker System deliver the kind of power it takes to be heard above road noise, engine noise, and ocean waves. And it's not just brute power, but power with performance, subtlety and nuance — qualities collectively known as musical accuracy.

Easily the most sophisticated automotive audio components available today, the Power Plate 100 amplifier and 300i speakers are exactly what you'd expect from ADS, the company that literally invented mobile high-fidelity.

To find out more about putting an ADS system in your automobile, write ADS, Department AU26, or call 1-800-824-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) toll free and ask for Operator 483.

The more time you spend with your automobile, the more you owe it to yourself to listen to ADS.

Audio for the critically demanding
both high and low frequencies between encoding and decoding. Dolby B-type noise reduction has proved sufficiently tolerant of such errors to be practical, so a similar tolerance was an objective for Dolby C. (As it turned out, Dolby C is more tolerant than Dolby B, as the result of developments which will be described later.)

3. Provision of the Deloby B characteristic. With so many Deloby B encoded recordings in use, it was thought essential to design the new system so that the Deloby B characteristic could be incorporated easily and economically. Licen"see seekers who decide to manufacture products with Deloby C-type noise reduction can provide Deloby B at the same time without the cost and complexity of redundant circuitry.

4. Cost. It was obvious that a system providing 20 dB of noise reduction would be more costly than Deloby B-type noise reduction. However, a considerable effort was made to keep its cost appropriate to at least the higher end of the current market. This meant the use of regularly available parts, and also a system which would not put a greater burden on the manufacturer in the way of unusually elaborate production-line testing and adjustments.

5. The sound of Deloby C recordings played with Deloby B decoding. A vital factor in the adoption of Deloby B-type noise reduction has been that cassettes encoded with Deloby B sound acceptable on players not equipped with Deloby B circuitry. Thus, assuming there would be interest from duplicators in issuing C-type recordings, consideration was given in the design of the new system to what those recordings would sound like when played on machines equipped only with Deloby B-type or with no noise-reduction circuitry.

The problem of noise modulation

With a companding noise-reduction system, noise reduction occurs at the moment of playback by means of an expander circuit which acts as a gain control constantly adjusting the playback volume. The general idea is to turn the volume down on quiet passages, thus turning down the noise as well, and to turn it back up again on loud passages, which will hopefully mask the noise. If this expanding process is preceded at the time the recording is made by a complementary compression process (i.e., turning the record level up on soft passages and down on loud ones), then the net result on playback should be a restoration of the dynamics of the original music along with noise reduction.

In designing a system which minimizes audible side effects, the trick is to provide a subjectively consistent amount of noise reduction, that is, to design a system which does not allow the noise to audibly (and annoyingly) go up and down with level and/or spectral changes in the music. This problem is called noise modulation. As the expander turns up the volume on a loud bass drum tap, for example, it will also turn up the volume of the tape hiss at higher frequencies at the same time so that the bass drum note is accompanied by an audible burst of hiss.

In more than 15 years of research into noise reduction, Dolby Laboratories has discovered only two effective and practical ways to render noise modulation inaudible. The first of these techniques is called band-splitting, and it is used in professional Dolby A-type noise reduction, where the spectrum is divided into four bands, each of which has its own independent expander. But, when the hypothetical recording of the bass drum is played back, the expander which acts in the frequency range of the drum lets it through at full volume, while noise in the drum’s vicinity is masked by its sound. But in the other bands, where no musical signals mask the noise, the other expanders simultaneously keep the volume turned down, thereby providing full noise reduction in regions such as that of tape hiss.

The band-splitting technique is most appropriate to professional applications because it deals with noise at all audible frequencies; among other things, this characteristic complements the relatively equal distribution of noise in media such as higher-speed professional tape recording. But it is a comparatively costly technique, which fortunately is not required for consumer tape recording where the predominant noise is higher frequency hiss. The second approach, called the sliding-band technique and developed for the Deloby B-type system, uses a single band of compression which reaches low enough to provide effective noise reduction in the absence of signals, but which also changes its width in response to musical signals. In the case of the solo bass drum note, the compressing band will slide up in frequency so that on playback the bass drum is let through at full volume, while the expander lowers the volume, and thus the tape hiss, at the frequencies above the bass drum where there is no musical signal. If the bass drum is accompanied by a violin, the companding band slides further up in frequency to let both the drum and violin through, while still maintaining noise reduction at frequencies above the violin. The result is an effective noise-reduction system with many of the same benefits as the band-splitting technique, but one which is more cost-effective and particularly appropriate to the needs of consumer tape recording. Thus, the slid-
TDK CREATES SA-X.
Now you can explore the far reaches of high bias.

TDK has added a new dimension to high bias recording. It's called SA-X.
SA-X emerges from the Super Avilyn technology that has set the reference standard for high bias cassettes. Beyond that, TDK engineers saw new worlds of high bias to explore. By taking two layers of Super Avilyn with different coercivities and optimally matching them, TDK creates a formulation that raises high bias to a higher level. One that approaches the sound quality of metal.

You will hear rock and jazz soar to new heights. Classical, with more of its wide dynamic range. A clarity that even the best bias couldn't give you before. With every kind of music, SA-X brings you closer to the richness of a live performance. And it will keep you there, with its flawless mechanical construction. TDK has given SA-X the Laboratory Standard Mechanism for optimal interfacing with cassette deck heads. You'll hear its consistently superior performance for years to come.

SA-X performs like no other cassette. Expect it to cost a bit more. You can also expect it to take you further into high bias than you've ever been before.

© 1980 TDK Electronics Corp. Garden City, N.Y. 11530
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The Amazing Music Machine
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ing band technique has been used for the
new C-type noise-reduction system.

Dual-Level Processing

Simply modifying Dolby B to provide
20 dB of compansion at higher frequen-
cies instead of 10 dB is inadequate, as a
single processing stage suffers from
problems such as overshoots and level
uncertainties in manufacturing. Those
problems were overcome by the use of
two compander circuits in a special way,
by which both cover the same frequency
band but are sensitive to signals at differ-
ent levels. One processor is sensitive to
signals at essentially the same level as
the Dolby B-type processor, while the
other is sensitive to signals at a some-
what lower level. Each processor pro-
vides 10 dB of compansion; as they are
connected in series, their effects add to-
gether to provide 20 dB of compansion.

Figure 1 illustrates by means of trans-
fer characteristic curves how the dual-
level processors work together. Note
that the total companding action is restricted
to middle-level signals. At high signal
levels, unlike conventional comparators,
there is no dynamic action and the sys-
tem acts as a unity-gain amplifier, while
at low signal levels, again unlike many
conventional comparers, the system
acts only as a fixed-gain amplifier. By
restricting the system's companding ac-
tion, such side effects on the signal as
overshoot distortion can be minimized;
this is characteristic of all Dolby noise-
reduction systems.

Noise-Reduction Bandwidth

Yet a further departure from Dolby B
was required. The B-type system begins
to take effect in the 300-Hz region and
increases its action until a maximum of
10 dB of noise reduction is provided in
the 4-kHz region and above. The subjec-
tive result, due to the ear's sensitivity to
the particular spectrum of low-speed
tape noise, is an overall reduction of
noise, and the remaining noise is subject-
evenly distributed. However, re-
ducing noise in the B-type system's op-
erating range by a further 10 dB, while
resulting in very noticeable additional
hiss reduction, has the further subjective
effect of revealing mid-frequency noise.
Thus, a further difference between Dolby
B and Dolby C is that the latter reaches
two octaves lower, begins to take effect
in the 100-Hz region, and provides on
the order of 15 dB of noise reduction
around 400 Hz and 20 dB in the critical
2 to 10 kHz hiss area. This means that
Dolby C, like Dolby B, produces a sub-
jectively even spectrum in what little
noise remains (Figs. 2 and 3).

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the C-type
system's action is sharply and deliber-
ately curtailed below 100 Hz because of
the ear's relative insensitivity to low-
level, low-frequency noise. The only po-
tential low-frequency noise of any real
concern is 50-Hz or 60-Hz hum, which
may be kept inaudible (at all but totally
impractical listening levels) by proper
cassette recorder engineering. This is
fortunate, because very low-frequency
noise reduction brings up several new
problems. For example, it might be
tempting for a recorder designer to use
the noise-reduction system as a crutch
to reduce hum which could (and should)
be eliminated by other means. Were
there to be considerable hum and were a
single-band (now virtually a wide-band)
noise-reduction system to reach low
enough to affect it, hum modulation
would result, whereby higher frequency
signals cause the hum level to go up and
down audibly. The noise-reduction sys-
tem could get around this problem if it
included a separate low-frequency band,
but then the cost and complexity of the
system would go up substantially. In ad-
dition, a system providing noise reduc-
tion at very low frequencies would result
in encoded recordings with substantially
boosted low frequencies. Such record-
ings heard without reciprocal decoding
would most likely be considered unac-
ceptable due to gross exaggeration of
such low-frequency noises in program
sources as the room rumble inevitable at
most recording sites and turntable rum-
ble components from disc sources.

Dealing with Recorder/Tape Errors

It is important in noise-reduction sys-
tems that the expander precisely track
the compressor so that the original sig-
nal is accurately reconstructed. In tape
recording, however, the expander
derives the information it needs to recon-
struct the original signal after the com-
pressed signal has been recorded on the
tape. Therefore, if the tape and recorder
combination significantly alter the com-
pressed signal, mistracking and poten-
tially audible side effects can occur. To
make things even more difficult, the de-
gree to which recorder/tape errors are
troublesome is related to the amount of
noise reduction desired.

In cassette recording, the likelihood of
the recorder and tape introducing
 unpredictable alterations of the signal is
very real. For example, different recor-
ders introduce different characteristic
head "bumps" at low frequencies so
that the signal level coming off any par-
ticular recorded tape at those frequen-
cies cannot be predicted accurately.
While flat, extended response is theoreti-
cally achievable at high frequencies,
above 10 kHz it is in reality also unpre-
dictable because the consumer may use
a type of tape for which his recorder is
not adjusted, and/or the heads may be
worn or dirty. Furthermore, he may use a
record level too high for the tape, caus-
ing distortion and again unpredictable
signal losses, particularly at higher fre-
cuences. Ideally a noise-reduction sys-
tem should operate only on signals in
what might be termed a "safe" area, as
shown in Fig. 4, where response from
the tape can be predicted with some de-
gree of certainty.

Dolby B-type and C-type noise reduc-
tion have been designed with these cas-
ette limitations in mind. For example,
as shown earlier, neither system pro-
cesses signals at unpredictable low fre-
cuencies. But with C-type noise reduc-
tion, because more compression and ex-
pansion is being squeezed into the same
safe operating area, two further develop-
ments were necessary to prevent such
problems as mistracking, particularly at
high frequencies. These are the blocks in
Fig. 5 labelled "spectral skewing" and
"anti-saturation."
ICI --1 rl not only to prevent signal losses which might cause expander mistracking, but also to provide higher quality recording overall by reducing the IM distortion resulting from saturation. A shelving network is placed in the circuit in such a way that it affects only the high-level signals which would cause saturation; at low levels, most of the signal passes through the low-level side chain, thus bypassing the network (and thereby maintaining the full noise-reduction effect at low levels). As with spectral skewing, there is a complementary network in the decode (expansion) mode to maintain flat response.

The encode curves shown in Fig. 6 not only illustrate the overall characteristic of Dolby C-type noise reduction, but also show the specific effects of spectral skewing and anti-saturation. The roll-off above 10 kHz at all levels is the result of spectral skewing; the gentler downward slope beginning at about 1.5 kHz on the higher-level curves is the result of anti-saturation.

1. Spectral skewing. To prevent expander errors as a result of unpredictable cassette response above 10 kHz (such as those caused by using the wrong tape type), a controlled high-frequency roll-off called spectral skewing is introduced ahead of the compressor when the system is in the encode mode. This roll-off desensitizes the noise-reduction system so that it tends to ignore what's happening above about 10 kHz and so is less likely to mistrack as a result of changes in response introduced by the recording process. A complementary boost of frequencies above 10 kHz is introduced after the expander in the decode mode to maintain flat frequency response. While the noise-reduction effect is thus reduced above 10 kHz, the ear's sensitivity to noise above 10 kHz drops off at an even faster rate than does the noise-reduction effect.

2. Anti-saturation helps prevent overloading the tape at higher frequencies, not only to prevent signal losses which might cause expander mistracking, but also to provide higher quality recording overall by reducing the IM distortion resulting from saturation. A shelving network is placed in the circuit in such a way that it affects only the high-level signals which would cause saturation; at low levels, most of the signal passes through the low-level side chain, thus bypassing the network (and thereby maintaining the full noise-reduction effect at low levels). As with spectral skewing, there is a complementary network in the decode (expansion) mode to maintain flat response.

Implementation of the New System
Ultimately, the most efficient way for the cassette deck manufacturer to provide Dolby C-type noise reduction will be by means of dedicated C-type integrated circuits.

Fig. 5 — Dolby C-type noise reduction block diagram.

The Stirring Sound of PRECEPT
Stereo Phonos

You've heard it so often... just as the music reaches its peak, the phono cartridge simply gives up. But not Precept. Bring on your thundering climax... whether it's the heaviest rock music or the full majesty of a symphony orchestra. Precept cartridges reproduce it all with clarity, definition, and full dynamic range. Or challenge Precept with the softest, most subtle solo. The sound will delight you with its honesty and accuracy.

Behind this soul-satisfying performance lies a tradition of engineering leadership and excellence.

You may not be aware of our dual magnets, square-shank nude styli, exceptionally low moving mass, or even our uniform 360° radial damping. But each of these features contributes to music which is heard undistorted and unchanged from the intent of the artist.

Yet stirring sound is but one of the important benefits of a Precept cartridge. In addition, every record is treated safely and gently for longest record and stylus life.

There's a Precept model to fit every popular turntable and record player of today. Without fuss or bother, because we believe it should be easy to get the most from your record collection.

Precept makes good sense and great music. Precept cartridges may be found at the most progressive audio store in your city. Precept Division, A.T.U.S., Inc., 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224. Dept. 51 A.
circuits which are now being developed by several IC manufacturers. As this development will take some time, the first C-type circuits will be based on pairs of standard ICs now being manufactured for Dolby B-type noise reduction in large quantities and at moderate cost by seven different suppliers. Additional circuitry around the IC pairs provides the necessary changes in time constants, the anti-saturation and skewing networks, switching between the B-type and C-type characteristics, and so on. The complexity of the two-IC design is approximately 2.5 times that of Dolby B alone (however, the C-type circuit includes the B-type function as well). That figure should not be taken as a guide to what the premium will be at retail, because greater noise reduction puts greater demands on the recorder performance itself (input and output stage noise, for example, must be on the order of 10 dB lower than was necessary before).

Dolby Laboratories provides its licensees with the C-type system's technology under terms of the current B-type licensing agreement. This means that the royalty paid Dolby Laboratories on a single Dolby noise-reduction processor will remain the same, whether it provides B-type noise reduction only, C-type noise reduction only, or is switchable between both types. (The royalty per processor, which averaged 22¢ at the end of 1980, is not dependent on the number of ICs used.)

So far more than 25 manufacturers and marketers of consumer tape recorder products have plans to introduce models incorporating Dolby C-type noise reduction. Virtually all are likely to incorporate the switchable B-type feature so that existing libraries of Dolby B encoded cassettes will play back properly, and some will incorporate Dolby HX (headroom extension) circuitry in addition. Also, several cassette duplicators have expressed interest in releasing Dolby C encoded recordings, and prototype professional Dolby C encoders have been developed and are being tested for this purpose.

The first products incorporating Dolby C-type noise reduction have just begun to reach the market. It is not yet known how many consumers will elect to pay how much more for a cassette deck with a 10-dB lower noise floor than before. But those who choose these products are likely to find that, with Dolby C-type noise reduction, cassette tape noise, even at the highest playback levels, will no longer be a matter of practical concern.

Fig. 6 — Dolby C encode characteristics, showing the effects of spectral skewing and anti-saturation (see text).

Basic control, honest reproduction.

For the audio purist who demands elegant design, faithful sound reproduction, and essential control, MXR has developed the Linear Preamp.

The MXR Linear Preamp serves as the central control unit in any high-quality stereo system, passing audio signal without adding any perceptible distortion or coloration of its own. A unique Gain switch offers 20 dB of additional gain only when needed, for optimum signal-to-noise ratio. Innovative circuit design and superior components provide sonic integrity and accurate stereo imaging, at all levels.

The Linear Preamp is housed in a tasteful, black anodized enclosure with solid walnut end pieces. Compact 13/4"(h)x19"(l)x6"(d) dimensions and optional rack ears allow for convenient placement in any stereo system.

Like all MXR products, the Linear Preamp reflects the latest advances in American audio technology. The MXR Linear Preamp has been designed with thought and care, to provide quality sound for the discriminating listener.

1939...FIRST DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE SYSTEM.
1951...FIRST MOVING-COIL CARTRIDGE.
1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORDING.

While many manufacturers tout Moving-Coil cartridges as their latest technological advance, the truth is that Denon developed its first moving-coil cartridge over 30 years ago. This design became the basis of the famed DL-103 Series, a medium-mass moving-coil cartridge line that even today is a reference standard among high quality phono pickups.

Denon's new DL-300 Series, 30 years later, represents an equally significant introduction. With the lowest stylus tip masses of any stereo cartridges in history, achieved through the use of a dual-section cantilever and cross-shaped coil (both developed by Denon), they depict nuance and depth in music with unsurpassed sonic accuracy.

Denon's DL-300 Series Cartridges for 1981. Three new musical instruments from the company where innovation is a tradition.
Sansui "Z" Receivers give you a spectrum worth analyzing.

What frequency range does your favorite singer's voice most commonly fall into? What about your favorite instrument? How accurately does your cartridge handle those frequencies? How about your tape deck?

The newest Sansui "Z" Receivers all have an ingenious spectrum analyzer that answers these and other questions by letting you see exactly what you hear.

The digital circuitry ensures that every station received is automatically locked in for lowest possible distortion, with its frequency indicated both on a digital readout and by a LED indicator along an analog type dial.

12 PRESET STATIONS. To make FM and AM tuning still easier, up to 12 user-selected stations may be "stored" in all "Z" Receiver memory circuits for instant recall. The last station received will be remembered when the tuner is turned on again; and memories are kept "live" even during a power outage.

TOUCH VOLUME CONTROL & LED PEAK POWER LEVEL INDICATOR. The Sansui "Z" Receivers use a pair of touch-buttons to adjust the listening level. Relative volume control setting is indicated on a fluorescent display. On most models actual peak power amplifier output is shown by 14- or 18-segment LED indicators.

And it's what you hear that makes Sansui so special.

SANSUI - THE LEADER IN DC TECHNOLOGY. The DC-Servo Amp brings you coloration-free, superbly defined reproduction with the healthy, realistic bass response that only a DC configuration can provide. Gone are unwanted ultra-low frequencies - like record warps and tonearm resonance. What you hear is a clean, tight, transparent sound that sets a new standard for receiver performance.

SYNTHESIZED DIGITAL TUNING. You can't mistune a Sansui synthesized digital receiver. Not even a little. Press the up/down tuning buttons.
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**SANSUI "Z" RECEIVERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Power (watts/chan.)</th>
<th>Minimum RMS</th>
<th>Channels into 8 ohms</th>
<th>Frequency Response</th>
<th>THD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9900Z</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>9900ZDB</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>20-20kHz</td>
<td>0.015%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8900ZDB</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>8900ZDB</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20-20kHz</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7900Z</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7900Z</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>20-20kHz</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5900Z</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5900Z</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>20-20kHz</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3900Z</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3900Z</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20-20kHz</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cabinet of simulated wood grain.

---

**Sansui Electronics Corp.**

Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071 - Gardena, Ca. 90247

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan

In Canada: Electronic Distributors

Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card
The Featherweights are this year's big news in the stereophone field. Typically, they weigh in at two ounces or less, sit directly upon the central portion of the pinna (the ear's fleshy outer structure), are supported by a minimal headband assembly, and operate off very modest amplifier powers due to their high-sensitivity and impedance (generally in the range of 50 ohms or so). In conjunction with portable stereo cassette players, they just might be the technical development that expands the popularity of headphone listening beyond the audio enthusiast and into the workaday world, simply by combining portability, credible performance, and comfort for the first time in a reasonably priced product.

The idea of a low-mass high-performance headphone is not entirely new, of course. Sennheiser's classic HD 414, introduced in 1968, weighed an unprecedentedly low 4 1/2 ounces.
Many people are realizing that the best examples of the Featherweights can hold their own with almost any conventional model.

Because of diffraction effects by the head and resonances in the cavities of the outer ear, a loudspeaker which measures flat in a free field will have this curve when it is measured in the ear canal.

(Data courtesy AKG after Blauert, 1974; Shaw, 1966; Jahn, 1960, and Wiener, 1974.)

Audiophiles and engineers have long been aware of the effects of the pinna and the ear canal on loudspeaker response, and many have attempted to model these effects. The resulting curves demonstrate that the structure of the pinna and the resonances in the ear canal mix the frequencies in a way that is different from what we hear directly.

Many people are realizing that the best examples of the Featherweights can hold their own with almost any conventional model.
er, deriving a real-sounding response becomes considerably more difficult, since the mere presence of the earpiece near the ear radically changes the nature of the comb filtering. Headphone designers have three basic choices in the development of a stereophone, as far as controlling ear/headphone interaction is concerned. As shown in the adjacent figure, the earcup can surround the entire pinna, an arrangement called the circumaural approach; sit directly on the pinna's outer surface, the supraaural approach, or fit within the entrance to the ear canal stethoscope-style, an arrangement rarely used in hi-fi designs which might be called intraaural, though no specific term is used for this approach. Each of these approaches has its own virtues and drawbacks; it is these fairly arcane acoustical concepts, rather than the simplistic "comfort versus performance" questions usually raised, that are responsible for the numerous different headphone designs available today.

Circumaural headphones have the indisputable advantage of sealing against the side of the head, usually with a soft, heat-sensitive plastic cushion that molds itself to the head with the help of body heat. This, in turn, permits a more or less direct coupling between the driver element and the eardrum, and therefore bass response down very close to d.c.; Koss' Thomas notes that it is not difficult to reproduce 8 Hz in a well-sealed circumaural headphone. More important to headphone design theorists, however, is the notion that a circumaural headphone surrounds the entire pinna and thereby should leave the comb-filtering effects of the outer ear pretty much unchanged, and thus sound is fairly realistic.

Supporters of the supraural approach concede the advantages in bass performance of sealed designs, but hold that the presence of a closed cavity adjacent to the pinna alters the severity and frequency of the dips that collectively make up the outer-ear comb filter. By moving the headphone capsule into the nearfield (a fraction of a wavelength) of the ear, these engineers argue, reasonable bass performance can be maintained, pressure on the tender outer ear reduced, and the comb-filtering effects of the pinna preserved, though in somewhat attenuated form due to the damping effect of the foam ear cushions on the pinna's many cavity resonances. Sennheiser's Vice President of Engineering Horst Ankermann comments that "It is better in many cases to simply damp out some of the less predictable resonances than to allow them to be changed in frequency and then magnified by a sealed ear cup."

The contribution of the Featherweight type to the stereophone design art, and the reason for its extraordinary performance, may be in its ability to sidestep — at reasonable cost and with reasonable compactness — the verified disadvantages of both circumaural and supraaural design types. The exceptionally small capsules used in most of the Featherweights fit even closer to the ear canal than most conventional supraaural elements, thereby augmenting bass performance, and they may also exert far less of an effect on the pinna's various resonances than either the conventional closed-chamber circumaural phone or the resonance-damping large cushions of a typical supraaural unit. In this sense, most featherweight units have taken what might be called a 'quasi-intraural' approach that preserves some of the major comb-filtering influences of the outer ear along with very good bass performance and comfort.

The featherweight headphone is not the only direction headphone engineers are exploring, of course. AKG has made elaborate studies of comb-filtering effects in the development of their "free-aires" K-240 and K-340 headphones, which use passive diaphragms and several chambers to simulate a series of comb filter resonances. Both the piezoceramic diaphragm approach developed by Pioneer and the electret approach used by Audio-Technica and others represent new directions for the future. Substantial work on developing artificial heads (so-called "couplers") that will permit accurate testing of perceived headphone frequency response is underway through a number of sources including Audio's own Equipment Profile program — Ed., and headphones that sound better on a wider variety of real heads should be the result. The subjective listenability of the better Featherweights, despite their modest size and cost, however, will give stereophone designers a good deal more to think about in their efforts to derive more realism from speakers that sit on your head.
THE VIDEO SCREEN IN YOUR FUTURE

LEONARD FELDMAN

If you now own a color television receiver, it may come as a surprise when I tell you that this may be the last color TV set you will ever buy. I am not for a moment suggesting that TV broadcasting is on the way out or that your present receiver is going to last forever. What I am suggesting is that in the very near future your video screen is going to become such an important element in your household that it will no longer make much sense to tie it in to a TV-r.f. tuner in the traditional way.

I did not come up with this idea on my own. During a recent visit to several of Sony Corp.'s modern Japanese plants as well as to last fall's Japan Electronics Exhibition in Tokyo, I was introduced to Profeel, a new video concept which Sony began marketing last summer in their own domestic market. The name given to the new product concept, like so many other catch-phrase titles invented by the Japanese, tells you very little about what the product is. Even after I was told that the new word Profeel is a combination of two recognizable words, "professional feeling," my Western mind was not able to correlate the new term with the product itself.

In case you haven't guessed, Profeel is a super-high-quality video monitor; the largest version has a screen of 27 inches measured diagonally. The other two are less expensive and have screen sizes of 20 or 16 inches measured diagonally. All of the Profeel monitors are equipped with audio and video input jacks but lack a TV tuner; there are several reasons for this.

Sony has come to the conclusion that the home entertainment system of the future will be based upon the family video screen. That is to say, a single, conveniently located video screen will be "fed" by the family videocassette recorder, by a video color camera, by black and white security video cameras mounted at entrances to the home, by an assortment of video-game electronic units, by a home computer terminal, possibly by a teletext receiver, by a satellite TV tuner — you name it! Now, consider this fact: If you own a videocassette recorder and a color TV set at the present time, you have one TV tuner too many! The TV tuner section within your videocassette recorder performs the same function as the one in your color TV receiver. More often than not, having to include an r.f. modulator in the videocassette recorder just so that the recovered video composite signal within the recorder can be retranslated to an r.f. signal at the frequency of TV Channel 3 or 4 is not only a needless addition to the cost of a VCR but has also been known to degrade ultimate picture quality because of the additional r.f. signal-processing performed by that r.f. module. How much simpler and better it would be if the video output of the VCR could be fed directly to a video input jack on a true monitor-type TV component. That's where products like the Sony Profeel monitor come in, and apparently the idea is already being met with a great deal of success in Japan.

The first thing that struck me about the Profeel TV monitors was the quality and resolution of the reproduced picture. Any degradation in picture quality would have been particularly obvious on the large 27-inch unit, but in fact, even when looking at that oversized screen, the color picture seemed clearer and had better detail than any other I had seen on typical home sets. It should be pointed out that Japan, like the U.S., is saddled with the NTSC transmission standards which do not lend themselves to as good picture quality as other world systems such as PAL or SECAM. Yet, for all of that, the pictures were excellent.

Managers of the Sony factory in Ichinomiya, where these Trinitron monitors are manufactured, explained why the Profeel units deliver such an excellent picture. The key circuitry involved is an advanced type of comb filter. In conventional TV sets, a 3.58-MHz resonant "trap" is used to extract color burst signals and information from the composite video signal, which includes luminance (brightness) signals to beyond 4.0 MHz. Using such a conventional trap circuit, some of the luminance signal which carries the fine detail of the picture is also extracted by this 3.58-MHz color trap. It is these very high-frequency luminance signal components which are responsible for high resolution in a typical TV picture. Unfortunately, if some of these high-frequency components are inadvertently eliminated because of the color trap, good resolution or high definition is lost as well.

In the Profeel monitor, selective comb filters are used instead of a conventional resonant trap. In this way, the 3.58-MHz signal and associated sidebands can be extracted from the composite video signal without impairing the luminance signal in any way. This technology is certainly more costly, but when you think about it, the elimination of an entire TV r.f. front end or tuner section probably more than compensates for the additional circuitry. The Profeel units end up costing not much more than a conventional color set of the same picture tube size.

As a general rule, new products ex-

The Sony Profeel monitors now available in Japan.
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Even when looking at the 27-in. Profeel screen, the color picture seemed clearer and had better detail than any other I had seen on typical home sets.

*hhibited in Japanese electronics or audio shows often make their appearance in the United States between six months to a year later. Whether or not the Profeel concept of a TV monitor of high quality will be marketed in the U.S. by Sony (or, for that matter, by any of their competitors) will depend upon several factors. For one thing, the proliferation of other video-related products in this country is presently not nearly as great as it is in the Japanese domestic market. To be sure, we are seeing our fair share of TV game sales and VCR sales, but we are a long way from having an approved TV stereo sound system in this country, where such a system will have to be tested and approved by the FCC. One of the compelling reasons for owning a TV monitor in Japan is the fact that Japan's NHK-TV network and other private TV broadcasters currently transmit a fair amount of stereo programming as well as bilingual programming. While the Profeel units have a pair of built-in 10-watt audio amplifiers and a pair of reasonably good-sounding loudspeakers, most purchasers of these monitors are connecting the audio outputs of their separately purchased TV stereo audio tuners to the audio inputs of the Profeel or directly to their stereo component systems.

It may well be two to three years before we in the United States have an approved stereo audio TV system on the air, and this could delay the acceptance of the TV monitor concept. Then, too, just as audio components took a long time to gain acceptance with the general public in this country (and we still lag far behind Japan's estimated 67 percent of all households with a stereo component system), the "component" concept in video may not gain immediate acceptance even after it is finally introduced.

One final point is worth noting. From what I have seen thus far of videodiscs, they are capable of yielding better, sharper pictures than can usually be obtained either from videotapes or from TV broadcasts received over the air. That being the case, it would seem like a good idea for manufacturers to put more effort into designing and producing TV sets that are up to reproducing videodisc pictures at their very best. The new Sony Profeel TV monitors seem designed to do just that.

The 27-inch Sony Profeel has a built-in stereo audio system but does not have a TV tuner section.
Cassette decks have come a long way since the original Philips design which boasted a response all the way up to 8 kHz! Many present-day models not only extend the response another octave but offer such features as full logic controls, eye-catching displays, and facilities that were once reserved for very expensive open-reel machines. A good example of modern design practice is the JVC KD-A7, a two-head machine with metal-tape capability. In addition to a pair of VU meters, the KD-A7 has a fluorescent graphic display that JVC calls their "Spectro-Peak" indicator. This has seven vertical bars which respond to frequencies centered on 40, 150, 400, 1,000, 2,400, 6,000, and 12,500 Hz. An eighth bar indicates the total, so it corresponds to a normal VU meter but of course is fast acting.

The aforementioned VU meters are on the extreme left of the front panel, and to their right is the graphic display followed by two push buttons. One increases the range of the display by 6 dB, and the other gives a choice of "hold," when the peaks are displayed for about 4 seconds, or peak. Above these switches are indicators for ANRS and Super ANRS, JVC's noise-reduction system, and next to them is the cassette compartment. Over on the right are the memory, timer, and on-off switches and the eject button and the digital counter. Also located on this side is a push button which controls the cassette door-opening mechanism. Under the cassette compartment are seven push buttons.
for the tape transport logic controls, record button, and the record-mute switch. Sockets for microphones and headphones are below the VU meters on the extreme left, and they are followed by switches for line-mike input, ANRS and tape selection with equalizing. Then come three rotary controls: The first is for adjusting the equalization, the second controls the output, while the third is a dual-concentric type for input levels. The ANRS switch has three positions: Off, ANRS and Super ANRS, about which more later.

There are two d.c. motors. The motor which drives the capstan is servo-controlled, using a frequency generator (FG) system. The record/play head is one of the new X-cut types; this designation refers to the shape of the head surface which is angled back on each side of the gap. It is claimed that this method of construction restricts the stray magnetic flux, thus reducing low-frequency 'fringing.'

**Measurements**

Using a standard test tape, playback response was within ±1dB from 40 Hz to 12 kHz, as shown in Fig. 1. The first tape selected for record-replay measurement was a TDK MA-R metal formulation, and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The upper -3 dB point was at about 21 kHz, which is excellent! But even more important, the high-frequency saturation was very low indeed. This brings us to a consideration of the Super ANRS system incorporated in this deck. JVC's standard ANRS system is similar to the Dolby system, and, in fact, the two are quite compatible. What the Super ANRS version does is to reduce high-level high-frequency signals when recording and put them back in again during playback. In this way, tape saturation is considerably reduced. The effect is shown by the broken line in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1—Playback response using a standard test tape, JVC KD-A7 cassette deck.](image1)

![Fig. 2—Record-replay response with (- - -) and without Super ANRS system using TDK MA-R metal tape.](image2)

![Fig. 3—Record-replay response with (- - -) and without Super ANRS system using Fuji FX-I tape.](image3)
Two impressions stand out:
The clear superiority of metal tapes and the dramatic improvement in headroom with the Super ANRS system.

![Graph of record-replay response with and without Super ANRS system using Maxell UD-XL II tape.]

Note that the response at 0 VU is nearly the same as the one at -20 dB.

Next, a standard 120-μS ferric tape was tested — a Fuji FX-I. Because the first measurement showed a droop at the high end, the chart in the instruction manual was checked out and the variable equalizing control turned to its correct +1 position. (Note that unlike most bias controls, this variable equalizing control is turned to a plus position to increase the highs and to a minus position to reduce them.) The upper -3 dB point for the FX-I came out at 16.5 kHz (see Fig. 3), and switching in the Super ANRS system improved the headroom at 10 kHz by nearly 6 dB. The third tape tested was a Maxell UD-XL II, a chrome-substitute formulation requiring 70-μS equalization. As shown in Fig. 4, the upper -3 dB frequency was slightly higher at 17.5 kHz and the extra headroom produced by the Super ANRS system was 4 dB.

Distortion and headroom at 1 kHz can be seen in Fig. 5 for the three tapes, while distortion versus frequency is shown in Fig. 6. The signal-to-noise ratio (ref. 3 percent THD, "A" weighting) measured 58 dB for the TDK MA-R and Fuji FX-I with 57 dB for the Maxell UD-XL II. Switching to the ANRS mode increased these figures by approximately 10 dB.
With TDK MA-R metal tape, the upper -3 dB point was about 21 kHz, which is excellent! Saturation was very low indeed.

Input required for 0 VU was 71.5 mV line and 0.17 mV for microphone, the output then being about 240 mV depending on the kind of tape used. Maximum signal handling capacity at the microphone input was 44 mV.Wow and flutter was a low 0.35 percent (DIN 45-507), and speed was right on the nose. Rewind time for a C-90 cassette was 98 seconds. Crosstalk measured 41 dB at 1 kHz, and erasure with metal tapes was better than 65 dB.

Conclusion

Two impressions stand out from the foregoing tests: The clear superiority of metal tapes and the dramatic improvement in headroom with the Super ANRS system. For most purposes, "ordinary" tapes with Super ANRS will give very satisfactory results indeed, but when taping direct discs or the new digitals the extra cost of metal tapes will almost certainly be justified. How about that spectral graphic display? (I like JVC's German description better: Spectral-Pegelspitzenzeiger!) Well, it does enable the user to analyze the signal in terms of frequency and it might well help to prevent overloading with electronic music, for instance, but I must say I found the single bar indicator plus the meters quite adequate. I am also certain that most users will appreciate the Super ANRS, auto rewind facility, feather touch logic controls and variable equalization. All in all, above-average performance for JVC's KD-A7 cassette deck. George W. Tillett

Ever hear a Ruby?

It takes more than a ruby cantilever to make a moving coil cartridge capable of excellent sound reproduction. It takes imagination, engineering knowledge and dedication to perfection.

The Dynavector DV/Karat series is the culmination of these efforts.

\[
\begin{align*}
C_u &= \alpha f^2 + \frac{1}{4} \beta f^2 + \frac{1}{4} \gamma f^2 + \ldots, \\
\alpha &= \frac{E}{m} + \beta + \gamma, \\
\beta &= \frac{E}{m} + \gamma, \\
\gamma &= \frac{E}{m} + \delta
\end{align*}
\]

Dr. Noboru Tominari, the creative genius and founder of Dynavector, developed a radical new technology taking into account wave dispersion and cantilever vibration theories.

Dr. Tominari reasons that the "soft" sound of most cartridges was due to the various delays of frequencies along the length of the cantilever.

The role of the cantilever as a sound dispersing medium has been mitigated by making it as short and as hard as possible. As a result, a solid laser cut synthetic ruby cantilever only 2.5mm in length with a diamond contact tip is utilized.

Another benefit of the short/hard ruby cantilever is the high resonance frequency above 50 kHz. Therefore, the elimination of rubber damping. Without the "creeping time effects of rubber" (temperature changes and age deterioration), the DV/Karat's ability to produce sound with stunning realism, brilliant tonal balance and exquisite detail is maintained over the life of the cartridge.

The truth is in the listening. Call or write for the name of a Dynavector audio specialist near you.

MTI MODEL 500 PREAMP

MTI is the acronym for Micro-Tech Inc., and when I first began to examine their Model 500 "preamplifier" (in a moment you'll see why I put this in quotes), I thought that there was something familiarly clean and elegant about its front panel design. Only later did I learn that the front panel design had been executed by none other than Saul Marantz, who apparently loves the hi-fi business so much that he just can't stay away.

Sherwood Scribner, who is more concerned with circuitry than cosmetics, is responsible for the innards of this unit, and, indeed, he can come up with some novel ideas about what a preamp should and should not do.

Clearly, Scribner subscribes to the school of design that wants to minimize signal processing in a control chassis while at the same time maximizing switching flexibility. So, while there are no tone controls to be found on this preamp, it is equipped with a subsonic filter, a pair of tape monitor circuits, tape copy switches, mono/stereo switching, dual concentric level controls, and an illuminated separately mounted power on/off switch.

Program selection is done by means of push buttons for tuner, AUX, phono 2 (MM), and phono 1 (MC). A button identified as "Reduce Gain" does just that and is to be pushed when an adjacent overload light illuminates. A rotary control and three push buttons are used to adjust the resistance load across moving-magnet cartridges and to adjust the loading capacitance from a low of 50 pF to a maximum of 370 pF in seven steps. A helpful table of recommended capacitance values for some popular makes and models of cartridges is included in the owner's manual.

The power supply for this preamplifier is a separate module connected to the main control unit by means of a long multi-pin cable and connector. The power supply contains a pair of a.c. convenience outlets (one switched from the main chassis, the other unswitched) and a pair of fuses: A 10-ampere fuse that protects the electronic power switch and the lower 9-ampere convenience outlet, and a ½-ampere fuse that protects the line amplifier in the Model 500 itself.

Although the Model 500 is called a preamplifier, it incorporates a line amplifier capable of driving loudspeakers of reasonably high efficiency to fairly loud listening levels. Interestingly, the designers tell us little about the IHF Standard ratings of this...
built-in amp when it is used as a power amplifier, saying instead that it "sounds like a 50-watt amplifier." I am not quite certain as to why MTI chose to call the 500 a preamplifier instead of an integrated amplifier, which, from my point of view, it certainly is, but I suspect they want the user to regard the amp as a temporarily available feature, suitable for use with speakers until a more powerful basic amp is purchased.

**Circuit Highlights**

MTI suggests that "time alignment" of the entire audio spectrum, the ability of this preamplifier to process or pass all frequencies through it in correct relative time relationship, is as important in an electronic component as it is in the design of a multi-driver transducer system. The company further suggests that such time alignment circuitry has been employed in the design of this system—a claim that we would find difficult to affirm, since we were not provided a schematic as the circuit is proprietary.

The Model 500's built-in moving-coil pre-amplifier has a current-driven self-matching moving-coil cartridge loading system which does adjust automatically to provide an ideal match for any MC cartridge. The flat amplifier section, which MTI calls the "line amplifier" of this unit, is a Class-A design having high headroom capability and, as mentioned earlier, a speaker output stage which can drive loudspeaker systems having impedances as low as 4 ohms. Low-level signals can be driven over extremely long distances because of the low output-impedance characteristics of the line-level outputs of the amplifier. The MTI 500 has a "Separate Amp" switch on the rear panel which, when pushed in, bypasses the line amp, routing signals directly from the level control to the main-out jacks with no gain. The reasoning here is that most high-level sources (tuners, tape recorders), as well as the phono preamp section of the MTI 500 itself, have enough gain to drive a power amplifier directly. When the "Separate Amp" switch is depressed, the line amplifier's inputs are routed to "Separate In" jacks on the rear panel, allowing the amplifier to function independently of the control functions. In this mode, the line amplifier might be used to drive a subwoofer or it might also be used as a high-pass amplifier in biamped systems.

**Measurements**

No information is offered regarding the small power amplifier section of this unit, and we were unable to elicit definitive IHF specifications from the manufacturer on this point. Because we did not have a reference distortion level to check against, we decided to arbitrarily assign our own, 0.2 percent THD. For this level of THD, the amplifier was able to deliver 16 watts per channel. A plot of power output versus harmonic and IM distortion for mid-frequency signals is shown in Fig. 1, while in Fig. 2 we have plotted distortion versus frequency for a constant 10 watt per channel output. Maximum output for 0.2 percent THD at 20 Hz measured 13 watts per channel, while at 20 kHz it was 16 watts per channel.

Figures 3A and 3B show plots of the RIAA playback equalization curve. In Fig. 3A the "cursor" has been moved to read the roll-off at 10 kHz (−13.9 dB for the left channel, −13.8 dB for the right channel), which is within 0.05 to 0.15 dB of the precise required value, in Fig. 3B we show the boost at 100 Hz of +13.5 dB for the left channel and +13.5 dB for the right channel, which is within 0.39 dB of the precise required value. In both plots, 0-dB reference was set at 1 kHz.

Aside from quoting frequency response of the preamplifier and line amplifier sections of the Model 500, the makers of this unit supply little IHF Standard specification data against which to compare our own measurements. Using the latest IHF reference levels, we measured a phono input sensitivity, for moving-magnet cartridges, of 0.87 millivolt for 0.5-volt output. In the case of the moving-coil inputs for the same output level, input required...
MTI suggests that time alignment is as important in a preamp as it is in a speaker system.

was 0.05 millivolt. High-level input sensitivity measured 63 millivolts for 0.5-volt output. Phono overload was 110 millivolts at 1 kHz with the moving-magnet inputs — acceptable but not outstanding compared with some of the figures we have obtained of late from the preamp sections of both preamplifier-control units and receivers. The signal-to-noise ratio for the moving-coil phono inputs, 'A' weighted, was a very acceptable 72.0 dB for the left channel and 72.1 dB for the right channel. For the high-level inputs, still referred to 0.5-volt output, the S/N measured 77.0 dB for the left channel and 76.7 dB for the right channel.

The subsonic filter has a –3 dB cutoff point at 30 Hz and a slope of 6 dB per octave. The rated output of the phono section of the MTI-500 is listed at 2.0 volts rms while that of the line-level amplifier is quoted at 3.0 volts. We are not certain what this latter figure means, since the amplifier can deliver far more than that amount of drive through the speaker terminals. This may mean the reference output level when measured via the main-out line terminals of this amplifier, ahead of the speaker stage.

Returning for the moment to the power amplifier section of this "preamplifier," we measured a damping factor of 40 at 50 Hz, referred to 8-ohm loads. IM distortion at the equivalent of 16 watts measured 0.3 percent. The Model 500's amplifier section does have a surprisingly high dynamic headroom. We measured this at around 2.2 dB (referred to 16 watts of continuous power output capability), which means that under short-term musical signal conditions the amplifier could deliver unclipped signals.
The Model 500 offers maximum switching flexibility with a minimum of signal processing.

**Use and Listening Tests**

We did not judge the MTI 500 as an integrated amplifier, but rather as a phono preamplifier/control unit which is, we believe, its prime purpose. The unit exhibited a high degree of audio quality when used with a top-grade power amp and high-quality, time-aligned speakers. The reproduction that we heard from records was excellent. The unit is obviously not intended for those who crave a bunch of knobs and lots of signal processing beyond phono preamplification and equalization. If you are of the school that believes tone controls have no place in an electronic component that attempts to minimize time and phase errors and you can afford a preamplifier control chassis that costs nearly $900.00, the MTI 500 does offer an unusual means of entry into the world of audio esoterica. We must be critical of the owner's manual, which, though elegantly bound and certainly longer in its text than most, unfortunately leaves us without the Standard data we really need and with information a bit irrelevant to the potential user. Still, that's a relatively minor flaw and one which we are told will soon be corrected by MTI.

Leonard Feldman

---

**Now get moving coil perfection for the price of a common cartridge.**

Most music lovers dream of owning a fine moving coil cartridge. But it's been an impossible dream for many because of the high cost. Until now, Satin, world leader in moving coil technology, has brought the suggested retail price of a high-quality moving coil cartridge **below $100**, well within the budget of most buyers.

Our new Satin 117Z has the extended frequency range, superb stereo imaging, gloriously open, spacious and—above all—realistic sound quality that Satin MC's are famous for.

**User-replaceable stylus.**

And like all the Satin cartridges, it features a unique user-replaceable stylus that you can change in seconds, like a common cartridge. The stylus is a perfectly formed diamond, with Satin's exclusive single-point pivot and special magnet/lubricant damping system for high compliance and separation.

**No transformer or pre-amp.**

And, of course, the high-output 117Z uses Satin's ultra-thin 10-micron aluminum ribbon coil and high energy magnet so you don't need an expensive noise-prone pre-amp or transformer like most other moving coil cartridges. The 117Z connects directly to any quality amp, preamp or receiver.

Visit your authorized Satin dealer as soon as possible. For under $100, why postpone perfection?

*Osawa & Co, (USA) Inc.*

21 Harbor Park Drive
Port Washington, NY 11050

Distributed in Canada by Intersound Electronics, Montreal, Quebec
EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
V15 Type IV Phono Cartridge
Generating System: Moving magnet.
Output Voltage: 4 mV (1 kHz, 5 cm/S, horizontal).
Channel Separation: 25 dB at 1 kHz
Recommended Load Resistance: 47 kohms.
Recommended Load Capacitance: 250 pF
Recommended Tracking Force: 3 to 1/4 grams.
Playback Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 25 kHz.
Weight: 6.4 grams.
Price: $191.00; replacement stylus, $66.00.

SME 3009 III Tonearm
Type: Static balance with multiple counterweights
Effective Length: 9 in. (22.86 cm).
Overhang: Adjustable
Height Adjustment Range: 0.875 in. (2.22 cm).
Acceptable Cartridge Weight: 0.1 to 1.3 grams.
Tracking Force Range: 0 to 2 1/2 grams.
Maximum Tracking Error: 1 1/2 degrees/inch.
Price: $294.00.

SME are the initials of Scale Model Engineering, a British company which has dedicated its efforts to producing what it says is "the best pick-up arm in the world." The 3009 III is their latest effort. SME has been making precision tonearms, to the exclusion of any other audio products, for more than 20 years. Their desire for perfection can be seen in the firm's listening room which was designed and built under the guidance of SME's Managing Director, Alastair Robertson-Aikman. This room, which is shown in Figs. 1 and 2, is 36 feet by 21 feet, 6 inches and has a 10-foot high ceiling. The walls are of brick, while the roof is a single span of reinforced concrete, weighing about 30 tons! Over two tons of wool are used in the rugs and drapes. The music system is very elaborate and includes the usual two front channels plus two rear channels which are fed by a 55-millisecond delay. The loudspeakers include two 18-inch servo-controlled woofers and electrostatic elements for midranges and tweeters. Two turntables are mounted on sand-filled platforms, and their platters are filled with clay to damp out any internal resonances. Other details of the system similarly indicate that SME tonearm designs are auditioned with great care during their development.

The rationale behind the development of the SME 3009 III tonearm is described succinctly by SME in their brochure and other informational sheets. One goal was to achieve a low effective mass at the stylus tip. Since effective mass is different than tracking force, a tonearm/cartridge combination can be set for zero tracking force and still have a high effective mass. At equilibrium, the effective mass means nothing, but as soon as the stylus of the phono cartridge sees any change, as it surely does when it is tracing a record groove, then effective mass becomes important. In the case of record surface variations, due to warp or even high modulation levels, a high effective mass can cause changes in the tracking force and even the vertical tracking angle of the stylus. The SME 3009 III has achieved a very low effective mass, and so problems of this kind should be reduced considerably.

The "S" shaped, nitrogen-hardened titanium carrying arm has a wall thickness about the same as two human hairs. The
Fig. 1—Listening room at SME, built under the guidance of the firm’s Managing Director, Alastair Robertson-Aikman.

Fig. 2—The open drapes reveal the elaborate music system in SME’s listening room, called the Stokes Music Room.

MEASURED DATA

SME 3009 III Tonearm
- Pivot-to-Turntable Center Distance: 8.5 in. (216 mm)
- Pivot-to-Stylus Distance: 9.313 in. (236.5 mm)
- Pivot-to-Rear of Arm Clearance Distance: 2.5 in. (64 mm)
- Arm-Rear Clearance from Turntable Center: 11 in. (280 mm)
- Overall Height Adjustment: 0.875 in. (22.2 mm)
- Maximum Tracking Force Adjustment: 2.5 grams
- Tracking Force Calibration: 0 to 1.5 grams
- Tracking Force Accuracy: Within 0.05 gram
- Cartridge Weight Range: 0.1 to 13 grams
- Counterweights: Six, coined lead; one, 55.9 grams; five, 11.1 grams
- Counterweight Mounting: Plastic carrier
- Sidethrust Correction: String and weight, adjustable knob; uniformity increases toward center of record
- Pivot Damping: None (external damping system)
- Lifting Device: Damped lever
- Carrying Arm, Total Weight: 9.9 grams
- Headshell Offset: 24.5 degrees
- Fingerlift: Integral with headshell
- Mounting Screws Weight: 0.1 gram
- Overhang Adjustment: Rack and pinion movement of pillar, template excellent
- Bearing Alignment: Excellent in both planes
- Bearing Friction: Less than 50 miligrams in both planes
- Bearing Types: Horizontal, ball; vertical, knife edge
- Bearing Play: Horizontally, none; vertically, some
- Lead Torque: Insignificant
- Dynamic Mass: Approximately 5 grams
- Static Mass: Too low to measure
- Lead Capacity: Total, 125 pf; arm leads, 25 pf; external leads, 100 pf
- Lead Resistance: Total, 1.14 ohms; arm leads, 0.83 ohm; external leads, 0.31 ohm
- Lead Length: 48 in. (1.22 m)
- Structural Resonance: Possible at 250 Hz in arm tube
- Base Mounting: Horizontal slot to allow main pillar adjustment for minimum tracking error

Shure V15 Type IV Phono Cartridge
- Serial No.: None
- Cartridge Mass: 6.35 grams
- Microphonic Pickup: Excellent rejection
- Hum Rejection: Excellent
- High-Frequency Resonance: 23 kHz
- Low-Frequency Resonance: 11 Hz; with Q of 2.75. See text
- Rise Time: 25 µS
- Recommended Load Resistance: 100 kilohms
- Recommended Load Capacitance: 250 pf
- Polarity: Negative for inward groove modulation
- Recommended Tracking Force: 1.1 grams

Pivot-to-Turntable Center Distance: 8.5 in. (216 mm)
Pivot-to-Stylus Distance: 9.313 in. (236.5 mm)
Pivot-to-Rear of Arm Clearance Distance: 2.5 in. (64 mm)
Arm-Rear Clearance from Turntable Center: 11 in. (280 mm)
Overall Height Adjustment: 0.875 in. (22.2 mm)
Maximum Tracking Force Adjustment: 2.5 grams
Tracking Force Calibration: 0 to 1.5 grams
Tracking Force Accuracy: Within 0.05 gram
Cartridge Weight Range: 0.1 to 13 grams
Counterweights: Six, coined lead; one, 55.9 grams; five, 11.1 grams
Counterweight Mounting: Plastic carrier
Sidethrust Correction: String and weight, adjustable knob; uniformity increases toward center of record
Pivot Damping: None (external damping system)
Lifting Device: Damped lever
Carrying Arm, Total Weight: 9.9 grams
Headshell Offset: 24.5 degrees
Fingerlift: Integral with headshell
Mounting Screws Weight: 0.1 gram
Overhang Adjustment: Rack and pinion movement of pillar, template excellent
Bearing Alignment: Excellent in both planes
Bearing Friction: Less than 50 miligrams in both planes
Bearing Types: Horizontal, ball; vertical, knife edge
Bearing Play: Horizontally, none; vertically, some
Lead Torque: Insignificant
Dynamic Mass: Approximately 5 grams
Static Mass: Too low to measure
Lead Capacity: Total, 125 pf; arm leads, 25 pf; external leads, 100 pf
Lead Resistance: Total, 1.14 ohms; arm leads, 0.83 ohm; external leads, 0.31 ohm
Lead Length: 48 in. (1.22 m)
Structural Resonance: Possible at 250 Hz in arm tube
Base Mounting: Horizontal slot to allow main pillar adjustment for minimum tracking error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartridge Mass: 6.35 grams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microphonic Pickup:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent rejection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum Rejection:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Frequency Resonance:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Frequency Resonance:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Hz; with Q of 2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise Time:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 µS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended Load Resistance: 100 kilohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended Load Capacitance: 250 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarity:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative for inward groove modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended Tracking Force: 1.1 grams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Force</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band 3. +8 dB</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 4. +6 dB</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 5. +4 dB</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 6. +2 dB</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 7. 0 dB</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add 0.5 gram with Dynamic Stabilizer

Microphonic Pickup: Excellent rejection
Hum Rejection: Excellent
High-Frequency Resonance: 23 kHz
Low-Frequency Resonance: 11 Hz; with Q of 2.75. See text
Rise Time: 25 µS
Recommended Load Resistance: 100 kilohms
Recommended Load Capacitance: 250 pf
Polarity: Negative for inward groove modulation
Recommended Tracking Force: 1.1 grams

Inductance, mH        Right
480                   470
Resistance, ohms      Right
1320                  1280
Output,               Right
1.2                   1.2
mV/cm/S at 45°         Right

Dynamic Tracking Force
Grants required to track B&K 2010
(Grams x 980 = dynes, 0 dB = 10 cm/S lateral or 7.07 cm/S 45°)

Shure V15 Type IV Phono Cartridge
- Serial No.: None

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Force</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band 3. +8 dB</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 4. +6 dB</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 5. +4 dB</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 6. +2 dB</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 7. 0 dB</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add 0.5 gram with Dynamic Stabilizer

Cartridge Mass: 6.35 grams
Microphonic Pickup: Excellent rejection
Hum Rejection: Excellent
High-Frequency Resonance: 23 kHz
Low-Frequency Resonance: 11 Hz; with Q of 2.75. See text
Rise Time: 25 µS
Recommended Load Resistance: 100 kilohms
Recommended Load Capacitance: 250 pf
Polarity: Negative for inward groove modulation
Recommended Tracking Force: 1.1 grams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Force</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band 3. +8 dB</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 4. +6 dB</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 5. +4 dB</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 6. +2 dB</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 7. 0 dB</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add 0.5 gram with Dynamic Stabilizer

Microphonic Pickup: Excellent rejection
Hum Rejection: Excellent
High-Frequency Resonance: 23 kHz
Low-Frequency Resonance: 11 Hz; with Q of 2.75. See text
Rise Time: 25 µS
Recommended Load Resistance: 100 kilohms
Recommended Load Capacitance: 250 pf
Polarity: Negative for inward groove modulation
Recommended Tracking Force: 1.1 grams
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Fig. 3A — Response of Shure V15 Type IV cartridge to 300-Hz signal in band 9 of CBS STR-112, +18 dB re: 11.2 µM; 0.9 g vertical tracking force and 0.7 g sidethrust force. Upper trace represents left channel and lower trace the right channel (as in all photos).

Fig. 3B — Response to a 1-kHz signal in band 3 of B&K 2010, +8 dB (17.76 cm/S at 45 degrees); 1.1 g vertical tracking force and 1.2 g sidethrust force.

Fig. 4A—Response to a 1-kHz square wave in band 1 of CBS STR-112; 3.54 cm/S modulation in each channel. Combination of SME 3009 III tonearm and Shure V15 Type IV with loadings of R = 27 kilohms and C = 500 pF.

Fig. 4B—Expanded view of Fig. 4A. Note the excellent damping.

Fig. 4C—Same as Fig. 4A except left vs. right channel showing interchannel phase relationship.

Fig. 5—Amplitude vs. frequency response with input loading as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6A — Same as Fig. 4A except input loading set to R = 47 kilohms and C = 250 pF.

Fig. 6B—Expanded view of Fig. 6A.

Fig. 6C—Same as Fig. 6A except left vs. right channel showing interchannel phase relationship.
Now you can add the three-dimensional impact of Sonic Holography to your system three different ways.

The C-4000 Control Console includes Sonic Hologram Generator full-function preamplifier, time-delay system with built-in 40 watt (total) power amplifier, Autocorrelator System that reduces noise up to 8 dB, a peak unlimiter downward expander that nearly doubles dynamic range.

The C-1 combines the Sonic Hologram Generator with a full-function preamplifier.

The C-9 Sonic Hologram Generator allows you to add Sonic Holography to any system including one with a receiver.

And when you do, you'll hear what these audio experts heard in their systems:

Hal Rodgers, Senior Editor of Popular Electronics: "When the lights were turned out we could almost have sworn that we were in the presence of a real live orchestra.

Julian Hirsch of Hirsch-Houck Labs: "The effect strains credibility—had I not experienced it, I probably would not believe it ... the 'miracle' is that it uses only the two normal front speakers."

Larry Klein, Technical Director of Stereo Review: "...it brings the listener substantially closer to that elusive sonic illusion of being in the presence of a live performance."

High Fidelity put it this way: "...seems to open a curtain and reveal a deployment of musical forces extending behind, between and beyond the speakers ... terrific."

And now, whatever components you own, you can hear what all the audio experts have heard and acclaimed: Sonic Holography by Carver.

For literature, test reports and nearest Carver dealer, circle number below. For faster response, write directly to Carver.

The achievements of Carver technology can be appreciated best when some aspects of Bob Carver and Carver Corporation are understood.

Bob Carver designed his first amplifier when he was twelve, took his master's degree in physics—not electronics—and has pursued life and his profession in electronic engineering in a highly personal way.

He has always found innovative solutions to conventional problems, and his solutions in high fidelity engineering have also established new price/performance standards.

One such problem was the two-dimensional aspect of the stereo presentation—the speakers being the all-too-apparent source of the sonic image. Other limitations were the weight, size, heat—and cost—associated with high-power amplification.

Carver solved these problems in ways that are so astounding that listeners at early demonstrations were somewhat suspicious. But the products were soon acclaimed as marking totally new directions that others must inevitably follow—as they have already begun to do.

The Carver M-400 Magnetic Field Amplifier

The cube that impressed Julian Hirsch is indeed small: less than 7 inches. And it is very light: less than 10 pounds. And very inexpensive: suggested retail price, $399.

As for its clean power: 201 watts per channel in stereo and 500 watts mono! That, of course, is RMS into 2 ohms, from 20 to 20kHz with no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.

As for its sound, Leonard Feldman reported in Audio: "Music reproduction was superb and completely free of any false bass coloration or muddiness—none of that brittle quality that one often detects from amplifiers that are beginning to strain."

In short, the M-400 is musical and accurate.

And now here's good news for everyone with a receiver. The M-400 can be added to it easily—with our new Z-1 coupler. So if you now have a 20-watt receiver, it can be a 201-watt (per channel) receiver!

For literature, test reports and nearest Carver dealer, circle number below. For faster response, write directly to us.

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card
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The vertical pivots, which allow the lateral tonearm movement, are twin stainless-steel ball races, while the horizontal pivots, which allow the vertical movement, are knife-edge bearings. There is a small amount of play in the knife-edge bearings, unavoidable in this type of design, but the large amount of force, which is between 500 to 600 lbs. per square inch, keeps them from causing any problems. The axes of both bearings are located in line with the plane of the stylus when it is playing a record, which means that the ill effects of record warp are greatly reduced. The bearing friction is claimed to be about 20 milligrams. Measuring such tiny forces is extremely difficult, and anything less than 50 milligrams, which is what we measured, is considered excellent.

The location of the pivots, with respect to the turntable platter, is adjustable by a rack and pinion system which moves the main arm post along a track. The total adjustment is one inch, more than sufficient to allow the exact positioning of the stylus of any phono cartridge for minimum distortion due to tracking angle error. The arm height may also be moved up and down by releasing a locking screw. Besides these two arm-positioning adjustments, there are seven other adjustments, including four that are made by simply turning a knob. These include the vertical balance, the lateral balance, the vertical tracking force, and the lateral sidethrust force, all knob adjustable, and the 1.5- to 2.5-gram additional weight, the viscous damping system with its three different paddles, and the patented counterweight system with its six lead weights.

The four-foot phono cable supplied with the SME 3009 III tonearm has gold-plated phono plugs at each end. These cables include internal 220-pF capacitors, which may be removed easily since the phono plugs have threaded covers. There are two gold-plated phono sockets at the bottom of the arm pillar.

The SME 3009 III tonearm is distributed in the U.S.A. by Shure Brothers, an American company with a worldwide reputation for manufacturing phono cartridges and microphones which are the result of dedicated research and engineering. It therefore seemed natural to perform the technical measurements and listening panel evaluations using the top-of-the-line Shure V15 Type IV phono cartridge which was used during the listening panel evaluations. This R-C combination was used during the listening panel evaluations.

The Shure V15 Type IV cartridge, reported on previously in Fig. 5.75-inch and 3.75-inch radius) was used during the listening panel evaluations.

The SME 3009 III tonearm is distributed in the U.S.A. by Shure Brothers, an American company with a worldwide reputation for manufacturing phono cartridges and microphones which are the result of dedicated research and engineering. It therefore seemed natural to perform the technical measurements and listening panel evaluations using the top-of-the-line Shure V15 Type IV phono cartridge which was used during the listening panel evaluations.

The vertical pivots, which allow the lateral tonearm movement, are twin stainless-steel ball races, while the horizontal pivots, which allow the vertical movement, are knife-edge bearings. There is a small amount of play in the knife-edge bearings, unavoidable in this type of design, but the large amount of force, which is between 500 to 600 lbs. per square inch, keeps them from causing any problems. The axes of both bearings are located in line with the plane of the stylus when it is playing a record, which means that the ill effects of record warp are greatly reduced. The bearing friction is claimed to be about 20 milligrams. Measuring such tiny forces is extremely difficult, and anything less than 50 milligrams, which is what we measured, is considered excellent.

The location of the pivots, with respect to the turntable platter, is adjustable by a rack and pinion system which moves the main arm post along a track. The total adjustment is one inch, more than sufficient to allow the exact positioning of the stylus of any phono cartridge for minimum distortion due to tracking angle error. The arm height may also be moved up and down by releasing a locking screw. Besides these two arm-positioning adjustments, there are seven other adjustments, including four that are made by simply turning a knob. These include the vertical balance, the lateral balance, the vertical tracking force, and the lateral sidethrust force, all knob adjustable, and the 1.5- to 2.5-gram additional weight, the viscous damping system with its three different paddles, and the patented counterweight system with its six lead weights.

The four-foot phono cable supplied with the SME 3009 III tonearm has gold-plated phono plugs at each end. These cables include internal 220-pF capacitors, which may be removed easily since the phono plugs have threaded covers. There are two gold-plated phono sockets at the bottom of the arm pillar.

The SME 3009 III tonearm is distributed in the U.S.A. by Shure Brothers, an American company with a worldwide reputation for manufacturing phono cartridges and microphones which are the result of dedicated research and engineering. It therefore seemed natural to perform the technical measurements and listening panel evaluations using the top-of-the-line Shure V15 Type IV phono cartridge which was used during the listening panel evaluations.

The Shure V15 Type IV cartridge, reported on previously in

Fig. 9 — Amplitude vs. frequency response with input loading as in Fig. 8. This R-C combination was used during the listening panel evaluations. Interchannel crosstalk is also shown.
the February 1979 issue of Audio by B.V. Pisha, incorporates some technical features about which the Shure engineering team has written a number of interesting papers. The dynamic stabilizer system is one such feature. After the initial set-up procedures were completed, the dynamic stabilizer was used throughout the technical measurements and listening tests. Consisting of a tiny, viscous damped brush composed of electrically conductive fibers, this multipurpose device removes dust particles from the grooves of the record, neutralizes the electrostatic attraction between the record and the cartridge, and reduces the amplitude and the Q of the low-frequency resonance due to the compliance of the stylus assembly and the effective mass of the tonearm/cartridge. The dynamic stabilizer is very effective in reducing mistracking due to record warps, since it acts in much the same way as an advance ball system of a disc cutter head by reducing variations in vertical force caused by lack of uniformity in the disc surface.

As in the past, subjective evaluations regarding the performance were made by a listening panel. The panel auditioned two systems for comparison purposes: The reference cartridge/ tonearm/turntable system and the SME/Shure combination mounted upon the Pioneer PLC-590 turntable we have used in the past. The two systems were designated ‘A’ and ‘B’ during each selection played. Between the selections, the designations were changed randomly, and the panel was told that this would be done. No comments or discussions were allowed during the playing of each selection; comments about the relative qualities were made and discussed after each selection was finished. Some selections were evaluated using a rapid ‘A’ vs. ‘B’ comparison by synchronizing the two turntables and playing copies of the same record, with a 4- to 6-second delay. The order of the delayed turntable arrangement was also varied during the tests. In other tests, the same record was used on each turntable, and selections ranging from about 1 to 5 minutes in duration were auditioned.

After carefully mounting and adjusting a tonearm, we usually proceed to a brief listening test, without the listening panel present, before making initial measurements to determine the optimum resistance and capacitance loading and tracking force. During this preliminary listening test, the manufacturer’s recommendations are followed to set the values of electrical loading, resistive loadings on output; R = 100, 47 and 27 kilohms and C = 250 pF. Note roll-off above 20 kHz.

As in the past, subjective evaluations regarding the performance were made by a listening panel. The panel auditioned two systems for comparison purposes: The reference cartridge/ tonearm/turntable system and the SME/Shure combination mounted upon the Pioneer PLC-590 turntable we have used in the past. The two systems were designated ‘A’ and ‘B’ during each selection played. Between the selections, the designations were changed randomly, and the panel was told that this would be done. No comments or discussions were allowed during the playing of each selection; comments about the relative qualities were made and discussed after each selection was finished. Some selections were evaluated using a rapid ‘A’ vs. ‘B’ comparison by synchronizing the two turntables and playing copies of the same record, with a 4- to 6-second delay. The order of the delayed turntable arrangement was also varied during the tests. In other tests, the same record was used on each turntable, and selections ranging from about 1 to 5 minutes in duration were auditioned.

After carefully mounting and adjusting a tonearm, we usually proceed to a brief listening test, without the listening panel present, before making initial measurements to determine the optimum resistance and capacitance loading and tracking force. During this preliminary listening test, the manufacturer’s recommendations are followed to set the values of electrical loading, resistive loadings on output; R = 100, 47 and 27 kilohms and C = 250 pF. Note roll-off above 20 kHz.

As in the past, subjective evaluations regarding the performance were made by a listening panel. The panel auditioned two systems for comparison purposes: The reference cartridge/ tonearm/turntable system and the SME/Shure combination mounted upon the Pioneer PLC-590 turntable we have used in the past. The two systems were designated ‘A’ and ‘B’ during each selection played. Between the selections, the designations were changed randomly, and the panel was told that this would be done. No comments or discussions were allowed during the playing of each selection; comments about the relative qualities were made and discussed after each selection was finished. Some selections were evaluated using a rapid ‘A’ vs. ‘B’ comparison by synchronizing the two turntables and playing copies of the same record, with a 4- to 6-second delay. The order of the delayed turntable arrangement was also varied during the tests. In other tests, the same record was used on each turntable, and selections ranging from about 1 to 5 minutes in duration were auditioned.

After carefully mounting and adjusting a tonearm, we usually proceed to a brief listening test, without the listening panel present, before making initial measurements to determine the optimum resistance and capacitance loading and tracking force. During this preliminary listening test, the manufacturer’s recommendations are followed to set the values of electrical loading, resistive loadings on output; R = 100, 47 and 27 kilohms and C = 250 pF. Note roll-off above 20 kHz.
The SME/Shure combination tracked band 5 of the STR-112 test record beautifully at 1.1 g with no sign of distress, which is amazing.

Fig. 15A — 3-kHz left and right channels. Note the slight time offset.

Fig. 15B — 3-kHz left vs. right channels. The small amount of “bowing” indicates some nonlinear distortion.

Fig. 16A — Same as Fig. 15A except 5 kHz.

Fig. 16B — Same as Fig. 15B except 5 kHz.

Fig. 17A — Same as Fig. 15A except 10 kHz.

Fig. 17B — Same as Fig. 15B except 10 kHz.

Fig. 18A — Same as Fig. 15A except 20 kHz.

Fig. 18B — Same as Fig. 15B except 20 kHz.

quite remarkable when compared to other tonearm/cartridge combinations. We did find, however, that the sidethrust compensation force had to be set at 1.2 for a tracking force of 1.1 grams. At lower tracking forces, the sidethrust had to be set at a lower value than indicated for the tracking force employed. During the listening evaluations, panel members made no comments which could be attributed to mistracking. It would appear that the quest for “trackability” by Shure and the quest for low dynamic mass by SME have succeeded in this respect.

After finishing the series of measurements which detail the tracking capabilities of the SME/Shure combination, the rest of the measurements were made at 1.1 grams vertical tracking force and a setting of 1.2 for the lateral sidethrust compensation. The calibration for the sidethrust compensation is meant only as a guide to allow it to be set at a value predetermined by SME, which corresponds with the vertical tracking force chosen. The actual lateral sidethrust force is much less than the vertical tracking force. It was also determined that there was no high-frequency scanning error introduced when the tracking force was varied form 0.8 to 1.3 grams when using the B&K 2010 record, so the usual graph which would show scanning error due to changes in tracking force is not shown in this report.

A certain lack of brightness had been perceived during the preliminary listening test and it was thought that a change in the resistive (R) and capacitive (C) values of the electrical loading might bring an improvement in the sound of the upper register. As it turned out, the effects upon the output of the Shure V15 Type IV cartridge due to changes in the values of R and C were quite interesting. The results of three different combinations of R and C are shown in Figs. 4 through 9 and Fig. 11.

Figure 4A shows an almost perfect square wave, though the frequency response of Fig. 5, with the same loading, shows a relatively steep roll-off above 10 kHz. Figures 6 and 7 show the results with R = 47 kilohms and C = 250 pF, values found in many phono systems, while in Figs. 8 and 9, the R has been changed to 100 kilohms. This last R-C combination produced the best subjective reaction and was used during the listening panel evaluations. The interchannel crosstalk, also shown in Fig. 9, was adequate if not exceptional but did not correlate well with listening panel comments about a lack of perceived spaciousness when compared with the reference system.

Figure 10 shows the scanning loss of the SME/Shure combination when tracing band 1 (5.75-inch radius) and band 5 (3.75-inch radius) of the B&K 2009 test record. It should be pointed out that commercial discs are recorded with compensation for scanning loss by a diameter equalizer which attempts to correct for normal diameter-related scanning loss.

Over the years, various people have written, discussed and debated whether there exists a correlation between the perceived spaciousness of sound reproduction and the bandwidth of the total sound reproduction chain involved. Those who contend that wide bandwidth, extending beyond 20 kHz, improves the spatial quality would find it easy to correlate the listening panel comments about the lack of spaciousness in the sound of the SME/Shure combination with the data presented in Fig. 11. Even with the 100-kilohm loading, the response above 20 kHz is shown to fall steeply when the B&K 2010 record, which has response to 45 kHz, is used as a source. The roll-off is at a rate of about 30 dB/octave.
The rise-time information of Figs. 12A and 12B indicate that changing the R-C loading didn’t greatly affect the results. The rise time of 25 µS is respectable for a magnetic cartridge with an inductance of 500 mH. Later tests showed the Shure V15 Type IV to be capable of a 15-µS rise time into a high-impedance, low-capacitance load. Changes in capacitance had less effect than changes in resistance values of loading.

The inability to completely resolve some comments by the listening panel about the perceived dullness and lack of spaciousness, even with the 100-kilohm load, and some comments about apparent distortion which didn’t seem to correlate well with the original distortion measurement data, caused us to rerun the tests for frequency response and distortion. Originally, the second and third harmonic distortion in each channel had appeared reasonably low. Figure 13 shows the distortion for the left channel when the lateral modulation of band 3 of the B&K 2009 record is used as the source. It looks about the same as the results of previously run tests using the 45-degree left- and right-channel bands, 1 and 2, of the same record. But then we used band 4 of this record which provided vertical modulation. Figure 14 shows an increase in the second harmonic distortion, especially in the middle register. Also of interest is the difference in high-frequency response due to the lateral (Fig. 13) and vertical (Fig. 14) components of modulation in the left channel. The lateral modulation produces more high-frequency output than the vertical output. This would trend to give the direct instrumental sounds, which are produced to a great extent by the lateral modulation component, a bright, forward character. It would also cause the stereo information, contained primarily in the vertical modulation component, to be reduced. The presence of a greater amount of second harmonic distortion in the vertical mode, which tends to cause a mellowness, plus the reduced high-frequency energy could very well be the technical answer to the subjective comments. When listening to small ensembles, playing non-complex material, or a large ensemble, playing complex music, there seemed to be little change in the perceived dullness and lack of spaciousness. The ability of the SME/Shure combination to produce a relatively good square wave from CBS STR-112, as shown in Fig. 8, indicates that the ability to reproduce either simple or complex program material should be about the same. This is born out by the results of the listening panel tests, and there were no adverse comments made about wandering or smearing of images.

Part of the perceived lack of brightness is also most probably due to a very positive aspect of the SME 3009 III tonearm. The stiffness of the arm tube, its "S" shape, and the internal damping of the arm tube tend to inhibit the higher frequency mechanical energy inevitably present in all tonearms due to mechanical coupling of energy from the record grooves. This high-frequency energy tends to reflect back to the stylus and be added to the desired signal as a slightly delayed signal which can add an artificial brightness to the perceived sound.

Figures 15 through 18 show the "stop action" digital storage displays for 3, 5, 10, and 20 kHz tones contained in the 20 Hz to 20 kHz sweep of the B&K 2009 record used to obtain the data shown in Fig. 13. The bending in the display of left vs. right channel signals shown in the B part of each figure is due to nonlinear distortion. Figure 19 shows the response of the SME/Shure combina-
If a truly comprehensive competition were held to determine "the best pick-up arm in the world," the SME 3009 III would be a major contender.

The main left-channel output is about the same with or without the presence of the sound field. The effect upon the crosstalk is different, and it shows an interesting effect. Without the sound field, the crosstalk appears as it did previously. With the sound field present, the crosstalk output from the right channel is reduced below about 70 Hz, while above about 100 Hz it is greater, being up in level principally at 200 Hz. This might be a clue to the perceived tightness in the lower bass and a slightly forward sound in the upper bass from the guitar. The sound level at the turntable during the listening panel evaluations was considerably lower than that shown in Fig. 21. The actual frequency spectrum and level are also shown in Fig. 21 as a reference. The frequency of the sound field and the frequency of the test record were synchronized during the test.

As mentioned in previous reports, the absolute polarity of the acoustical signal presented to the listening panel is scrupulously maintained for both the reference system and the system under test. A polarity switch is used to determine the correct polarity for each recorded selection used during the evaluation. Figure 22 shows the results of a polarity test we have devised to check the polarity of phono cartridges; the results of such tests will be included in future reports. To our knowledge, there are two proposed standards, but unfortunately, they call for opposite results from phono cartridges. The first is by David S. Stodolsky, who proposed standards for phono, tape, radio, etc.
paper, "The Standardization of Monaural Phases," which appeared in I.E.E.E. Transactions on Audio and Electroacoustics, Vol. AU-18, No. 3, pp. 288-299 (Sept. 1970). Using this standard, the Shure V15 Type IV would have a reverse polarity, since it gives a negative electrical output for a modulation of the left channel in the direction toward the center of the record or in the ultimate direction of the stylus as it plays a record. The second proposal is "Standards for Quadraphonic Disc Records" published by the R.I.A.A. as Bulletin E-7 (Sept. 12, 1973). This applies to discrete four-channel records made for a while by RCA. By this proposed standard, the Shure V15 Type IV would have the correct polarity since it would produce a negative output.

Another artifact which shows up in the polarity signal test is the ringing at about 250 Hz which can be seen easily on the oscilloscope. This correlates well with the slightly forward guitar quality and with the tiny glitch in the response seen at that frequency in Figs. 13 and 14. It may be due to a small standing wave phenomenon in the SME 3009 III tonearm.

The mounting and adjusting of the SME 3009 III tonearm is time consuming but not difficult. Many turntables are supplied with mounting boards which provide the elongated hole necessary to mount the tonearm; this cuts the time needed considerably. The manual supplied by SME is very detailed, with 61 clearly written steps and 63 photos and diagrams.

There are very many more good points than bad in the design of the 3009 III tonearm, but a few minor points should be mentioned. One is the relative lack of space in the headshell. The connector pins must be bent at right angles and carefully dressed to mount some cartridges. There is no mention of how the arm lift is adjusted. This can be done by moving the curved lift itself to whatever height is necessary. Although there is a set screw in the main collar of the lift assembly, it cannot be moved up or down, although you might be misled into thinking that it can. No mention is made of the fact that the little plastic arm locking device can be used as a means of allowing the tonearm to drop gently to the lead-in groove of a record if the tonearm is positioned correctly. Lastly, it seems a shame that with all the refinements and adjustments on the 3009 III tonearm, there is no sophisticated method of adjusting the vertical tracking angle as there is for adjusting the lateral tracking angle. The lateral tracking angle error adjustment need only be set once for a given cartridge, but the optimum vertical angle can vary from record to record. Of course, no other tonearm, to our knowledge, provides this feature so this is a quibbling matter when considering the overall quality of the SME 3009 III tonearm. It must be said that if a truly comprehensive and fair competition were held to determine "the best pick-up arm in the world," the SME 3009 III would be a major contender. Edward M. Long

Equalizing is no longer a struggle. It's a science.

Forget all the problems of trying to equalize by ear. Because now there's the dbx 20/20. The world's first computerized equalizer/analyzer.

Now you can equalize any location in your room. Automatically. In 15 seconds. You can store up to ten equalization curves in the 20/20's memory. You can even analyze your music, your system, and your room acoustics with the 20/20's sophisticated measuring capabilities.

Hear the dbx 20/20 at your authorized dbx retailer, or send the coupon for a free brochure.

Equalizing has finally become a science.
dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St, Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A.
Tel. (617) 964-3210, Telex 92-2522. Distributed throughout Canada by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.
Contractual Obligation Album: Monty Python
Arista AL 9536, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: A- Performance: A-

Yes, crass as it seems, the only reason for this new Monty Python album is to complete their recording contract. What is even crazier is that it's their funniest record in years. I suspect the reason for this peculiarity is that it is also the first Monty Python album in five years that is not a film soundtrack or a live recording of a stage show. In other words, it is a record actually conceived and created as an album.

Rest assured that the Monty troupe has lost none of the keen, abrasive and tasteless edge that has been the hallmark of their comedic endeavors. With song titles like "I Like Chinese," "I Bet They Won’t Play This Song on the Radio" and "Sit on My Face" (which incidentally is a rousing march), it is clear that their illiiness is intact. Bits include an Anglican bishop voicing a beer commercial and another about designing a deceptive ad campaign for string. And there's one about a man being eaten in a crocodile competition. Plus a love song to Finland.

Poor chaps. Clearly there can be no hope for them. So it's just as well that now they are not legally bound to anybody for anything. It has got to be hard on the innards to be this funny on purpose.

The Best of Pearls Before Swine: Pearls Before Swine
Adelphi AD 4119, stereo, $7.98.
Sound: B+ Presentation: A

Combining the two long out-of-print albums the legendary Pearls Before Swine recorded for the even more legendary ESP label in the late '60s, this reissue is a delight. If you remember the albums as fondly as I do, I need say no more than they are out, freshly mastered, and have never sounded better.

If you don't know the work of Tom Rapp and Pearls Before Swine, it is muse music on the order of Leonard Cohen and predates Joni Mitchell completely. This group was one of the important bands at the start of what we then seriously called Progressive Rock. The album might be dated in spots, but its charm is timeless and its tranquility is needed more than ever. The cover reproductions are marvelous, too. Fine essay also included.

Healing: Todd Rundgren
Bearsville BHS 3522, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: B+ Performance: B-

Todd's latest solo album recalls Initiation more than any of his recent works — it sounds more like Barry Manilow on acid or a Bar Mitzvah section than a rock artist. There's very little guitar and the bizarre synthesizers tend to dominate the record. Healing is Todd at his most esoteric. He preaches, he incants, and his vocals tend toward the ponderous; certainly he isn't looking to embrace any of his harshest critics. It's a very demanding record when listened to as a foreground piece, and as with many of Todd's most recent works it seems like it was created more for his own catharsis than to meet any demand or critical standards. Personally, we find it much more enjoyable to treat it (dare we say it) as background Muzak than to sit and listen to Todd intone these very personal lyrics.

Laughter: Ian Dury & The Blockheads
Stiff/Epic JE 36998, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: B Performance: B-

Ian Dury's humorous approach hasn't exactly taken America by storm, although the rest of the world seems to hang on every word he throws up, and by the sound of Laughter, his status in the U.S.A. will be changing none too soon. His pronunciation demands a translator for non-British speaking citizens and seems designed for strictly his cults in this country. However, with the addition of Wilko Johnson on guitar (formerlly with Dr. Feelgood), The Blockheads are somewhat more hard-hitting in their approach and should be able to consolidate their stronghold with American New Wave fanatics. A case could be made
NEW HEAVYWEIGHT TECHNOLOGY IN LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES. 
BY BEYER.

Imagine headphones so light you hardly know they're there. Imagine these same headphones with a frequency range so wide you never miss a note. And imagine what it took to create such headphones.

Heavyweight technology that distinguishes Beyer from the rest.

The DT 880 coil is made of copper that is .9 millimeter thick and 1/3 the weight of those found in conventional headphones. The polycarbonate plastic diaphragm is so light, rigid and rare that it is found only in the best mics made in the world. It is viscous damped like the finest loudspeaker cones and statistically embossed so that its surface will be absolutely perfect for transmitting sound. Imagine using rare earth samarium cobalt magnets, the strongest magnet material known to man. And imagine headphones that will simply overwhelm you with bass response and a transparency of sound unheard of except in the finest, most expensive electrostatic transducers.

But you don't have to imagine. Just visit your Beyer dealer and see and hear our new heavyweight line of lightweight headphones. Try them on. We guarantee that you've never worn more comfortable headphones regardless of size! They feel great. They sound great. They look great. And they are priced just right.

Come see for yourself. There is something better from Beyer.
for Laugher being Dury's best album, but we'd be more inclined to say that his best album is still a few records away.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Working Class Dog: Rick Springfield RCA AFL1-3697, stereo, $8.98.

Sound: A- Performance: A-

This is the story of a poor Australian rock star who sold his soul to an American manager to get out from Down Under. This manager took him from his native land, plonked him down in California and turned him into a Saturday morning TV teen idol, where his only duty was to look cute and woo the hearts of the under-12 set. His albums during this time period were crass pop, sort of a David Cassidy-does-Elton John, and although he placed prominently on the singles charts he never had a music career. Springfield finally got out of his manager's clutches circa 1975 and released an album a year later that more fully demonstrated his talents, but the crassness hadn't completely worn off. Working Class Dog is still a bit slick for some tastes, but when you come right down to it the record's a kicking rock 'n' roll album, full of good songs that has more than a mild chance of success.

There are a few things on this record that might put you off — the back cover shows off Rick's good looks a little too much, and he's got the Springsteen T-shirt and shadows pose. There's no question that he's overproduced himself in the background vocal department, reflecting a little too much of Queen. But the songs are killers, from the Jackson Browne-ish "Hole in My Heart" (which could be a hit single) to the Bob Seger-esque "I've Done Everything for You." Rick's boss guitar licks and gruff voice could have been played up a little more. But these are minor complaints: this is, for all intents and purposes, a debut album by one of the most promising rock artists to come along in awhile.

Jon & Sally Tiven
years. And all that is just the first side. The second side is not anywhere nearly so compelling; the really punchy and rocking stuff is bunched on the first.

Getting Greg Ladanyi to mix the album was another smart move. His style on the last few Jackson Browne and Warren Zevon records especially shows up in the way he handles male vocals.

This album serves notice for Keith Sykes. He's got songs plus smarts, nerve, and guts to go with them. M.T.

**Going Deaf for a Living: Fischer-Z**
Liberty UAG 30295, stereo. $7.98.

Sound: A  
Performance: A-

Fischer-Z (pronounced "Zed") is a relatively new group that shows phenomenal promise in a style which they're still refining. Like many recent U.K. exports, this is rock with a twist of reggae, but on about half the album the reggae influence is almost subliminal, making the approach of Fischer-Z wholly unique and all the more interesting. Lead singer/guitarist/songwriter John Watts seems to have followed not only his Jamaican roots but Mr. Johnny Rotten Lydon as well — many of the tracks carry a Sex Pistols-like thrust, and the lyrics are laden with anger. Yet Watts' voice is totally unlike his influences, resembling what The Who's Roger Daltrey might sound like if he had a little more soul.

It's always a thrill to hear a band with a tremendous amount of talent going through their growth stages, and although some people might be put off by the lack of consistency, there are three cuts on this, their second album, that are undeniable in their attraction: "So Long," "Limbo," and the title track "Going Deaf for a Living." They may not have arrived with the first two tides of the New Wave, but Fischer-Z (wish they'd change that name) are true musical pioneers with a load of promise. We only hope that the record company will stand by them for as long as it takes this band to attract the audience they deserve. We also hope that the band has the courage to stand its ground and keep exploring uncharted territory. Jon & Sally Tiven
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**TDK brings two new standards to open reel.**

TDK announces two breakthroughs in open reel. TDK GX Studio Mastering tape: an ultra refined particle lets it handle the critical demands of live music mastering. And TDK LX Professional Studio tape, with a super refined particle that gives it a performance ideal for professional and audiophile use.

A unique polishing and binding process makes dropouts practically a thing of the past. A special graphite and carbon backcoating on all GX and some LX reduces friction for smooth winding while preventing static and diminishing wow and flutter. At last your music is heard the way you intended to hear it.

Listen to TDK GX and LX. They could open up a whole new standard of recording excellence.

---
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**AmericanRadioHistory.Com**
Loudspeaker reproduction of 20-Hz energy at full strength is so rare that most people have never heard it (actually, never felt it would be a better phrase). Speaker output always decreases in the lowest octave.

Yet many acoustic suspension loudspeakers, even some inexpensive ones, are capable of flat output down to 20 Hz if properly equalized. Ordinary graphic and parametric equalizers cannot provide the correct compensation. Allison’s The Electronic Subwoofer™ can, because it was designed specifically for that purpose. It also has built-in sharp-cutoff filters below and above the audio range.

All Allison™ loudspeakers are suitable for use with The Electronic Subwoofer—even our smallest model, the Allison Six. Several other manufacturers make acoustic suspension models that work very well with The Electronic Subwoofer.

ALLISON: SIX  $160 each
THE ELECTRONIC SUBWOOFER: $290.
($50 CASH REBATE on The Electronic Subwoofer until May 1, 1981)

The In Sync Cassettes: An Explanatory Preface

All commercially available tape products (cassettes, 8-track cartridges and open-reel tape) marketed by record companies are usually produced using what is termed the high-speed duplication process. In this process, a “mother” tape is made in the exact format of the final tape product (i.e., two tracks, four tracks or eight tracks are recorded onto the mother tape exactly as they will appear on the product). For example, the mother tape for a cassette will contain two tracks recorded in one direction and two tracks recorded in the opposite direction of tape travel. Mothers are usually recorded at 7 1/2 ips on 1/2-inch tape. While duplicating, all the channels recorded on the mother, both forward and reverse, are transferred onto the final tape during a single pass of the mother tape. The term “high speed” refers to the fact that copying from the mother tape generally occurs at a speed up to 64 or more times the normal playing speed of the tape (e.g., 480 ips for a 3 1/2 ips mother and 120 ips for the cassette tape). The deleterious effects of high-speed duplication on a prerecorded tape are not only audible but rather well known. This plus the fact that the final tape product sold in stores is usually sixth generation conspire to make prerecorded cassettes inferior sonically to their disc counterparts.

In Sync Laboratories pioneered the use of the one-to-one method of commercial cassette duplication. In this procedure, a very careful Dolby A copy at 15 ips is made from the original tape. This mother tape is run in “real time,” that is, at the normal playback speed of 15 ips, through the Dolby A noise-reduction system to feed a bank of Nakamichi cassette recorders operating at normal 1 1/2 ips speed. However, the quality of In Sync cassettes is only in part due to this procedure. The complete system frequency response and distortion are checked every morning. The cassette recorders are cleaned after every run and then checked for magnetization of the heads. The azimuth, bias, and frequency response of each cassette machine are verified and adjusted before each run using the actual cassette to be used in that run. During recording, each cassette is A-B tested against the mother on a regular basis to insure that an identical copy is being made. Any cassettes skewing or showing any anomalies, defects, etc., are immediately discarded. (In Sync claims a 10 percent reject rate during the recording process alone.) The switching system is manned by an experienced auditor, and the A-B testing is continued throughout the entire run. After side one is completed, the cassettes are flipped and the second side is recorded in the same manner. At the point of packaging, each cassette is again auditioned at critical points.

In Sync cassettes, loaded on the premises with DuPont chromium dioxide tape, contain the exact length of tape necessary for the specific recording. The cassette shell is also assembled at In Sync after thorough inspection of individual parts for all important parameters so that the cassette shell will not compromise the recording in any way.

The point of this preface is to try to explain that in order to make any quality recorded product — be it disc or tape — unflinching and uncompromising attention to every step and detail of the process is necessary, along with a total commitment to a quality production with no excuses or license for error, sloppiness or an inferior original source.

The following equipment will be used in my reviews for this column: Phono cartridges, Denon 103C with Verion transformer, Adcom XC-LT and XCV-VDH; cassette decks, Pioneer CTF-1250 and Hitachi CS500M; preamplifiers, DB Systems, Infinity FET, Adcom GFP-1, Hegeman HAPI-2; amplifiers, Lux M-6000, Adcom GFA-1a, Hitachi HA-7700, Phase Linear D-500 II; loudspeakers, Infinity 4.5, Acoustic Research AR-93, Advent 4002, and Braun SM-1003.


Recording: A+ Performance: B+ Processing: A+ No one having a stereophonic system with any pretension of high playback...
At SAE, we believe that all the extra features in the world can not replace good sonic quality. That's why the faithful reproduction of music comes first in all the SAE TWO separates.

**THE PA10 PREAMPLIFIER**
The PA10 is a careful mating of SAE's most sophisticated tape and external processor control systems with our latest advances in phono circuit technology. The PA10 means superior sonics with control flexibility.

**Phono Power Amplifier.** The PA10's phono circuit is literally a complete power amplifier. Our studies have shown that the phono stage must face a highly reactive load (just like the loudspeaker) in its own RIAA network, and drive the output at the same time. Because of the power reserve of its phono power amplifier, the PA10 can easily drive this complex load without strain or distortion. The result is unmatched musical clarity and definition.

**R and C Adjustment.** With the variable resistance (R) and switchable capacitance (C) of the PA10, every moving magnet cartridge can be optimized for best response.

**Moving Coil Preamp.** The PA10 also offers a superior moving coil preamp, utilizing SAE's fully complementary circuitry with special low noise transistors.

**THE P10 POWER AMPLIFIER**
The P10 power amplifier is the end product of SAE's extensive research into the real world of driving loudspeakers. For you, the P10 means greater dynamic realism and more sonic clarity than ever before.

**High Current Capability.** Although rated at 100 watts per channel*, the P10 is capable of providing much more instantaneous power when complex musical signals or difficult speaker loads require it. With twice the number of output transistors of a conventional amplifier, the P10 can effortlessly drive loads as low as 2 ohms.

**Natural Damping.** Unlike "synthetic" damping produced by negative feedback which most power amplifiers rely upon, natural damping is neither frequency nor load dependent, and gives the P10 the ability to apply the needed electronic "brake" to the speaker cone motion regardless of the music's complexity.

**External Amplifier Protection.** Conventional amplifiers have current limiters, which can cause uneven clipping and loss of critical transient peaks. These are not used in the P10. Instead, a relay circuit outside of the amplification stage reads both voltage and current levels and, upon sensing an extremely high current of a long duration, simply disconnects the speaker. This external amplifier protection is feasible because of the large number of output devices in the P10. As a result, transient peaks are fully reproduced.

**THE T6 AM/FM TUNER**
The T6 Tuner completes the system. Its sophisticated four-gang front end provides greater selectivity and less cross-modulation distortion than other tuners in its class. Special IF filters are designed for phase linearity to ensure that left and right channels are fully and accurately reproduced.

The excellent selectivity of the T6 allows the use of a wide-band ratio detector for converting the FM information to an audio signal. All of this, coupled with the SAE-pioneered digital read-out, results in a tuner which provides a truly notable sonic performance.

No description of the new SAE TWO separates can compare with the sound you'll hear. Your SAE dealer can provide you with much more information about the advanced technology of these incredible products. Stop by and hear them for yourself. Or send us the coupon below for our latest brochure on these newest components from SAE TWO — the mid-priced line with the high-end technology.

*Per FTC standards*
Our first low negative feedback components were designed for the audiophile.

Last January, we introduced our 700 series High Technology Separates. The first moderately priced separates designed with low negative feedback.

Negative feedback?
It's a form of electronic compensation used in virtually every preamplifier, amplifier and receiver. Used judiciously, negative feedback can improve frequency response and THD distortion characteristics. Unfortunately, most manufacturers try to reduce THD to lower and lower levels by adding more and more negative feedback—typically 60-80 dB. This excess negative feedback results in a new form of distortion called Transient Intermodulation Distortion (TIM), which does far more to degrade music than THD. In fact, according to a listening survey, TIM in music is detectable at levels just 1/10 the detectable levels of THD.

By keeping negative feedback to 30 dB or less in all Harman Kardon electronics, we've eliminated the harsh, metallic, grating effects of TIM produced by conventional equipment with high negative feedback. You'll hear startlingly clean, clear, open sound.
Now everyone can afford to be an audiophile.

The new HK350i High Technology 20 watt per channel receiver.

The new HK460i High Technology 30 watt per channel receiver.

The new HK570i High Technology 45 watt per channel receiver.

The new HK680i High Technology 60 watt per channel receiver.

Now low negative feedback comes in an integrated amp and four receivers.

Not everyone could afford our original system of separates. Or needed the flexibility it offered. So we’ve expanded our High Technology Series to include a new 45 watt per channel integrated amplifier and four new receivers ranging from 20 to 60 watts per channel.*

In addition to low negative feedback, all feature our Ultra-wideband designs for clearer, more precise stereo imaging. And our new receivers as well as our new integrated amp are all built with an extremely high instantaneous current capability. Which means they can deliver more than twice their power ratings when transients demand it.

**20-20,000 Hz into 8 ohms @ 0.09% (or less) THD

For all the technological advances you get with our low negative feedback components, you might expect to give up convenience features. Or pay a premium price. But you don’t.

So now you can have the best sound money can buy. No matter how much you have to spend.

harman/kardon
240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797
Toll free: 1-800-528-6050, ext. 870.
In Canada, E.S. Gould Marketing, Montreal.
This recording is simply incredible, with no equal in the current violin-piano repertoire.

quality should be without this recording. The violin pyrotechnics here are without equal, or at least there are none available with this level of reproduction quality. The violin has been recorded with a natural sonority in conjunction with realistic piano presentation, and the combination is a challenge to the performance quality of the very best loudspeaker systems. In short, it is simply an incredible recording with no equal in the current violin-piano repertoire.

The recording sessions took place during March 1979 in a small church on West 73rd Street in New York. The microphones used were Schoeps, while the tape recorder was a wide-track and highly modified vacuum-tube device with Dolby A, a combination which, along with Marc Aubort, has made many classic and stupendous recordings in the past. A quick listen to the "Notturno e tarantella" will vindicate easily the choice of equipment and prove the completely natural properties of this production.

Karo Szymanowski was a contemporary (he died in 1937) of the great pianist Artur Rubinstein, who has often commented on the almost sinful way Szymanowski's music has been ignored. Here in this recording are two compatriots of Szymanowski who do more than justice to this exciting, litting and fun music.

Wilkomirska, a widely performing and well-known artist in Eastern Europe, is an accomplished and brilliant musician who, perhaps because of her background and homeland, has the perfect temperament for this music. She performs these selections impeccably and with great excitement. This cassette would have earned an A+ for performance were it not for the fact that her piano accompanist, Chmielewski, is just not in her league. But her excitement seems to suffuse his playing as well, because here the violin and piano don't sound like just two instruments — in some excitingly rapid sections the subjective effect is almost as if one were listening to a small chamber ensemble. Great, fun music not only for listening but for demonstrating how good your rig is to your friends and neighbors.

C. Victor Campos

finally, a two-way speaker with glitch-free mid-range

"the Cambridge 206 is a two-way bookshelf speaker that offers performance comparable to products costing twice as much"

Among its exclusive features:

- Cambridge Physics' proprietary new RGD™ tweeter, a wide-band, fluid-cooled, low distortion unit that delivers extended high-end response as well as unexpectedly natural mid-range reproduction.
- Smooth, flat low-end response to the lower limits of most records.
- Extremely high efficiency in a bookshelf speaker with high power handling capacity.
- Exclusive Softedge™ baffle for improved stereo imaging.
- If you'd like to hear really life-like mid-range for a change, circle reader service number for complete information and the name of your nearest demonstrating Cambridge dealer.

Cambridge Physics, Inc., 26 Fox Road Waltham, MA 02154 • (617) 890-1560

Stravinsky-Raphling: The Rite of Spring, Dickran Atamian, solo piano.
RCA digital ARC1 3636, stereo, $11.98.

Sound: A Recording: A- Surfaces: A-

I had been hearing about this one — "Hey, have you tried that Armenian pianist, playing the 'Sacre du printemps' on ONE piano?" I hadn't but, curiously, it reached me only a day after I had heard "Le Sacre" (to use the French title) in Telarc's New York demo of their digital recording of the orchestral original. That demo was held in RCA's monster art deco Studio A, which is where this piano version was recorded.

One look at the label and I dived into my record card catalogue for a more important comparison — yes, there it was: Stravinsky's own transcription for four piano hands, as played on Angel by a
The Eumig FL-1000.

Think of a 7-gram disc that thinks. That tells the capstan in your deck instantaneously to speed up or slow down just enough to prevent even momentary tape speed variations.

Only the Eumig FL-1000 has it.

As the capstan turns, the disc creates 15,000 control signals every second to maintain smooth tape flow. No need for the conventional heavy flywheel or dual capstans that may endanger proper tape tension. Just an optoelectronic capstan control that gives you instantaneous startup (40 milliseconds) and a wow-and-flutter rating of less than 0.035%.

Think of a separate motor—not solenoids or levers—that smooths other transport control operations with equal effectiveness.

Consider a microprocessor-controlled deck that lets you “punch-in” a starting point anywhere on the tape as easily as on a pocket calculator. With bias and equalization controls to optimize performance from every formulation—including metal. Full three head performance, with even a built-in computer interface.

Wide virtually flat frequency response from 20Hz to 20kHz, extremely low phase shift (20° at 20kHz), and very wide dynamic range and uniformly high separation account for a superb, clear and stable stereo imaging. But don’t just think, listen: you’ll hear more than words can describe.

Go to your nearest Eumig dealer today and let him demonstrate the phenomenal Eumig FL-1000, “the machine with the thinking disc.”

The sound reflects the thinking.
WHAT NO HUMAN EYE HAS EVER SEEN BEFORE, THE HUMAN EAR NOW HEARS.

The new Celestion ULTRA Tweeter: "Ringing at 3kHz in perfect, peerless motion. Frozen in time by Celestion's unique laser interferometer.

Perfection. The 's gift and more important, the sound of it. A perfection that never, ever time. Developed with the help of ULTRA, our exclusive Ultra-accurate Laser topographic Response Analyzer. Its three-dimensional interferometer scan gives us the incredible advantage of seeing real changes in critical characteristics and materials affect speaker performance. And as different as ULTRA looks from other measurement techniques, it is only the smallest hint of the difference you will hear in our new ULTRA Tweeter.

Greater clarity. Enhanced detail. And almost-unbelievable efficiency for superb performance from even modest amplifiers. All, waiting at your dealer in our new Ditton 130, 150, 200 and 300.

Enter No. 40 on Reader Service Card

IMPOSSIBLE!

"They said it couldn't be done. Create a "closed-ear" headphone that compares with our legendary Open-Aire® models for clarity, definition, wide-range response and dynamic range. And they were right, until now. Now, there's the HD 222. Its novel 8.8-oz. design gives you maximum performance and privacy with minimum weight. Plus the kind of forget-you're-wearing-it comfort that's uniquely Sennheiser.

For professional monitoring or total involvement - audition our HD 222. And hear the impossible for yourself.

SENNHEISER

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
10 West 37th Street, New York, 10018 (212) 239-0190
Manufacturing Park, Bensheim/Hannover, West Germany ©1981 Sennheiser Electronic Corp.

Younger Michael Tilson Thomas and Ralph Grierson on two pianos (Angel 36024), released back in 1969.

As you understand, one piano has the same potential volume range on disc as two pianos, the same range, in fact, as with a full orchestra. On records, music loses its "absolute" volume completely; recorded volume and balance are matters of production. "Rite of Spring" on a single piano can have all the sonic impact, in dB terms, as the same music by the enormous orchestra of the 1913 original, the differences being in sound color and texture. So, too, with the difference between 10 fingers on one piano and 20 on two.

Almost a dozen years fall between these two performances, marking great engineering advances including digital recording, but also a revolution in piano playing styles. The two-piano version with Thomas and Grierson still reflects the late neoclassic manner, Stravinsky's own, if with hard-as-nails precision and a pounding, crisp, trip-hammer rhythm. I remember finding this recording an astonishing feat for two youngsters (Thomas was 24), but chilly — more so, in all truth, than Stravinsky warrants. But with Thomas-Grierson, the steady "beat" that is a Stravinsky hallmark is never questioned, and the two-piano music exhibits a reasonably accurate reflection of the orchestral version.

Atamian, on the other hand (he is from Chicago and Texas), is one of the new ones, the neo-Romantics. He plays "The Rite of Spring," notably in the softer passages, like so much Chopin, with rubato, uneven, hesitatingly expressive rhythm. There is indeed very little of the Stravinsky "beat" anywhere, and the changing tempos seem to be strictly of the pianist's choosing with little relation to the conventions of the usual orchestral playing. In spite of fantastic finger power and technique, this man turns out a basically "Romantic" interpretation. Who'd have believed it? I enjoyed the whole thing, if I couldn't recognize a lot of it, perhaps because this is such an original and startling new approach. After all, we don't have to dance to this version.

There is no question that the digital technique has big benefits for the difficult art of piano recording. This one has a huge sound, yet mellow and clear, never a sense of strain (unless it's your equipment). Angel's two-piano job, circa 1968, is excellent if somewhat dry, but RCA's digital comes through maybe twice as loud and as big in the hearing. A heavier cut, reflecting other improvements in technology as well as the digital master, and the surfaces are much better than Angel's older ones.
The Tape Guide

Professional I. The one tape that stands up when you crank it up.

Professional II. The world's quietest tape puts nothing between you and your music.

Professional III. The only car tape that eliminates the car.

**Professional I.**

Premium ferric oxide tapes have more headroom which allows higher maximum recording levels (MRL). Among all premium ferric oxides PRO I has the best MRL, for loud recordings. Uniform maghemite particles provide increased headroom for very accurate and loud recordings with virtually no distortion. In the fundamental music range (20Hz-5kHz) PRO I can be recorded louder and driven harder than even high bias tapes. PRO I is the internationally accepted reference tape, whose bias point is specifically matched to the Type I/normal/ferric position on today's high quality cassette decks.

**Professional II.**

High bias tapes consistently provide wider frequency response and less tape noise (hiss or background noise) than any other tape type. Among premium high bias tapes PRO II is in a class by itself. It is the second generation chromium dioxide tape with superb frequency response and outstanding sensitivity in the critical (10kHz-20kHz) high frequency range. It also has the lowest background noise of any other competitive tape available today. PRO II will capture the many subtle harmonics of the most demanding recordings and play them back with the reality and presence of a live performance. PRO II is the tape for Type II/chrome/high position that comes closest to Metal tape performance for half the price.

**Professional III.**

Ferrichrome tapes combine the benefits of chromium dioxide and ferric oxide tapes for superior performance in car stereos. The top layer is pure chromium dioxide for unsurpassed highs and low background noise. The bottom layer is ferric oxide for superior lows and great middle frequencies. And it also gives you higher recording levels, so you get cleaner, louder playback without cranking up your volume control to compensate. PRO III is the ideal tape for car stereo systems and performs just as well in the home on the Type III/ferrichrome position.

**GUARANTEE OF A LIFETIME**

"The guarantee of a lifetime." All BASF tape cassettes come with a lifetime guarantee. Should any BASF cassette ever fail—except for abuse or mishandling—simply return it to BASF for a free replacement.

**Patented "Jam-Proof" Security Mechanism (SM).** All BASF tape cassettes come with our exclusive SM—Security Mechanism. Two precision arms actually "guide" the tape in a smooth, exact and consistent track, so that winding is always even, no matter how often the cassette is played. SM puts an end to tape jamming.

Crosby Drive, Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.com
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

BUSINESS ADS- 75¢ per word, minimum charge $6.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five or less words per line. First line in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra words set in bold face type at $1.00 per word. One point ruled box, extra charge $0.75. Full payment must accompany order.

NON BUSINESS ADS- 50¢ per word, minimum charge $3.00 for 5 words or less words per line. First line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra words set in bold face type $1.00 per word. One point ruled box, extra charge $0.75. Full payment must accompany order.

FREQUENCY DISCOUNT- 3 times, less 10%. 6 times, less 15%. 12 times, less 20%. (Line copy ads only)

BLIND ADS- Box numbers may be used at $5.00 extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION- Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly and received on or before contracts not fulfilled will be short-rated accordingly. All ad copy, whether written or printed, must be submitted on the Reader Service Card of the Reader Service Bureau, Telephone number before ads can be published.

vertisers must supply: Complete name, Company, address, telephone number before ads can be published. The Publisher, in his sole discretion, reserves the right to reject any ad copy he deems inappropriate. All ad copy may follow by the 10th. The date your formal Retail Display Agreement is received and accepted by our company.

California's Second Largest City COMES OF AGE.

MUSICALLY.
State of the Art Audio Systems: Audio Research • Beveridge • Threshold • Magnepan • Linn • Fidelity Research • Pyramid • Acoustics • Koetsu • Cotter • Rogers • Win • B & O • Shahinian • Precision Fidelity • Colony • AB1 • DCM • Audiopipe • Denon • Struder • Andromax • Grado • Halcyon

SOUND STAGE AUDIO

A MUSICAL EXPERIENCE

18411 North Falmouth Expressway Fresh Meadows, New York 11365
(212) 762-3220 EXIT 25 OF THE LIE OPEN LATE THURSDAYS AND 1-5 SUNDAY FREE SHIPPING TO ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.A.

FOR SALE


A SPECIAL NEED FOR REALISTIC MUSIC AT A REALISTIC PRICE

WE WELCOME EVERYONE TO AUDITION OUR EQUIPMENT IN A FRIENDLY, RELAXED AND COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE. IN WHICH WE HAVE SPENT MANY AN HOUR PUTTING SYSTEMS TOGETHER TO OBTAIN THE MOST REALISTIC MUSICAL IMAGE AT THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES FEATURING EQUIPMENT OF EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036

(212) 975-2250

FOR SALE

AAA-RATED BARGAINS! (1,000.00/pair) KLH SX-3A Towers, $475/pair (free shipping). (490.00) Philips AM732 preamp, $625.00. (150.00) KLH 60 turntable, $65.00. (150.00) (pair) Philips SJ-2930 $89.00/pair, (280.00) pair) Philips SJ-2932 3-way, $138.00/pair. Factory sealed/warranty. Shipping extra. Literature available. S.C.C. Box 551, Dublin, Ohio 43017


AUDIOPHILES OVERSEAS: BUY DIRECT HI-END AUDIO as low as U.S. Dealer cost, from the exclusive exporter. Dealer inquiries invited

Audiophiles-Edin-Coller in stock
Compar Johnson-Dcm-Janis-Marcof
Insured shipments, CIF/FAS quotes: Contact: Catherine Paduano, Advertising Coordinator, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036...

Mail Order and Display Classified Rate
1 col x 1" $175
1 col x 2" $275
1 col x 3" $375
2 col x 1" $275
2 col x 2" $475

Auditor must supply complete film negative ready for printing for display ads.

AUDIO Magazine
1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036

GOLDEN gramophone

Audio Research
Acoustat
Advent
Adap/Holman
Beveridge
Boston Acoustics
Bryan Johnson
Dennison
Dynavector
Fidelity Research
FM/Fulton
Grace
Harman
Kenwood
Koetsu
Kroeffel
Lexicon
Lux Audio
M.A.Ketter
Marcof
Makro
Macc
MAD
NAD
Nakamichi
NRisk
NAXAN
Naxos
Niles

FOR SALE

AARDVARKS AREN'T INTO AUDIO, but if you are, we can help. AudioWorld wants to be your source for audio components whether your interest is mid-fi or exotic. A call to 617-451-3888 will provide access to nearly any component your ear desires with refreshingly honest and competent service — and excellent savings. Call or write before your next purchase and we'll discuss your selection and send you our latest catalogue. Box 6202A, Grand Rapids, MI 49506. VISA & Mastercard gladly accepted.

FOR SALE


ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO PURCHASE! DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of the finest lines of audio gear and products at prices lower than the competition. Their secret? They buy direct from manufacturers, and pass the savings on to you! 

ALAN AUDIO TAPE DECK REBUILDING. Complete, pausing mechanical work, bias and equalization makes possible now-or-better performance often for less than half the cost of a new machine. Lab equipped with Tek, HP, Leader, etc. Proof-of-performance on completion. Alan Audio, 310 South Washington, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. (812) 332-2192 10-7 M-Th, 10-5 F, EST

MISSION POSSIBLE.
Not many industries are as enamored with numbers and technical terms as the audio industry. Isn't the aim of a high fidelity system to reproduce live sound? Of course watts, frequencies, and ohms are important — try to build an audio component without a knowledge of them!

The Mission difference is an appreciation of a human's appreciation of live sound. An understanding that science meets art in an audio retailer's salon first, and ultimately in your listening room. Lyric Hi-Fi is an audio retailer who understands this too. Since 1955, Lyric has not sold watts, frequencies, and ohms, but rather components true to that concept are available to Lyric customers.

Come visit Lyric soon. See a mission possible.
A Message from Sound Components, Inc.

When the Mark Levinson H.Q.D. Reference System was first developed in 1974, some individuals suggested that it would soon be outmoded by a superior system for less money. In 1981, the H.Q.D. System is still acclaimed — as it was then — the finest reproduction system overall.

Sound Components, Inc. got involved with the H.Q.D. System in 1975. We have been part of the H.Q.D.'s development since its earliest stages and have installed more complete H.Q.D. systems than all other Mark Levinson Audio Systems' representatives combined.

With the cost of quality rising so dramatically, the purchase of a H.Q.D. System can be considered the small charge of 512.50, first class postage included.

Levinson Audio Systems' representatives are committed to the highest standards. The components we sell as well as those sold by our competitors.

The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the audio world. If you are sick of being tricked by a 13-year-old child by show salesman masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions are based on a solid foundation of experience with the components we sell as well as those sold by our competitors.

When the Mark Levinson H.Q.D. Reference Preamp 2 Power Amp mint $950 or B/O,ffc. To improve frequency response and achieve the speed and openness of a ribbon tweeter.

AMPS, PREAMPS, AND PRE-PREAMPS. Construction plans, circuit boards, and electronic parts for M. Leach's projects. Author approved. Send stamped envelope for price list. Custom Components, Box 33193, Decatur, Georgia 30033.

APURE RIBBON TWEETERS

FOR SALE

AMAZING ISN'T IT

The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the audio world. If you are sick of being tricked by a 13-year-old child by show salesman masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions are based on a solid foundation of experience with the components we sell as well as those sold by our competitors.

Mark Levinson Audio Systems.

An EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

The sound you demand in expensive satellite/subwoofer systems can be yours at a bargain price with the 3-D ACOUSTICS Three-Piece SPEAKER SYSTEM — Hard-crafted quality, real walnut veneers. Write for literature, reviews, & quote. DESIGNATION'S STEREO STORES, INC. 260 3rd Country Road, H供电公司, NY 11701 (516) 822-5782. Shipped prepaid & insured in Cont. USA.

STREWIL SYSTEMS, STD, STAX, SUPERX, TANDEL, MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAIM AUDIO, H.O. NAD, ORACLE, POWER LIGHT, POINT SOURCE.

SOUND STAGE AUDIO

FOR SALE

184-10 Horace Harding Expressway
Fresh Meadows, New York 11356
(212) 762-3220
Exit 25 of the L.I.E. FREE SHIPPING TO ANYWHERE IN THE USA.

ARC EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

ARC D-110 (B) $1750.00, D-350 $1450, D-76 (A) $895, D-51 $500, ED 21 Crossover $495, PD-1/A-1 $495, SP-80B $1095, D-76 $600, D-32B (sealed) $825, MCP-1 head amp w/p.s. $125 OTHER EQUIPMENT: Precision Fidelity C-4 (A) now tubes $795. Van Alstine 1 peamp 2 power amp mint $950 or E/O, McIntosh C-26 $300. C-880 combo $125, MC240 $325, (2) MC-60 $300, Linn Ittok LV I Arm with ASAR Cartridge w/Linn Arm and 2 mos. old $750 — will not separate. Grace G-704 new $125 Call 317-8233-1361 (IN) B-4 M-F ask for Dave

WORDS OF WISDOM

Christoph Hansen

914-14 Burton Way
Beverly Hills, CA 90211

in LA we've got it all

Mark Levinson Audio Systems

Beveridge Koetsu Goldmund etc.

closer to the source

68
FOR SALE

APT-HOLMAN PREAMP, LINN-SONDEK TABLE, JVF Mk. II Monitor speakers, Yamaha T-2 tuner, Nakamichi 420 amp, SME II trim. am. 608-849-7207, eves.

A&S SPEAKERS offer raw speakers and kits. Specializing in plastic cone drivers and high end auto systems. Our brands include Audax, Becker, Philips, Foster, JVC, Jordan, Jordan-Watts, SEAS, Dalesford, Falcon Acoustics and Peerless. Write for free price list. A&S SPEAKERS 2371 Danks St., Denver, CO 80207.

ATTENTION ALL DYNACO AND DYNALINUS OWNERS:

Frank Van Alstine can rebuild and/or repair your Dyna amplifiers, preampers, and tuners. We have all new PC cards and all new highest quality internal circuits for most Dyna units. New POWER MOS-FET circuits for Dyna ST-150, ST-300, and ST-120 amplifiers. New J-FET circuits for Dyna PAT-5 and Bi-FET preampers. All new circuits for FM-5 tuners with phase-locked loop. MPixx, new 8 stage differential IF, new buffered outputs, no drift, superb output, super sensitive. We rebuild all ST-490, 410, 416 amplifiers and can repair any, no matter how badly blown. External 100,000 mlr power supplies for ST-490 and 415. All new internal circuits for Dyna PAS tube preamps. New Noble precision stepped controls for all Dyna preamps. New Mos-Fet circuits for Dyna PAT-4 preamps. Improved audio circuits for ST-70 tube amp. Repair Nagatron, Sonus, and Grado phone cartridges. Read AUDIOPHILE, MR. AUDIO'S BIMONTHLY, AND SENSIBLE SOUND for reviews on our equipment. No charge for repair labor when we rebuild your Dyna unit. We ship worldwide and have brand new 120 volt and 240 volt modified Dyna units available. For details and our recommendations on how to make hi-fi system sound like music, write or call.

JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNVILLE, MINNESOTA 55337 (612) 890-3517.

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: SPECIAL OFFERING OF VENOM PRODUCTS

General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of Venom MKI Stereo Pickup Transformers, Traxial Audio Cables, and GS1 Ground Shaps has been authorized by Sip Im anal to sell the retarning inventory of those products:

MKI Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup impedance): $550 each.
Traxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one meter, plus $5 for each ½ meter added to the pair. All Traxial cables have RCA-type connectors, at each end. Cables are sold in 15 foot sections.
GS1 silver-plated 12' solid copper Ground Shaps with hardware and grounding pig-tail: $20 each.

All above carry 5-year manufacturer's warranty. Quantities are limited since there will be no further production. Send official bank check or postal money order immediately to avoid disappointment. Orders shipped prepaid UPS in the USA. Others add shipping. No telephone orders accepted.

GENERAL RESISTANCE, INC. 130 S. Columbus Ave. Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

ATTENTION: "FOREIGN" AUDIOPHILES AND DEALERS! Western Audio Exporters can supply virtually ALL brands of hi-fi components, speakers, cartridges, etc. incl. esoteric lines at VERY attractive prices. Quotes, terms and availability furnished on request. Write To: WESTERN WORLD AUDIO EXPORTERS, 373 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1556, New York, NY 10016. TELEX 423826 SAKUR.

Acknowledged around the world, Sound Components, Inc. Simply the finest.

2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard Coral Gables, Florida 33134 305-446-1659
Store hours: Tuesday-Friday 11-8, Saturday 11-5

One step nearer audio perfection

Rogers

BRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY

REFERENCE MONITOR INTERNATIONAL, Inc. 2380 "C" Camino Vida Roble • Carlsbad, CA 92008
Just as that great French scientist gave us cleaner Grade A milk back in the 1800s, so now Nelson Pass gives us a new level of pure Class A power amplification in the pages of Audio Amateur magazine. 40 watts at .1% THD at 100kHz, damping factor of 100 and a host of other tasty and nourishing characteristics.

Lots of happy readers have constructed this worthy paragon in the two years since we published the article. They know Nelson's designs for his own Threshold Corporation amplifiers are getting rave reviews and selling briskly.

Audio Amateur is the only audio publication with a long term test of the Time Window. With testing, we can assure our readers that the best way to improve the sound of your speakers is by raising the 9 inches off the ground, has an anier and lighter sound; the image is raised and standing waves reduced.

The DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are made of heavy-duty wrought iron and suit the shape and appearance of the Time Window perfectly. They sell for $65, per pair, if there is no dealer nearby, order postpaid (Master Charge & Visa accepted) from

R.S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES
5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, NY 11581
(516) 561-7558
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED


"STATE OF THE ART" IN STOCK ALWAYS!

Apt/Holman M&K
Audionics N.A.D.
Dahquist Nakamichi
Denon
Grado
Magneplan R.H. Labs
Mitsubishi Yamaha
Audio Research

SHIPPED PREPAID ANYWHERE IN U.S.

TRADE-INS WELCOME.

HAWTHORNE STEREO
1-503-292-4401
8665SWClyonFrd PortlandOR97225

FOR SALE

ATTENTION DCM TIME WINDOW OWNERS
We now offer a convenient and attractive way to improve the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time Window, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has an anier and lighter sound; the image is raised and standing waves reduced.

THE DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are made of heavy-duty wrought iron and suit the shape and appearance of the Time Window perfectly. They sell for $65, per pair, if there is no dealer nearby, order postpaid (Master Charge & Visa accepted) from

R.S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES
5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, NY 11581
(516) 561-7558
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

FOR SALE

ATTENTION . . . AUDIOPHILES
Northeastern's Largest Hi-End Audio Salon
Now has a larger selection of Quality Components

Featuring:


We Ship Anywhere in the World

The Sounding Board, Inc.
75 Franklin Avenue
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450

Call us at (201) 445-5006

Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconductors—low prices, free price list. Transduction Inc., 1363-39th St Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-633-2900

AUDIO EXCELLENCE IN N.E. PENNA!

Stock: Haller, Rogers, SCE, JR, Jonas, The Daco/Dynaico A20XL, Technics, NAD, Alpine Car Audio, Gold Line Analysers and more. JANNEN SYSTEMS, Hazleton, PA. Free shipping: (215) 793-5727

AUDIO GRADE POLYPROPYLENE AND POLYSTYRENE CAPS NOW FROM: 0.001 to 5u 200 VDC 10% for your electronics construction, upgrade mods and crossover networks. Build phase coherent line source arrays that have electrostatic like "speed" that are ready for PCMI, Digital and D to D dynamics without strain. Subwoofer designs for seamless sonic, Polymer tweeters for timbre and "air", active biamp semi kit, and crossover networks.

TYRENE CAPS NOW FROM: .0015 to 5u 200 VDC SHIPPED PREPAID ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.

For the enthusiast—Sound Connections offers an assortment of purely drawn copper interconnects and speaker wire.

SOUND CONNECTORS™ are military grade speaker cables and audio interconnects.

For the enthusiast—Sound Connections offers an assortment of purely drawn copper interconnects and speaker wire.

SOUND CONNECTORS™ are recommended by many of the best audio manufacturers and can be auditioned at finer retailers.

SOUND CONNECTORS™ are military grade speaker cables and audio interconnects.

For the enthusiast—Sound Connections offers an assortment of purely drawn copper interconnects and speaker wire.

SOUND CONNECTORS™ are recommended by many of the best audio manufacturers and can be auditioned at finer retailers.

For the enthusiast—Sound Connections offers an assortment of purely drawn copper interconnects and speaker wire.

SOUND CONNECTORS™ are recommended by many of the best audio manufacturers and can be auditioned at finer retailers.
SONEX

SONEX is a specialized acoustical treatment material manufactured from a high density open-cell urethane which is then formed to our own proprietary shape for optimum absorption and deflection.

SONEX is an excellent product for in-home audio system applications and will contribute a marked improvement to any existing hi-fi. When properly applied SONEX will:
- Reduce slap echo
- Smooth frequency response
- Lower noise levels
- Eliminate problem standing waves
- Control room flexure

For further information and a free brochure write:

Esotech Inc.
7778 Mitchell Rd.
Minneapolis, MN 55344
(612) 934-5790

Dealer inquiries welcome

The VMPS Tower II speaker system offers all of the features and much of the performance of the low-distortion Super Tower series in a compact, 43" high, lower-cost format.

THD with 1 Watt input is no more than 0.7% from 22Hz (-3dB bass cutoff frequency) to 30kHz. Outstandingly high sensitivity (99dB/1W/1m), power handling (300W rms), and maximum undistorted output levels (126dB/1m) make the Tower II suited to virtually any amplifier or listening environment. Other unique features include minimum phase response, a new, high definition polypropylene cone midrange, single amp or biamp operation without an external crossover, level controls with 50dB of adjustment range, internal wiring with Monster Cable, and mylar/polypropylene crossover componentry.

Write for our brochures and a reprint of Bert Whyte's article "Towers of Power" from the May 1980 AUDIO. Other VMPS speakers from $78 to $1699ea.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
A division of Itone Audio
7301 Rockway El Cerrito, CA 94530
(415) 526-7084

FOR SALE
AUDIONICS-NEW PRODUCTS

AUDIONICS = VALUE
Audionics continues to stand the test of time as a cost effective product. If you are new to high end audio or an old audiophile, consider a product that you will want to keep. Audionics BA-150, CC-2, RS-1 and BT-2 pre amps and the LK-1 Turntable FREE shipping and advice from Audio House, 4304 Bryan Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639 by appointment.


audio PURIST BY KENWOOD L-07C II PREAMP

A BASS MINT SUBWOOFER

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and yet leave most of the background music unaltered. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write for a brochure and demo record below. COST: $249.00

lower LOUDSPEAKER DISTORTION

The VMPS Tower II, $599ea. (612/934-5790 days.

other unique features include minimum phase response, a new, high definition polypropylene cone midrange, single amp or biamp operation without an external crossover, level controls with 50dB of adjustment range, internal wiring with Monster Cable, and mylar/polypropylene crossover componentry.

Write for our brochures and a reprint of Bert Whyte's article "Towers of Power" from the May 1980 AUDIO. Other VMPS speakers from $78 to $1699ea.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
A division of Itone Audio
7301 Rockway El Cerrito, CA 94530 (415) 526-7084
YAMAHA, NAKAMICHI, BRYSTON, APT-HOLMAN, COTTER, BANG & OLUFSEN, DAHLQUIST, NAD, BOWERS & WILKINS, COMPONENTS ARE OPTIMUM OUR EXPERTISE WILL HE COMPONENT'S WE FEATURE OUR EXTENSIVE EIBRARY OF QUALITY RECORDINGS ENABLES YOU 10 DETERMINE WHICH OUR DEMONSTRATIONS OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT ARE UNIQUE WE OFFER UNLIMITED TIME ID EVALUATE THE VERY LINE 9:30-5:30. Arbutus Street Arvada, Colo. 80004. 303-420-7356 6. Polydax soft domes + bextrenes from 5'a" to 10". in Denmark that handles 1 push-pull vented enclosures for articulate bass to 23 Hz 4. Unique subwoofer designs with twin bextrenes in winding avail. Dealer inquiries invited. Why use "Super" speaker cable without 'em? Custom dynamic driver that rivals the transient detailing of fine (150Hz-22KHz) midrange/tweeter from England. The COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801. We ship delivers over 200 watts rms/chan). Are Ready and Waiting for YOU! The Sonic Holography Audio Control, NAD, Polk, Grafyx, Adcom, Stax, Grado, WISCONSIN HAS: Audionics, Acoustat, Denon, Hafler, GRADE CAPACITORS. .01 of to 10.0 of for x -over and 2. 3. Low DCR air core Ind. to 5.0 mh. #12 + 16 wire. GRADE CAPACITORS. .01 of to 10.0 of for x -over and 2. 3. Low DCR air core Ind. to 5.0 mh. #12 + 16 wire. RIBBON FOR "D010" New from JG AUDIOCUCs an internally mounted ribbon tweeter modification. The improvement is stunning. The complete kit costs only $200.00. Also, listen to JGAI Monitors and watch for JGA's 5listen rooms ... New England's largest Audiophile record dealer ... Keith Monk record cleaning ... In-store service ... All shipments pre-paid. 105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT (203) 777-1750 M.A. Cotter Dahquist Denon DCM Dacview Magnepan Nakamichi Symdyx Marcel Corporate Orlando Vandersteen Mirage Pyramide VPI M & K Signet Win Labs NAD Supex Yamaha M-W 10-6 Th. & Frn. 10-8 Sat. 10-5 Master Charge, VISA, AMEX PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset angle, overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height adjustable while playing records. Effective mass 2.5 grams. Damped cueing. Antiskate bias. TA-3A with sile-core damping, $249.00, "Universal" nylon hardware. $1.00 equipment protector, $5.00. Pieces include pos- tage and money-back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425 TF PS AUDIO AMP AND PREAMP. Why settle for less? Pre- paid ship. GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299 (Psc). TEAP HEAD REFINISHING - Precision method full fre- quency response, $15.00 ea. One day service. E. Maher, 5-Equilibrium, 3903 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90034 (213) 577-1500. PS AUDIO Simply better! AUDIO SALON, 1612 Elizabeth Ave. Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 333-3306 Shipping Free. Hours 11 am - 7 pm. PYRAMID METRONECHON 2+2 WAVE. Luke new. $2200. (812)372-6915. QUICKEST AIRMAIL DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All brands of Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest Quotations with $1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRAD-ING CO. LTD., Sakaiden Bldg., 4-3-321, Kaminomegro, Meguroku-Tokyo 153 Japan. RABCO SL-RE BORHN: optoelectronic circuits, low mass reedshield: precision bearings. Rated #1 by Audio Journal, $600 mod. AUDIOETC, Box 65, Lars- ing, IA 52151 (608) 782-5845 evenings. RIBBON FOR "DO10" Now from JG AUDIOCUCs an internally mounted ribbon tweeter modification. The improvement is stunning. The complete kit costs only $200.00. Also, listen to JGAI Monitors and watch for JGA's new tube head amp. Ask your dealer or contact: JG AUDIOCUCS 574 Walnut Str., Denellen, NJ 08812 (201) 968-3923. BOB CARVER'S GREATEST HITS 574 Walnut Str., Denellen, NJ 08812 (201) 968-3923. For the smoothest octave -to -octave performance of any dynamic speakers—its Brel Acoustics. Come hear the affordable new Type I. It eliminates floor boundaries from your music. Come audition the newest version of the famous Type A. It is beautiful to hear and beautiful to see. For information and quotation: DESIGNATRONS STEREO STORES, INC., 260 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801. We ship prepaid and insured in cont. USA. (516) 827-5782. PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset angle, overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Reso- nance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height adjustable while playing records. Effective mass 2.5 grams. Damped cueing. Antiskate bias. TA-3A with sil- core damping, $249.00, "Universal" nylon hardware. $1.00 equipment protector, $5.00. Pieces include pos- tage and money-back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425 TF. PS AUDIO AMP AND PREAMP. Why settle for less? Pre-paid ship. GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299 (Psc). BOB CARVER'S GREATEST HITS 574 Walnut Str., Denellen, NJ 08812 (201) 968-3923. BOB CARVER'S GREATEST HITS 574 Walnut Str., Denellen, NJ 08812 (201) 968-3923. BOB CARVER'S GREATEST HITS 574 Walnut Str., Denellen, NJ 08812 (201) 968-3923. BOB CARVER'S GREATEST HITS 574 Walnut Str., Denellen, NJ 08812 (201) 968-3923.
AUDIO/MAY 1981

FOR SALE

APLCO and ELECTRO-VOICE, mixers, equilizers, amps, mics, and rack loudspeakers. Write for low retail floor prices. Sonix Co., P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640

TECHNICS RS-1520 PROF REEL DECK, REMOTE COVER, rarely used. (617) 272-7680 after 8 pm EST. $1200.

TECHNICS SP10 MK II with oblongan base value $795. Jualde GST 801 arm $250. Most. (412) 934-2759 CST.

THE AUDIOPHILE BEST SOUND PER DOLLAR SYSTEM

(under $2200)

Regasplanar 2 turntable
Rogers Cartidge
Hififier DH-101 A.Preamp
NAD 4020 Tuner
Hififier DH200A or Moridiant-Short Padgett II's

The Big "10" System (under $10,000)

Turntable: Oracle or Linn Sondek
Cartridge: Linn Linnok
Interface: Linn-Anak
Amplifier: Audio Research SP76-B
Speakers: Audio Research D-720
Tuner: Monica III's
Speakers: Rega 17-5

Theta Preamp: $800. (+399): 502-228-1042

Siemens, Telefunken, Genalex and Aperex, and other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St., Pittsburgh, PA 15212 or (412) 322-4706 FAX.

Audio Horizons

P.O. Box 10973
St. Louis, Missouri 63135

FOR SALE

Test equipment, power supplies and parts. Used Tektronix, H.P., Kepco. SASE for price list. API Enterprises, 436 Orange St., New Haven, CT 06511

The Intermediate Audiophile System

(under $4250)

Turntable: Rega Planar 3
Cartridge: Dynavector Ruby Karat
Preamp: Precision Fidelity C-7
Power Amp: Trilogy
Speakers: Snell Type 1
Tuner: Rogers 17-5
Sound by Singer: 227 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10016 (212) 683-0925

We ship anywhere (AE, M.C., and Visa accepted)

Theta Preamp: $800. (+399): 502-228-1042

Siemens, Telefunken, Genalex and Aperex, and other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St., Pittsburgh, PA 15212 or (412) 322-4706 FAX.

Audio Horizons

P.O. Box 10973
St. Louis, Missouri 63135

For sale

Silver audio cables - In quality, fine stranded silver coated copper conductors w/reel fork dielectric and outer jacket. High conductance and propagation velocity. Low capacitance. Stereo pair w/reel plate RCA plugs w/reel spms: y-meter = $25, 1m = $25, 2m = $40. Custom Lengths and connectors available. Add $1.00 per order shipping. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. New offered include a superor speaker cable - 13 ga. silver coated copper w/2 silver sheaths; 1/2" glass threaded "nut"; remote switching acc.. etc. Send SASE for complete product offerings. STEPHEN WOR, 234-16 LG, 3720 Maplegrow Dr., Dallas, TX 75205.

Audiophile Electronics from Crown

You know Crown as the professional brand in broadcasts and in live performances. Now CROWN'S new DISTINCTION SERIES brings you that total integrity and the most music for your home. The DL-2 Preamp/Equalizer, the SA-2 Self-Adapting Amp, & EQ-2 Equalizer. For information & quotes, call DESIGNATION'S Stereo Stores inc. 220 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801. We ship prepaid & insured to Cont. USA (+612) 934-2755.

Sequera Tuner, Perf., Cond., Warranty

(211) 746-2794

Bob Heenan Sells

Great Used Equipment

Sound Advice

Box 782
Brookline Village
MA 02147

Preamplifiers:

Magrane Linne-5
SME 5099-1
Dynavector Ruby (new)
PR MC-201 (new)
van den Hull/Deron 102 (new)
Kath Monks KML

Speakers:

Quad ESL-5

Power Amplifiers:

Michelotti/ Audio TVA-1

Lex MX-88
Series 20 M-22
Crown PL-1

Bose 1801

Phase Linear 200

AD Systems (new)

Kenwood LBTM

Dynaco SCS-3X

PA7A-5

Turntables/

Amo-Warts:

Linn Sondek LP-12

B & W 4002

Thorens TD126A

Astra PL-700

Pompe PL-600

Series 20 PA-1000

Hatrick GH228

Rogers SL-8

Equipment bought, sold & brokered

(617) 969-2727

$50 CASH REBATE.

The Electronic Subwoofer™

Achieve true subwoofer capability (that response to 20 Hz) from your Allison speaker systems. Also gives similar results when used in conjunction with other well designed, long excursion, acoustic suspension systems such as AR, Advent, and others.

Allison Acoustics Inc. 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760

For literature and information call (800) 225-4791. In MA (617) 237-2670.

* Until May 1, 1981.

Ears Nova

749 middle neck road, great neck, new york 11024 (516) 466-5674

AmericanRadioHistory.com
FOR SALE
IS IT THE BEST?
The latest issue of AUDIOGRAM reviews the Musical Concepts modifications of the Haller Preamp. Write for a copy of the review.

JANIS WOOFERS
are the best universal subwoofers available. Hear them together with the Interphase crossover amp of OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056.

JBL PARAGON - JBL's FINEST! Mint condition at $2400. (12)377-1190

KILL LOW TV COMMERCIALS AUTOMATICALLY. Complete plans, $5.00. Send $2.00 for a Individuals who can identify the difference we offer the Linn Disc System: Linn Sondek LP-12, LIV II arm & Ark cartidge. Linn speakers: PN5, DMS, S.A.R.A. fun or bumped speaker: & K.A.N. Naim electronics: head amp, preamps & amps. By appl. Free shipping in cont. U.S. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULT-

MUSICAL CONCEPTS
322 Impalas Lane
Hazelwood, MO 63042
(314) 895-1984
Dealer inquiries welcome.

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc.
PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at
LE15A woofer, LE85 horn, 500 cycle xover. $250 pair.

THE LATEST ISSUE OF AUDIOGRAM REVIEWS THE MUSICAL CONCEPTS MODIFICATIONS OF THE HALLER PREAMP. WRITE FOR DETAILS ON PRECISION POLYPROPYLENE RIAA KIT.

J. B. LANSING SPEAKERS IN CABINETS 15" J. B. LANSING SPEAKERS IN CABINETS 15"

LE15A woofer, LE85 horn, 500 cycle xover. $250 pair.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS
2210 Cemoro Circle, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Available in Canada through TC Electronics, Montreal.

Just what Miami was listening for.


MAGNAPLANAR TYPANII 1-D's, excellent Audio Research crossover. new. never used. $950 for both. (518) 827-4085 evenings and weekends.

MARANTZ TC with walnut cabinet & 88 with grille. New tubes, perfect cond. $600 takes both - not sold separately. Phil SMART. Box 35. Great Neck, NY 11021

MCINTOSH EQUIP. BOUGHT-SOLD-TRADED. Please, write, (603)365-5387, SFR. Box 387. Watton, NY 13856

"MILWAUKEE! THE AUDIO EMPORIUM" Acous-
tal. Ampeg, Audio Precision Cables, Audio Pulse. Au-
dite, B&O, Beyer, Connoisseur, Conrad-Johnson, Dalhousie, Denon, Dynavector, Genesis, Grado, Grado, Hif, Linn, Lux, Magnaport, Marshall, Mayfair, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Peterson Links, Polk Audio, RH Labs, Re-
vox, Rogers, Shuny Sound, Stax, Sumo, Technics, Threshold, wide assortment of accessories and direct discs. Open Tues. Wed, Fri, Sat 10-6, Thurs 10-8 Closed Sun & Mon. 6900 W. Brown Deer Rd. 354-5082

POLK 12's. $500. GAS PREAMP. $150. (812) 234-7361

A UNIQUE AUDIO STORE
Goodwin's is unique among audio dealers, offering a few products which are acknowledged to be the best values or simply the best available. These compo-
ents are properly set up and may be auditioned in a comfortable, relaxed living room environment. Our reference is the Mark Levinson HQD system and the ML-5 (Studer A-80) with 30 ips master tapes. We operate by appointment only. We are an enthusiastic dem-
onstration under nearly ideal conditions.


We also recommend: Symdac, Quad, Scheiber 2000 decoder, Win Labs, Linn Ittok arm, Mitchell Cotter, FR. Sequiera, & Vandersprenk. If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of most stereo components and are interested in the finest music reproduction, please call Goodwin's for an appointment.

Goodwin's Inc.
33 Newbury St.
(617) 266-0068
Boston, MA 02116

Canadian export specialists

φΩΔ

• 220 watts per channel RMS continuous power.
• Advanced 'Class A' circuitry.
• 3dB dynamic headroom.
• Toroidal transformer with variable impedance capability.

Con tinuous power into 8 ohms at less than 0.05% THD.

QUESTAR ELECTRONIC DESIGN
2210 Cemoro Circle, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Available in Canada through TC Electronics, Montreal.
FOR SALE

METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55, 0.35 watt, 107 values from 0.1 ohms to 1 Meg, 256 each. 10 per values at $1.80, 50 per value at $7.50. Send stamped self-addressed envelope for list of values and order form. New gold plated shielded RCA type phono plugs 25¢ each. Minimum order $10.00. Quarterly discounts available. Old Colony Parts, Box 243, Dep. A, Peterborough, NH 03458.

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will provide enhanced high quality second generation tapes. KUHN ELECTRONICS, 1801 Mills Ave., Norwood, OH 45212.

Most cartridge lines and equipment at Wholesale—best prices, plus monthly specials. Free price list. Audio Consultant Systems 2313 Redwood Place Drive, NW, Washington, DC 20005.

MOVING COIL'S ARE NOW AFFORDABLE WITH THE SPECTRE HEAD AMP! Comparable with other units costing 4x the price. $64.95 including shipping anywhere in the Continental U.S. (prepaid and C.O.D. ok). Inquires S.A.S.E., SPECTRE AUDIO, P.O. Box 825, San Jose, CA 95155. (408) 262-2160.

NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: USED—ARC SP5 Preamp $400; D1000 Power Amp $600; D1004 Preamp $300; D1044 Preamp $500; 2500; D350; SP6; etc. AUDIOPHONICS B-7 Preamp $350; CC-2 Power amp $350; BRAUN TG 1004 open reel tape recorder $550. B & O 4002 Turntable $465. NEW—BEVERIDGE RM-1/RM-2 Preamp $1,700. EMT Cartridge $300; STANDARD Turntable $400. DYNAVIC Cartridge—20D $107. 20C $175, D505 Tonearm $290. THORENS TP26 MKI $500. Write The Sound Environment, 5421 S. 84th St., Lincoln, NE 68516 or Call John (402) 423-6733.

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS EXCHANGE provides a national marketplace for audiophiles buying or selling quality new and used equipment. Monthly newsletter subscribers enjoy the benefits of our nationwide distribution, equipment grading standards and the guarantee of full and prompt payment for products sold. Write or call free for a free sample newsletter or subscribe ($6.00/yr.) 617/382-1245.

Our Advice is Sound

NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS

It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone. At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and traditional service.

We operate on the theory that you as our customer will achieve the greatest long term satisfaction and through a careful analysis of your audio requirements.

We strive to offer sober, highly cost effective solutions to your audio requirements.

NEW ENGLISH SPEAKING UNIVERSITY (203) 248-7903

P.O. Box 6176
Cloverdale, California 95425

NEW STEP ATTENUATOR Volume controls for solid state and tubes. 24 position silver contacts with 1% MF resistors. Magnificent tone control, 12 tone dial, switchable 7-position settings. $6.95. Phil, 620 E. 3rd Ave., Roselle, NJ 07070.

WHY THE ISO-BASE?

The Iso-Base has been designed to produce as low a resonant frequency as practical (3-5 Hz), with various weight tables by the use of multiple springs. These springs are used in pairs of right and left and eliminate compression spring torsional effects. Also, a minimum amount of polyurethane damping material is used to subdue the resonant peak in a reasonable period of time. The result is a turntable isolating device that improves disc playback, by severely limiting external vibrations that are returned to the stylus. The advantages are: truer bass-to-lower midrange reproduction, which also unvels the higher frequencies; higher playback levels without regeneration; improved transients; and more amplifier power to do its proper job.

A Sensible Improvement at an Affordable Price! - "Now Available Factory Direct"

WEBSITE: lodi.com

Suggested Retail Price $65.00. Available from Audio Dealers Nationwide or "Factory Direct." Master Charge and VISA ONLY. Phone orders accepted Monday-Friday 9 a.m. 6 p.m. Call or write:

Whaling Products
2586 State Street
P.O. Box 6176
Hamden, CT 06517
(203) 248-7903

(Suggested Retail Price includes shipping & handling.)

CHAMPAGNE CELEBRATION

New Jersey, we love you. In May, we're celebrating the opening of our South Jersey store. Come in, hear components by B&W, NAD, REGA, 3D and many more. Bring this AD and receive a Personalized Gift.
FOR SALE

DOLBY FM CORRECTLY DECODED — $100. Also encode/decode kit for recordists. Detailed information; reviews. AD INTEGREX, Box 747, Haverstown, PA 19083.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS — ALL TYPES Updated descriptive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems. $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A Huntington, Conn. 06484.

FOR SALE

DBP-10 PHONO ALIGNMENT PROTRACTOR

DBP-8 SPEAKER WIRE 12 pa., In 3, 6, and 9 meter...Inquire.

DBP-6MC RESISTIVE LOADING KIT

DBP-6 PHONO EQUALIZATION KIT

DBP-2J SWITCH BOX

Box 347E Jaffrey, NH 03452 (603) 899-5121

MODIFICATION AVAILABLE DB-1 to DB-1A

DBP-13J GOLD PLATED PHONO JACKS (1/4") 8 pk $10.80

DBP-11 CAPACITANCE LOADING SWITCH BOX

DBP-6 RESISTIVE LOADING KIT...

FINE USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Kipschoms, Van Alstine Amp (200 w/ch.), Audionics BT2 preamp, DBX 124 Tape Noise Reducer. All less than 2 yrs. old. Call Ralph at 412-682-6901.

EINSTEIN SUPERCEDED! $1.00. 408 Vt. Daytona, Fla. 32114.

ELECTRO-Voice INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS, SENTRY MONITORS, RAW SPEAKERS - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (305) 462-1976.

LEGENDS MAKE MUSIC LIVE.

These legends are to be found at Chestnut Hill Audio: Amber, Auro Acoustics, Audire, AVM, B&W, B&K, Brevi, Bryan, Cadac, Chartwell, M. A. Cottier, DCM, Dayton-Wright, Deca, Denon, Dynaco, Dynavector, Fidelity Research, Fidelic, Grace, Grand, Grado, Lumele, Hifi Hammar, Innuendo, JBL, Kimball, Puntj, Latch, Marantz, Michaelson, Montreal, Mirah, Mordaunt-Short, National, NAD, Onan, P & L's, Audio, Audio Visual, Classic, Rogers, Sony, Prof, Spendor, Stax, Symmetry, Tandberg, Technology Plus, Thee, Triangon, 3D Acoustics, Threshold, Trilogy, VPI, and Vanakkers. 311 Cherry Street Philadelphia Pa 19106 (215) 923-3035

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO LTD.

FOR SALE

"DYNAMIC FOCUS"

The Pro-Reference Preamp exhibits outstanding "Dynamic Focus," the ability to clearly define information and sonically position it with unrestrained power, thus achieving a sense of dynamics of live music and an outstanding reproduction of the sound stage as processed on the recording.

Dynamic Focus relates directly to our preamp's special circuitry and unyielding power supply.

Our preamp does not come in a compact package; on the contrary, it is the size of an amplifier and is constructed with the finest parts, such as selected film capacitors, special wire, low-noise resistors, etc.

Sophisticated, it bridges the world of the Tube midrange and the Transistor top to bottom clarity.

For further information write PAC/CP Audio at 104 East 26 Street, New York, N.Y. 10010 or call 212-673-2978.

DAHLQUIST DT-10 OWNERS

Up-date your DO-10 loudspeakers to State Of The Art performance with the DRT-1 Ribbon Tweeter kit and you will reduce the amount of air, detail and transparency you have been missing with the original tweeters. The DRT-1 kit comes complete to you with two Flat Ribbon Tweeters, two Soft Dome Tweeters, precision cross-over components and detailed instructions to replace the inexpensive piezo electric elements. $425 Postage paid in U.S. Visa, Mastercard, check or money orders welcome. RANDALL RESEARCH, 719 Ferranti Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625 (714) 762-1539.

EINSTEIN SUPERCEDED! $1.00. 408 Vt. Daytona, Fla. 32114.

FINE USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Kipschoms, Van Alstine Amp (200 w/ch.), Audionics BT2 preamp, DBX 124 Tape Noise Reducer. All less than 2 yrs. old. Call Ralph at 412-682-6901.

EINSTEIN SUPERCEDED! $1.00. 408 Vt. Daytona, Fla. 32114.

ELECTRO-Voice INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS, SENTRY MONITORS, RAW SPEAKERS - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (305) 462-1976.

FOR SALE

FOR MUSIC LOVERS ONLY

We carry one of the finest selections of Audio Equipment designed to reproduce Music available anywhere, and backed by an outstanding service department. We also keep you informed with a FREE Quarterly "Audiofile's Newsletter" and offer a liberal Trade-Up policy. We will guide you in your selection, but we let YOU make the decision. After all, why should anyone review, dealer, or friend tell YOU how to spend YOUR MONEY? LET YOUR OWN EARS be your guide! There is NO "BEST," there are a number of excellent components that fit different persons individual needs. We can guarantee that ANY equipment YOU select from us is high quality, reliable, and highly recommended.

AMPHILIE'S SOUND STUDIO

3313 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 238-7600

THE FINEST IN STEREO COMPONENTS

FOR SALE - BEVERIDGE 2SW Speaker System improved by owner $399.00. Music Fidelity preamp, $135. Threshold Cascade Amp $650, 509-946-1529 evenings and weekends (West Coast).

FULTON ACCESSORIES AT

KENNETH WAGNER AUDIO SYSTEMS


Individually these products improve any stereo system and as an aggregate they make a quantum leap closer to the live musical experience.

KENNETH WAGNER AUDIO SYSTEMS

841 S. Dixie Highway
W.P.B., Fla. 33401.
Tel. 305-833-0448
Visa

MC
Free Shipping in the U.S.A.

Remove Vocals

Remove the lead vocal and substitute your own voice with most stereo recordings using our new, low cost VOCAL ZAPPER. Great for practice, professional demos or just for fun.

Please refer to the absolute sound, Vol. 5 No. 20 (December 1980) for a review of this significant loudspeaker.

Inception Audio Ltd., 21 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada, M1P 4S8.
Tel. (416) 298-3434

mirage SM-1
FOR SALE

CSA AUDIO DESIGN


CSA AUDIO DESIGN
193 BELLEVUE AVENUE
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

Sound System Design Consultants to HOME MUSIC INDUSTRY.

SLEEPING BEAUTY CARTRIDGES

At less than dealer cost Famous GAS Cartridges critically acclaimed as the finest moving coils ever made. LIMITED QUANTITIES

• SHIBATA $150
• SUPER ELLIPTICAL $100
• SPHERICAL $75

ALSO

HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO METRIC HEAD AMP AVAILABLE $80

SHIPPED FREE IN CONTINENTAL U.S. VISA-MASTER CHARGE-MONEY ORDERS THE SOUND CENTER 8033 SUNSET BLVD., SUITE 194 WEST HOLLYWOOD CA. 90048

or call
(213) 650-0060

Introducing

The Belles -A-

The Belles -A- . . . delicate yet authoritative with 70 watts per side of non-switching, pure class A power. The -A- delivers music with such detail, openness and honesty, you'll find it a pure joy to listen through. For further information and the name of the dealer nearest you, please contact: Belles Research Corporation A-1 Country Club Road P.O. Box 85 East Rochester, New York 14445 (716) 739-7000

*70 watts RMS per channel @ 8 ohms with no more than 0.04% THD.

FOR SALE

BEDINI CLASS "A" AMPLIFIERS

We stock the entire line of BEDINI amplifiers ready to be shipped to you at HUGE SAVINGS. These are the world FAMOUS amps that were reviewed in The Audio Critic and Audio Alternatives magazines. We also have Crystal Clear Records: "HAP" "Merlin Records" "Profile Audio Furniture" "Shahnin Acoustics" "SOTA" We are also taking orders for the new SOTA Sapphire turnable. A TRUE REVOLUTION in design. Contact ES-TERER AUDIO (312) 367-5555.

BEST IN THE WEST

NAKAMICHI N.A.D. MAGNAPLANAR
DAHLQUIST LINN HARMAN KARDON
ORACLE POLK TIME WINDOW
THRESHOLD ADCOM APT HOMAN
ACOUSTAT B&W DENON
TANDBERG SONY HAFLER

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI FI
612 Central Ave., Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8683

B & W DM6 SPEAKERS, walnut, mint condition. $590.00/pr. 1-609-924-8167.

ELIMINATE YOUR "PATCHCROM HEADACHE" with a CPM-31 Universal Component Patching Matrix.

For more information, write or call:
NILES AUDIO CORPORATION Dept. A/P.O. Box 160818 Miami, FL 33116/(305) 271-9181

FOR SALE

BEDINI-STRELOFF 100 WATT AMP $1000.00
QUATRE GAIN CELL DG-250C $500.00
ROGERS LS3/5A SPEAKERS $400.00
HANCOCK TONEARM T11 $600.00
AUDIO TECHNICA ACCESSORIES:
AT-605 ISOLATOR FEET $20.00
AT-402 INTERCONNECTS $20.00
PIONEER KP-86G Car Cassette Player Brand New $110.00
All equipment mint. TOM (716) 692-7313

Big, Safe, Twisted $12 Gauge Gouza Speaker Wire $40 per 100 ft., Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $25, FREE shipping. COD Q.K. Sample $1.00. Audio House. 4304 Bayan Drive, Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639.

CARTRIDGES, TONEARMS, TURNTABLES, MOVING COILS—excellent selection at great prices. Free Catalog. Audio Unlimited. 1798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122 1-6 M-Th.

CHARTWELL: SEE ROGERS, CHARTWELL & SAT-TERBERG

COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIOPHILE O/C Audio has Precision Fidelity, Amber, Macrol, Hafler, Vandersteen, DCM, Axiom, Lustre, Thophers, Nakame, Audire, Grace, PS Audio, Bass Mint, Adcom, Hilitch, and more. Write or call O/C Audio, 1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330. (513) 293-7287 World wide shipping.


CARVER IN THE SOUTH! In stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 599 King St. Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276. Also FRIED KITS.

DAVID HAFLER WANTS YOU!

Build Halfer Amp and Preamplifier Kitis Get the performance David designed in Supply the quality labor yourself. The Belles Research Corporation A-1 Country Club Road P.O. Box 85 East Rochester, New York 14445 (716) 739-7000

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSES

Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave attenuation, any frequency specified. Filters flat beyond 100 KHz. Complete crossover in attractive metal cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply:

STEREO BI-AMP $139

Tri-amp, quad-amp, and monaural types available at comparable prices. Other available features: Summer for "single woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimination filters supported with or without bass boost, level controls.

FOR OEM'S AND HOME ASSEMBLERS

500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in filters, regulated power supplies.

FREE CATALOG & PRICE SHEET

Write to:
DeCoursey ENGINEERING LABORATORY
11282 Jefferson Blvd., El Cerrito, CA 94530

Phone: (121) 237-9668

78
We buy and sell tube equipment

Our mod D-76 eats D-79

TRIODE CLASS A AMPS DESIGNED FOR QUADS. (NYC ONLY)

German Mil. spec 650 volt polypropelene caps - slews

Modified Panasonic Strain gauge cartridge with nuvistor

Nuvistor triode tube head amp - kit and assembled

Outboard egulated power supplies for preamps

Park West, N.Y. 10024 (212) 595-4700.

Send $1 to Gizmo Audio Developments. 239 Central

ALL THIS AND MORE IN OUR TUBE BIBLE - 25 pag-

Course in tube electronics - we teach what we know

650V microsec.

AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250. Westminster, MASS 01473

FOR SALE

VANDERSTEEN SPEAKER SYSTEM
Q/L has the incredible Vandersteen II and the latest Vanderstein IV models. For worldwide shipment, phone 800-243-7516. In Oxford, (513) 293-7287

WALT JUNG & RICHARD MARSH (Feb. & Mar. Au-
dio) ARE RIGHT, of course, so we have now PO-LYPROPYLENE & POLYSTYRENE PREMIUM Audio Grade capacitors for new construction, preamp mods & crossovers. Use for replacements or shunts. Values from 47 to 0.002uf DC bias: 1% tolerance, 50VDC max.

FOR SALE

OUT OF STATE, call Toll-Free 800-243-7516

OUTBOARD.


Audiocom high technology audio


Our Service Department specializes in maintaining, calibrating, and modifying high performance audio equipment. Custom equipment design and fabrication on premises. System installations for car, boat, home, and aircraft. Major credit cards honored. Phones orders shipped promptly.

177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830 (203) 637-3621

Out of state, call Toll-Free 800-243-7516

322 EAST PACES FERRY ROAD ATLANTA GA 30305

404 237 6336

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WHEN YOUR VINTAGE RADIO DISSIPATES, SETS THEMSELVES 'The Audiophile's Choice' has the solution with it's guaranteed 20 to 20 cassettes Send $2.00 for a C-60 Box 888, Kingsport, TN 37660

NAME-BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Available in cassettes, reels, cartridges. Huge savings from manufacturer. Also low everyday prices on Maxell, TDK, Ampex, Scotch, BASF, etc. SASE new catalogue from MJS, 2514 Seaboard Ave., San Jose, CA 95131 (408) 262-8793.

PROBLEM: THE HIGH COST OF PREMIUM CAS-

SETTES. "The Audiophile's Choice" has the solution with it's guaranteed 20 to 20 cassettes. Send $2.00 for a C-60 Box 888, Kingsport, TN 37660.

PUBLICATIONS

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONALWIDE

Rivers, ampls, TTs, Audio, Ham Gear, Etc. 5 issues $2!

"Electronic Trader" Box 73-A, Folly Beach, SC 29439

TF

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
WANTED: McIntosh and Marantz tube equipment.

INPUT 1: Touch Tone
INPUT 2: Selector
OUTPUT 1: Main Out
OUTPUT 2: Sub Out

POWER SUPPLY:
- 120V AC input
- 110V/230V switchable
- 12V DC output

DIMENSIONS:
- Width: 13 inches
- Height: 4 inches
- Depth: 13 inches

FEATURES:
- Built-in power amplifier
- 100 Watt RMS per channel
- Stereo/Mono switched
- Bypassable tone controls
- Input level indicators
- Remote control

ACCESSORIES:
- Carrying case
- Owner's manual
- Power cord

CONDITION:
- Excellent condition
- No visible wear or damage

LOCATION:
- 1234 Audio Drive
- Shipping available upon request

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
- Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz
- Signal to noise ratio: 90 dB
- Total harmonic distortion: 0.05%

SOUND QUALITY:
- Clear and balanced
- Well defined bass response

RECOMMENDATION:
- Highly recommended for audiophiles

FOR SALE:
- Honda Civic
- 1990 model
- Excellent condition

LOCATION:
- 5678 Main Street
- Available for inspection

CONTACT:
- Phone: (123) 456-7890
- Email: audio@audiolover.com
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There is never a dearth of new loudspeaker designs at any Consumer Electronics Show. But while many loudspeakers are demonstrated, few are worth listening to for more than a minute or two. To me, it is rather incredible to walk into audio demo rooms at the Convention Center and into room after room at the Jockey Club and be subjected to so much really poor sound. In many cases, there are basic design flaws in the loudspeakers that are the root of the trouble. Other loudspeakers have some merits, yet the demonstrations are so badly handled it is impossible to reach any conclusion. When the speakers and the demonstrations are both poor, you get a sort of "sonic symbiosis" that produces a cacophonous assault on one's hearing. Boomy bass, peaky midrange, screeching high frequencies, poor or nonexistent imaging, no perception of depth, and out-of-phase conditions are commonly encountered in these demonstrations. The majority of the personnel conducting these demonstrations have no musical sensibility and obviously have no experience with live music in the concert hall. How else to explain their poor choice of recordings and general disregard of musical values? It is apparent that far too many companies have forgotten the basic purpose of hi-fi components, to afford a psychoacoustic approximation of a live musical event. High fidelity components are not an end unto themselves, but a medium for the enjoyment of music.

After having encountered so much terrible sound, it was such a pleasure to walk into the Shahinian Acoustics room and refresh my ears with some really superb music. Dick Shahinian really loves great music, and his knowledge of high-quality classical recordings is encyclopedic. He manages to obtain many original EMI recordings and many other hard-to-get foreign pressings. He chooses the best of these for his demonstrations of his excellent Obelisk speakers, which themselves are models of fine musical balance, accurate imaging, good depth, and wide dynamic range.

Dick's Obelisk speaker has been brought to a high state of refinement with such things as a new polypropylene cone woofer, a 1 ¾-inch cambric dome midrange and two ¾-inch polyamide dome super-tweeter units, and a complex new crossover network. This medium-sized (27 inches high by 14 inches wide by 12 inches deep) speaker has claimed frequency response of 32 Hz to 21 kHz, plus 2 dB, minus 3 dB. Although the bass response is remarkably good for such a small speaker, Dick had crossed over the unit at 80 Hz and combined it with his latest product, the Contra-Bombarde subwoofer.

The Contra-Bombarde design is more than 20 years old and is the brainchild of none other than Stewart Hegeman. Yes, the same Stu Hegeman who designed the Citation power amplifiers and other forward-looking audio products. This subwoofer is a twin conical slot-loaded stereo horn, with a horn path length of more than 20 feet from throat to mouth. It was originally the bass portion of the Hegeman Pro loudspeaker, which among other things was noted for its unique upward-firing tweeter, which looked like a paper tulip cup! The horn construction is incredibly complex and must be very accurately built if it is to function properly. Ultra high density Finnish birch is used for making the horn and is an aid in resonance suppression. Twin 8-in. drivers with quite stiff, but not massive, cones are used, with 2-in., high-temperature voice-coils and extra-heavy magnets. In other words, the Contra-Bombarde is Stu Hegeman's classic horn subwoofer, brought up to date with modern materials and drivers. Response extends to 16 Hz and power handling is 150 watts/channel, with short peak ability to 750 watts/channel. Dick Shahinian was using various recordings with extended bass response, including my own Virgil Fox organ recordings, to really shake the rafters with a very clean bass of tremendous power and impact. At $1,250, the Contra-Bombarde isn't cheap, but one should remember this is a stereo subwoofer. Availability is slated for May 1981.

Many people favor the transparency and transient attack of electrostatic loudspeakers. The Acoustat full-range electrostatic speaker with built-in, direct-drive tube amplifier has enjoyed good sales for some years now, but a new embodiment of the design may generate even greater sales. The Acoustat Model Two uses the same full-range electrostatic driver elements as the earlier Acoustat speakers. The big difference is that it does not have the built-in, direct-drive tube amplifier, but instead uses what Acoustat calls the MK-121 Magne-Kinetic Drive System. Essentially, this is an impedance-matching transformer as used in other electrostatic loudspeakers but with some significant differences. Most objections to transformers in the past had to do with their generation of
YOU'LL ENJOY DEALING WITH
HERE ARE SOME IMPORTANT REMINDERS

WRITE FOR: 3 FOR NEW MEN'S PRICES AND LINES

* xerox xerox advisors of the

The ADC PRO/GRAM... $29.95.
For your nearest dealer call (800) 243-9346.

Micro Seiki's air suspension turntable, Model SX-8000.

spurious resonance or "ringing" and difficult impedance and voltage matching. The MK-121 uses two physically and electrically different "push-pull" transformers with some passive components, and the design allows the circuit to operate in a quasi-parallel band-overlap manner. In other words, there is a low-frequency transformer which operates from the low end of the spectrum and a high-frequency transformer optimized to operate from the top of the spectrum downwards. The transformers overlap at a median frequency of about 1,500 Hz. The result is much higher efficiency than possible with any single transformer, far less distortion, and an impedance which never drops below 3 ohms. Most importantly, the MK-121 permits the use of standard solid-state and tube amplifiers.

Most audiophiles generally shy away from equipment with built-in amplifiers, preferring to use their own favorite amplifier. The Model Two Acoustat is said to reach SPL of 108 dB with amplifiers of 50 to 100 watts per channel, so this should appeal to many who have always wanted to try electrostatic loudspeakers. I believe the Model Two in the Acoustat room was being driven by a Bedini 100 W/channel Class A amplifier. Listening to a Philips recording of some Rossini Overtures, I was impressed by the ultra smoothness of the first violins, the clarity of the woodwinds, and the sharp attack of the percussion, along with fine imaging and an exceptional perception of depth.

After weary hours of speaker auditioning at the Jockey Club, with one's ears protesting against further abuse, blessed respite can always be found at the B&W suite. Here is an oasis of good taste and good music, where genial John Bowers presents his new products in his inimitable low-key fashion with no hype, no fanfare, no outrageous claims. Superb classical music and carefully selected pop music played through the various B&W loudspeakers is his eloquent spokesmen.

B&W's range of loudspeakers continues to grow. The 802 is now well into production and has found good acceptance from music lovers who like the sound of the 801, but do not have the space for this system. Speaking of the 801, like EMI and Decca, I now have adopted the 801 as my "official" monitoring speaker, and it goes along with me on all my remote and location recordings. I also take along 120 pounds of Levinson ML-3 amplifier, which can be burdensome, but the combination is superb and has elicited much favorable comment. At the WCES, B&W introduced their new DM-16 loudspeaker. This is the successor to the DM6, the first linear phase speaker made in Europe. Because of the "stepped" design, used to place all the driver units in the same acoustic plane, it was known familiarly as the "pregnant whale." The DM-16 is much more graceful and elegant while maintaining the concept of linear phase response.

The DM-16 features a new 220-mm woofer with a thermoplastic cone whose profile was derived from laser interferometry studies. The 2-in. voice-coil is high-temperature Nomex. The midrange driver is the identical unit used in the 801, and the tweeter a derivative of the 801 unit, but employing a flat plate driver. The crossover network is a 4th-order Butterworth type, similar to the unit in the 801. The -3 dB point is 60 Hz, and there is an audio-activated protection circuit. The sound of this new DM-16 has a close family resemblance to the 801, very smooth and clean, with highly detailed midrange and exceptional imaging and depth. Bass is clean and solid but does not have the extension of the larger systems.
More than a decade and 35 million watts ago, we designed and built the world's most powerful amplifier, the Phase Linear 700. Boasting 700 watts of sheer, undistorted power, the 700 became the rage of the audio industry and the envy of the competition.

The 700 was followed by an unprecedented array of amplifiers, preamplifiers and noise reduction systems that have earned a place in recording studios, concerts and the homes of discriminating listeners worldwide.

Today, our sophisticated ensemble of technologically advanced hi-fi components matches the requirements of every audio enthusiast... our quartz-locked, tangential tracking turntable; a computer controlled MicroScan cassette deck with 64 position bias, equalization and level selection; our fully synthesized, digital AM/FM tuner; a sophisticated preamplifier with parametric tone controls; a single pass noise reduction system; a parametric equalizer and real time analyzer; and a full line of state-of-the-art loudspeakers.

Put 35 million watts of hi-fi leadership and innovation in your living room. Visit your Phase Linear dealer for a personal audition.

Phase Linear
The Professional Connection
20121 48th Avenue West, Lynnwood, Washington 98036

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
The Audio Critic is now published every other week!

Starting with Bulletin 1, dated January 15, 1981, The Audio Critic has become a biweekly newsletter. Everything is still the same—the hard-nosed equipment reviews, the sophisticated laboratory measurements to back up the listening tests, the eschewal of paid advertising—only the format has changed. Now it's just a few reviews at a time, but every other week! Later in 1981, The Audio Critic Handbook will be published, covering all the theoretical and philosophical material that's too lengthy for the Bulletins. Here's the new offer:

Our $30 package. This includes the 24 biweekly Bulletins to be published in 1981, plus the Handbook when it is ready. A handsome loose-leaf binder for your Bulletins will be made available at nominal extra cost.

Our $50 package. This includes the entire $30 package, exactly as described above, plus the four old-style, magazine-size issues of The Audio Critic that are still in print, Vol. 1, No. 6 (cumulative reference issue with over 150 reviews) and Vol. 2, Nos. 1, 2 and 3, the last being the much-awaited recent issue reporting on the remarkable Fourier 1 speaker system. We strongly recommend that you get these issues in order to have a fuller understanding of what The Audio Critic is all about and a better foundation for reading the Bulletins. If you already own one or more of these, you may subtract $5 from the package price for each one you do not wish to receive.

Send your check or money order in the correct amount (no Canadian dollars. $6 extra for overseas delivery) to The Audio Critic, Box 392, Bronxville, New York 10708.

Of other loudspeaker systems noted, Brian Cheney was on hand with his VMPS Super Tower, sporting new polypropylene midrange drivers. Poor Brian had gone to the trouble of acoustically treating his demo room with Sonex (about which I'll soon be bringing you a detailed report), and visitors found his sound very impressive, until some overzealous CES official told him the Sonex did not conform to regulations (Bah! The Bureau of Standards uses it in their laboratories) and made him remove it.

KEF is another dependable oasis of tranquility and good music. Raymond Cooke's lads always have a selection of high-quality recordings (of which Sir Malcolm Arnold's "Symphony No. 1," on EMI ASD 3823 was quite outstanding for its dynamic impact. As heard on their new Model 303 Series 2 and Model 304 Series 2, the sound was impressive for its smoothness combined with excellent definition. Both speakers employ a new 1-in. tweeter developed through KEF's by-now-famous computer-aided design techniques. The Model 303 has a single 8-in. mid/bass unit; the somewhat larger Model 304 has two of the 8-in. drivers and is capable of 107 db SPL. A unique cosmetic feature of both speakers is a "wrap-around" grille cloth covering all sides of the enclosures, which can quickly be interchanged among six different colors.

Not to be outdone, JBL has a new floor-standing speaker, the L 150A, which also employs laser holography in its design. The system has a new very lightweight phenolic-dome tweeter coated with aluminum. It features a 1-in. copper-voice-coil and a 2-lb. magnet. The columnar-shaped system has a 5-in. midrange, and its 12-in. woofer has a 3-in. copper-voice-coil and 10-lb. magnet. A passive radiator is used to extend low frequencies, and a computer-designed network provides crossovers at 1.1 kHz and 3.7 kHz. This system is in the JBL tradition, with plenty of punch, but it also has a very clean and extended bass response as well as smooth and well-detailed high-frequency response.

The winner in the audio exotica sweepstakes has to be the new Micro Seiki air suspension turntable SX-8000. The 48-lb. stainless-steel turntable platter is mounted on a solid zinc base, and a remote air pump supports the oil-immersed central shaft on a thin layer of air. It is claimed the tremendously compressed air damps all platter resonances. This is a belt-drive model with the drive motor and electronics in a remote unit. Up to four arms can be mounted on the turntable base. This can guarantee you one-upmanship for a mere $10,000!
1939...FIRST DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE SYSTEM.
1951...FIRST MOVING-COIL CARTRIDGE.
1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORING.

Denon was founded 71 years ago, making it among the oldest extant companies in the audio industry. Thirty years ago, Denon first entered the professional recording field, and today it is the prime supplier to organizations like the NHK, Japan's equivalent to the British BBC.

Denon's professional products range from blank tape to 24-track recording consoles to fully automated radio stations; their accomplishments include the development of PCM (digital recording), one of the most significant advancements in the history of recorded sound.

In the U.S., Denon is known primarily by those in the know. In Japan, the land where electronics is king, Denon is king of the land.

1981...THE DENON DR-330 AND DR-320 SERVO-TENSIONER THREE-HEAD CASSETTE DECKS.

Many manufacturers would lead you to believe that three heads alone can transform a cassette deck. Denon’s experience with professional studio tape recorders proved that lack of uniform tape-to-head contact and proper transport stability can create serious phase problems—especially in the high frequencies—where the recorder has three heads or two.

To solve this problem, Denon developed a unique Tape Tension Servo Sensor, a system that maintains uniform tape-to-head contact during record and playback. In addition, Denon originated the Non-Slip Reel Drive mechanism, which provides the extremely stable tape movement and prolongs the deck’s life.

Before the development of the DR-330 (Speed Control and fine Bias Adjustment), Denon built two-head decks, which many audiophiles prefer even to the most expensive conventional three-head units.

With the development of the Tape Tension Servo Sensor and Non-Slip Reel Drive, Denon has realized the full potential of the three-head configuration.

The Denon DR-320 and DR-330: two important contributions to better sound reproduction, from the company where innovation is a tradition.

DENON
Imagine what we'll do next.

Denon America, Inc
27 Union Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006
As I noted in last month's "Video Scenes," the Winter Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas clearly showed that the much prophesied video boom has begun. What is surprising is the scope of the boom, encompassing virtually all aspects of video, and the rather astonishing speed with which all this activity is occurring.

I mentioned a broad range of new video products last month, concentrating on the major items of interest to that strange new creature — the videophile. Make no mistake — the videophile is flourishing in the land, and, if you take a peek inside his wallet, you'll often find a card-carrying audiophile. It would appear that video has a strong fascination for audiophiles, especially the more technical aspects of the subject. There are several interesting areas where audio and video can interface, and audiophiles are eager to participate.

The newly minted videophile is heavily into portable videocassette recorders and associated color cameras. Having acquired this kind of video equipment, videophiles usually want to view their productions on big-screen projection televisions. However, projection TV has been a sort of stepchild in mainstream TV sales. Desirable, yes, but not quite technically refined enough — and too expensive.

RCA entered this market with their Model PFR100R, a one-piece system with a 50-inch screen. RCA did not say how they will accomplish their claim of a screen 50 percent brighter than any projection TV system currently available. The company evidently believes that the FCC will be approving stereo TV sound transmission, since their unit features a 10-watt stereo amplifier feeding four speakers. With an eye to the future, RCA's projection TV has audio and video inputs so that a VCR and videodisc player can be connected simultaneously. The system will also feature an infrared remote control. RCA is very bullish on projection TV market, predicting sales will reach $175 million in 1981.

Advent, a pioneer in the projection TV business, had dynamic Bernie Mitchell on hand at the WCES to startle the troops with its latest system. The Model VBT100 has a special 50-inch screen that is hinged and folds down to make an attractive functional table. It measures 44 inches square and is 27 inches in height. Advent claims this Videobeam projection system is their "brightest ever," with a screen brightness of 75 foot-Lamberts, and that satisfactory viewing is possible from fairly wide angles. The system has inputs for VCR and videodisc players, and its price is pegged at $2,495. Mitchell also announced Advent will be selling a laser/optical videodisc player (probably made by Pioneer) and what he terms a "high-fidelity" videocassette recorder. According to Mitchell, Advent extensively studied available VCR systems and chose the Beta format because of the level of resolution it provides. He reported the VCR will be furnished by Sony but extensively modified by Advent to include such things as stereo sound and Dolby C noise reduction.

Mitsubishi introduced two new high-technology projection TV systems, the $4,200 VS520U and the $4,500 VS520UD (which differs from the former in having doors to cover the screen when not in use). These are one-piece projection TV systems with ultra-fast f/1.2 four-element lenses. Coupled with an in-line three-tube projection configuration, this affords a screen brightness of a rather startling 120 foot-Lamberts. The 50-inch screens are made of a special washable aluminum-coated vinyl. There is full-function remote control with 105-channel accessibility, and time and channel are flashed on the screen when a new station is selected. These projection system are "stereo ready" with two sets of speakers, each with its own amp.

Years ago, some high-end hi-fi stores carried what could best be termed "component" TV sets made by Radio Craftsmen and the Conrac Company. The latter's 27-inch (black and white) unit was sold without a cabinet. It featured special TV circuitry and outputs for connection to an external high-quality amplifier and loudspeaker. Back in those days there was a lot of live music on TV, and I well remember the absolutely superb live sound which resulted from the high-fidelity circuits of the Conrac. Folks with today's high-quality FM tuners would flip over such program material. It would appear that videophiles will soon be able to purchase modern versions of the Conrac custom-TV chassis, as Sony will be introducing what they call their "component" TV sets made by Radio Craftsmen and the Conrac Company. The latter's 27-inch (black and white) unit was sold without a cabinet. It featured special TV circuitry and outputs for connection to an external high-quality amplifier and loudspeaker. Back in those days there was a lot of live music on TV, and I well remember the absolutely superb live sound which resulted from the high-fidelity circuits of the Conrac. Folks with today's high-quality FM tuners would flip over such program material. It would appear that videophiles will soon be able to purchase modern versions of the Conrac custom-TV chassis, as Sony will be introducing what they call their "component" TV sets made by Radio Craftsmen and the Conrac Company.
IF YOU'RE NOT USING THE SCOTCH® RECORD CARE SYSTEM, YOU'RE USING THE SECOND BEST.

THE SCOTCH® RECORD CARE SYSTEM. IT CLEANS, ANTI-STATS AND REDUCES FRICTION—ALL IN ONE STEP.

Finally there's a way to give your records the kind of care and protection that hasn't been possible until now... a way to insure a long life of true sound.

The System.
The Scotch Record Care System combines Sound Life™ record care fluid with a unique dispensing applicator. To use, simply depress the supply container and Sound Life fluid is fed automatically to the pad. That's all there is to it. It's quick, easy and simple. No guesswork about how much fluid you need or how to apply it correctly. Just place the applicator on your turntable spindle, revolve it and the record is cleaned.

Super-wetting action deep-cleans grooves.

If your present cleaning solution heads up on the record surface, it may not be getting the job done. Scotch Sound Life spreads onto the disc surface evenly—safely penetrating grooves to remove micro-dust and fingerprints. Sound Life leaves the record with a brilliant look, as brilliant as the sound is clean and true.

As it cleans, it wipes out static. Even though your record surface is clean, it's generally the electrostatic charge that gets it dirty again. An anti-static gun is just a temporary treatment.

One application of Sound Life reduces the residual charge to near zero. And it prevents static from returning no matter how often the record is played.

Friction reduction's a plus. The same application of Sound Life that super-cleans and removes static can reduce stylus drag up to 15%.

And with your sensitive stylus that can mean less wear and improved record life.

Better stereo performance. To get all the true, pure sound you expect from your stereo, you need records that are truly clean, and protected from static and friction. Only the Scotch Record Care System gives you all three in one application. Ask to see a demonstration at your record or stereo store right now.

All of the tech data we've used to back up these statements is available free. Write to Home Entertainment Products Department, 3M Company, 3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144. Ask for report C-242.
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Columbia Broadcasting’s first coast-to-coast radio network broadcast took place on Saturday night, Jan. 12, 1929. Here, CBS President (now Chairman) William Paley is about to make the historic connection of the patch cord, while Warren T. Abbott, Chief Engineer, sits at the control board. This studio was located in the penthouse of Steinway Hall, on 57th Street, New York City, while the 50-kilowatt transmitter was located at Rockaway Beach.
Five Reasons Why You Should Buy The New Optimus® T-70 Speaker by Realistic®

1. High-Performance Soft-Dome Tweeter
   Designed to bring you silky smooth frequency response to 20,000 Hz, with wide dispersion and very low distortion. The T-70 reproduces the highest piano notes or the crash of cymbals with dramatic clarity — not just in front of the speaker, but throughout your room.

2. Special Enclosure for Extended Bass
   Radio Shack has matched a long-throw 8" woofer to an acoustically tuned labyrinth enclosure. Low-frequency sound energy is forced through the labyrinth and projected through a resistive rear slot. This increases efficiency and gives you tight, well-defined bass from an ideally sized 29 1/2 x 10 1/4 x 13 7/8" enclosure.

3. Hand-Finished Real Wood Cabinetry
   The luxurious veneer of each T-70 is precision-cut from a single panel of fine walnut, which assures eye-pleasing continuity of grain and color. After hand-sanding, a special hand-rubbed oil finish is applied, resulting in a system that looks as good as it sounds.

4. We Build It and Back It
   Since Radio Shack controls all phases of engineering, manufacturing and selling the T-70, we can trim costs and still back your purchase with a five-year parts and labor limited warranty. Audition the T-70 soon at Radio Shack. You'll be impressed with the sound... and the low price!

5. Only $129.36 Each

Radio Shack
THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND

*See our catalog, page 26. Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers.
Record Care, Part 2: A Record Life Study

How long will your phonograph records last?
How many times can you safely play records without degrading sound quality?
Using quality playback equipment, the factors of Record Longevity are twofold and closely interrelated: the record must be kept free of contamination, and the stylus must be kept clean during playback.
Scanning electron microscopy clearly shows the need and contribution of both record cleaning and stylus care.

Exhaustive research shows that with proper record/stylus care, an entire “life span” of 200 play events will not damage record surface quality or fidelity. (Most albums are played a total of 50 times or less.)

---

200 Plays Without Record Cleaning
Pit from dust abrasion.
Ground-in microdust.
Prominent dust abrasion.
Prominent stylus path from abrasive-coated diamond face.
Vinyl particles welded by contaminated upper area of stylus.

200 Plays Without Stylus Care

Results of SC-2 Stylus Care:
Reduced wall abrasion due to uncontaminated diamond face.
Cleaned stylus leaves no welded-in particles.

Results of D4 Record Care:
Clean central radius due to capillary attraction of D4 Fluid into D4 pad fabric.
Microdust-free stylus path due to exclusive D4 "spiral fiber" particle holding.
No wall-slurry of "lubricant" products.

---

There is no substitute for the valid research you get with Discwasher products. Ask for them where better dealers take interest in a longer “life span” for you.